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ABSTRACT
This study la an attempt to determine the Influence 
of the Spanish and Mexican land grants upon the social 
organization and social processes of the people In a rural, 
Spanish-American village of northern Mew Mexico. To some 
extent, the study also reflects the influence of the grants 
upon a much wider area, that covering some ten counties in 
the north-central part of the state and frequently referred 
to as the •‘Spanlsh-Aaericsn area.*
Two sain sources of data were used In this study. The 
primary data were secured from an intensive survey of a 
Spanish-Ame rlcan village in the western end of San Miguel 
County, Hew Mexico. The secondary data, dealing with the 
nature and history of the Spanish and Mexican land grants, 
were taken from records of the General Land Office, var­
ious governmental records and from the few individually 
compiled and published works which deal with the Mew Mexleo 
land problem.
The original Spanish and Mexican land grants were 
characterized by extensive size, a careless and often com­
plete lack of surveys, poor and obscure titles and a total 
disregard for definite boundaries. Lands were classified 
into two main groups: the common or grazing lands which were
vii
rested in entire settlements and the irrigable tracts which 
were distributed and assigned to individual families.
With the occupation of the Hew Mexico territory by the 
United States there began the complicated process of super­
imposing an entirely new land system based on definite 
titles, surreys, and boundaries on the existing one. The 
result has been an enormous loss of land to the Spanish- 
American people because of their inability to produce 
adequate evidence for the legal Justification of their 
claims.
The original nature of the Spanish and Mexican land 
grants was conducive to the development of a few economically 
powerful families who were able to dominate Spanish-American 
life through control of the basic industries of the area, 
cattle and sheep. This group occupied the top position of 
the social pyramid. At the bottom of the pyramid were the 
peons and government sponsored colonists who came to form 
the laboring group for the upper class. There were few 
families in the intermediate or middle-class category.
With the loss of these common or graging lands from 
court decisions and litigation the Spanish-American social 
pyramid rapidly began to flatten out. Social distances all 
but disappeared after the wealth of the patrons declined to 
a level little above those who had once worked for them.
The one resource these people have been able to cling to 
is the numerous, small, Irrigable holdings which were
viii
specifically distributed to individual families who have 
managed to retain them.
The history of El Cerrito epitomises to a remarkable 
degree the history of the entire Spanish-American area* It 
is situated on an original Spanish land grant and the 
present inhabitants of the village are descendants of the 
original grantees. For almost a century the people were 
independent and relatively prosperous. There was adequate 
land to support the combination enterprises of stock raising 
and small-scale irrigation faming in the valley.
With the occupation of Sew Mexico by the United States, 
however, the economic base of the village rapidly began to 
disintegrate, backing clear title and definite boundary 
lines to the grant lands, characteristic of the Spanish and 
Mexican land systems, the common or grazing lands claimed 
by the people were removed from their use and added to the 
public domain. All the land the people were able to retain 
were the miniature, irrigated holdings around the village 
to which the individual families had been given separate 
title.
Today the people of El Cerrito are still living in 
their village but they no longer are a relatively independ­
ent grotgv, supported by their own economic resources. In­
stead, like the Spanish-Amerlcan area as a whole, they have 
come to be a type of seasonal, migratory, far® workers roaming
ix
the surrounding states In search of farm and other employment 
so necessary t© supplement the little food that can be grown 
on the small , Irrigable tracts of land In the Till age to 
which they still retain ownership.
x
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature and Purpose of Study
This study is an attempt to discover the extent and 
nature of the relationships between the Spanish and Mexican 
land grants of Hew Mexico and the social organization and 
processes of the people who live on the land. Since it is 
assumed that the present situation, as it exists in Hew 
Mexico, is a product of what has gone on in the past, the 
approach to the problem has been somewhat historical in that 
the more significant changes in the Hew Mexican land situa­
tion are described from the time of the early Spanish set­
tlements to the present.
The main objectives of the study may be listed cate­
gorically as follows:
1. From available secondary sources to determine the 
original nature of the Spanish and Mexican land grants and 
something of the history of change in the nature of these 
grants from the time of first Spanish occupation to the 
present, with special emphasis upon New Mexico. It was as­
sumed that this should involve such factors as: type of 
grants allowed, rules and regulations governing the granting 
of the lands, subsequent changes In these rules and
1
regulations, the stability of tenure on the grants, and the 
effects of the impact of change brought about by the acquisi­
tion of the territory by the United States in 1846.
2. Study the social organisation and processes In a selected 
Spanish-American village situated on an original Spanish or 
Mexican land grant.
3. To bring together the knowledge gained in these first two 
steps in order to discover and demonstrate the ways in which 
the land grant has affected the social organization and 
social processes in the village studied.
Scope of the Study
The scope of this study is limited in its general as­
pects to the Spanish-Amerloan area of New Mexico in general, 
in its more specific phases to the Upper Pecos Watershed of 
the state, and in its most detailed particulars to the com­
munity of El Cerrito. The location of these geographical 
and cultural areas and the village of El Cerrito are shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. For a plan of the village of El Cerrito, 
which was studied intensively, see Figure 1.
Several criteria were selected for choosing the village 
for intensive study. They were:
1. It must be within the limits of the predominantly Spanish­
speaking area of New Mexico.
2. It must be at some considerable distance from any city or 
town that might have tended to Influence it unduly.
33. It must be situated on an existing or original Spanish or 
Mexican grant of land.
4. It must exhibit certain characteristics of the Spanish- 
American area In general, such as: limited land holdings, a 
combination of the enterprises of farming and stock-raising, 
a heavy dependence upon outside wage work, and above all 
perhaps, evidence a retention of old Spanish custom and tra­
dition. These were the criteria previously set up to 
determine the boundaries of the Spanish-Amerlcan area.^
After careful scrutiny of many records in Mew Mexico 
and numerous contacts with a wide range of technicians and 
government officials in the state it was decided that the 
village of SI Cerrito, located In Ban Miguel County, would 
be an adequate choice. Upon examination, this village was 
found to meet each of the criteria for selection mentioned 
in the paragraphs above.
The time interval covered by the study is roughly from 
1794 to the present with special emphasis on the year 1940 
when the survey data for El Cerrito were gathered. The 
author spent from February 1, 1940, to September 1 of the 
same year In the village. Several return visits were made 
during the year 1942 for the purpose of checking specific 
points and securing additional facts. Contacts with the
1Soil Conservation Service, San Miguel County Villages. 
Albuquerque: U. S- Department of Agriculture"," 1§3B; also ^ 
Tewa Basin study. 1939.
4village have been maintained, by means of correspondence, 
from 1942 until the present time, April 1943*
Although the bulk of the data gathered were supplied by 
the inhabitants of the village of El Cerrito, it is believed 
that the results may be projected with a reasonable degree 
of accuracy to Include the Spanish-American area of the 
state in general, and the upper Pecos Watershed in particu­
lar. This assumption is based on the fact that an unusually 
high degree of uniformity and cultural homogeneity exists 
throughout the Spanish-American area* The nature and degree 
of this uniformity is developed in detail in Chapter III*
It was recognised in the early stages of development of 
this problem that, to secure an adequate working knowledge 
of the aoeial organization and processes of a village In the 
area, It would be necessary to go into the village for first­
hand observation. At the time the village was selected for 
study it was expected that it would be possible to live in 
the village for a period of 12 months or long enough to ob­
serve the cycle of life and activities in the village over 
a full year. The actual time spent in the village was 
approximately seven months. Curing this period many hours 
were spent talking with these people, becoming acquainted 
with their attitudes, collecting data about their opinions 
and recording their case histories.
In order to gain admittance to the life of the village
5it was necessary to assume a role that would be accepted by 
the villagers, This proved to be easier than It first ap­
peared. Upon arriving to live in the village every effort 
was made to distribute the information that I was «writing 
a history* of the village, this proved to be a popular role 
as most of the people are extremely proud of their history 
and are eager and willing to talk about it.
Although the approach to this problem is not primarily 
statistical certain figures and estimates were gathered on 
such factors as: cuise of holdings, ownership of land, value 
of possessions, ete. These figures were gathered by means of 
a small schedule which was completed for each family in the 
village.
Other sources of primary data were interviews with the 
*old timers* in other villages in the area, with govern­
mental officials In the town of has Vega®, and with the 
priests and sisters of the Catholic church in the area. 
Especially informative and interesting data were secured 
from the priest who serves the village of El Cerrito, a 
native Spaniard who has been in this country only a few years.
After primary data of these types were secured the next 
step was to assemble the data that would reveal the nature 
of the Spanish and Mexican land grants and their history.
This involved intensive work upon the reports of the Public 
Land Office, reports of the surveyor General, and other works 
on the Public Domain.
In analyzing the data of the study the fundamental
8objective has been to discover the role played by the Spanish 
and Mexican land grant as a conditioning factor on the social 
organisation and processes of the village studied.
Review of Selected Literature
There is a paucity of literature dealing directly with 
the subject. The bulk of the early records such as petitions 
for and grants of land were destroyed in 1680 when the In­
dians of Sew Mexico revolted and drove the Spanish from the 
territory. As a result the present sources of reference are 
of a very general nature such as: reports of the Surveyor 
General to the Public Land Office from 1854 to 1891, special 
reports of the Court of Private Land Claims from 1891 to 
1905, and a limited jusaber of individual compilations of 
special data.
The Sociology of Rural Life by Smith provided the orien­
tation for this study, especially parts in and IT which deal 
with rural social organisation and the social processes of
g
rural society. The bibliography included in the volume was 
also useful.
The Systematic Source Book in Rural Sociology by 
Sorokin* Zimmerman and Galpin was also a valuable aid in 
gaining a general perspective of social organization and the
2feT. Lynn Smith, The Sociology of Rural Life, Hew fork: 
Harper and Brothers, I53-0.
7social processes*3 Fart two of Volume I was particularly 
helpful in its treatment of the ecology of the rural habitat.
Of the literature dealing specifically with Hew Mexico 
the Public Domain by Thomas Donaldson deserves special men­
tion*4 The some 1300 pages of this volume deal with the 
public land system and policies in all their ramifications. 
This document is by far the most complete and helpful of any 
yet published on the land situation, its nature and history, 
in Hew Mexico.
Another rich source of information was the files and 
miscellaneous unpublished reports of the Soil Conservation 
Service in Albuquerque.3 During the period 1936-39 the 
Division of Human Surveys of the Soil Conservation Service 
made numerous surveys in the Spanish-speaking areas of Hew 
Mexico and uncovered a large mass of information on land 
grants is the area, past and present. The recency of these 
surveys, plus the wide rang© of data they cover, make them
Pitirim A. Sorokin, Carle 0. Simraerman, and 0. J. 
Galpin, A Systematic Source Book in Rural Sociology, 
Minneapolis: The University of Minn©so£a~PFees, 1930-3£,
3 vols.
4
Thomas Donaldson, The public Domain, House Miscel­
laneous Document 45 , 47tE™6ongreea, 2nd session, XIX. 
Washington: The Government Printing Office, 1884.
3Soil Conservation Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Albuquerque, Hew Mexico, some of the more per­
tinent studies are (1) The Tewa Basin Study, 1939, (2) San 
Miguel County Villages, 1 §38, 13) rvITlage Livelihood in the 
Upper Rio Cranle Area, 1937, (4) No lie a on Community*OvmecT 
Land Grants in'li’ew Mexico. 1937. and TsT"fKe Partido System. 
T§3§. ~ ~  ----
8one of the most valuable compilations of secondary data on
Spanish-American life and conditions ever assembled.
Blaekmar's Spanish Institutions of the Southwest has
proven to be a reliable source of information on the early
£5social and institutional life of Hew Mexico. The extremely 
limited materials published on the subject make this booh a 
classic in its contribution to the field with which it deals. 
Some of the other less complete works on the subject are: 
Adams1 History, Politics, and Education, Dunham1 s government 
Handout. Sanches*s Forgotten People, and Grisham’s El Pueblo. 
Other sources on the subject are limited to casual and in­
frequent observations from works dealing with problems of 
another nature.^
On the history of the land grants of Hew Mexico alone 
there is no source of information that equals the records of 
the Public hand Office in Santa Fe, New Mexico. In the files 
of this office there are dockets containing all available 
data, such as the original petitions, testimony before the 
Court of Private Land Claims, etc., of more than 300 grants.
®Frank W. Blaekmar, Spanish Instl tut lone of the 
Southwest, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins1 Press, ~T8§iT
^Herbert B. Adams (editor), History, Politics, and 
Education, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins press, 1830, ?§1.
r n r .—
Harold H. punhara, Government Handout, Ann Arbor: Edward 
Brothers, 1941.
George I. Sanchez, Forgotten People, Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico £ress, 1915'. ™
Glen Grisham, El Pueblo (unpublished), The Far® Security 
Administration, Amarillo, 1939.
9Unfortunately, many of these dockets are incomplete because 
of the large Incidence of loss of the old Spanish records.
For literature dealing with the general history of New 
Mexico heavy reliance was placed on fwitchell's Leading Facts
Q
of liew Mexican History. This five volume work contains a 
great deal of material pertaining to the subject of this 
paper.
Another complete and readable history of Hew Mexico Is 
Coan's A History of Hew Mexico.9 This book contains not only 
a chronological listing of Important New Mexican events but 
develops the sidelights of such events much more completely 
than the general run of historical documents. The chapter 
on Spanish and Mexican Land 0rants {Chapter XXVI, Vol. I), 
although brief, contains a remarkable compilation of concise 
data on some of the more important land grants of the state.
New Mexico History and Civics by Bloom and Donnelly has
10made some contribution to the subject. The first 350 pages 
of the book deal rather completely with certain phases of New 
Mexican history and are replete with pertinent observations 
and notations. It also contains a large list of bibliograph­
ical references to sore complete and original works.
^Ealph E. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 
Cedar Rapids: Torch Press, I§i"I-X2, & voTs.
9Charles F. Coan, A History of New Mexico, New York: The 
American Historical Society, 1935”  .
*°Lansing B. Bloom and Thomas C. Donnelly, New Mexican 
History and Civics, Albuquerque: The University of New 
Mexico Press7~T55$.
10
Odum and Moore's American Regionalism contains an
interesting chapter dealing with the basis for setting the
Southwest apart as an especially well defined region. Other
sections of the book deal with certain concepts and
11definitions used throughout this paper.
For a comparison of the Hew Mexico situation with that
in other Spanish-speaking groups Simpson's The Ejldo: Mexico*s
Way Out offers s oae of the history of land-raan relationships
in the Republic of Mexico and a fairly complete analysis of
the land situation and Its social implications in present day
Mexico.^ McBride does something of the same order for Chile
in his Chile: Land and Society.’*5
Other less elaborate works on the man-land situation in
Mew Mexico are also limited. All but a few of the social
studies which have been done in Hew Mexico have all but
IdIgnored the highly Important factor of land.
^Howard W. Odum and Harry £. Moore, American 
Ism, Hew York: Henry Holt and Company,
*SByler H. Simpson, The Sjldo: Mexico's Way Out, Chapel 
Hill: The University of Hor^h~Caroliha’Press,~l93$7
1*5G. M. McBride, Chile: Land and Society, New York; 
American Geographical Society^ Research' Series 19, 1936.
few of the more pertinent bulletins and Journal 
articles on the Spanlsh-Amerioan situation in general are:
(1) C. P. Loomis, Informal Groupings in a Spanish-
American Vlllage fmimeograph Hull e tin), Uni tied
States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, 1940.
(2) 01en Leonard and C. P. Loomis, Culture of a 
Contemporary Community, El Cerrito," Hew~Mexlco, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, 1941.
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Order of Procedure
Chapter I treats of the general nature of the problem 
under study and a general survey of the pertinent literature 
on the subject.
Chapter II is a compilation of data on the general char­
acteristics of the area and its population. These data in­
clude available information on: <1) The Land, its topography, 
soil types, vegetative cover, and major streams; (2) The 
Climate, the amount and distribution of precipitation and its 
adequacy for crops, pasture, and timber; (3) The People, 
physical and cultural types in the area, their geographic and 
cultural origins, and something of their relationships and 
associations.
In Chapter III an attempt has been made to point out the 
important factors which have gone into the making of what is
(3) Sigurd Johansen, "The Social Organization of 
Spanish-American tillages,* The Southwestern 
Social science quarterly, vol. X&lSl,' '1S42.
(4) Paul Walter, Jr. t A study of Isolation and 
Social Change in TKr e e Sp an 1 g h- sp e ak 1 ng "V 1'X - 
lages of New Mexico, a Ph.D. thesis, Stanford 
University, 1§M*
(5) Florence R. Kluokholn, Los Atarquenos, a Ph.D. 
thesis, Harvard University, IMi.
(6) Ernest E. Maes, "The World and the People of 
Cundiyo," U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bu­
reau of Agricultural Economics, Land Policy 
Review, March 1941.
(7) Kalervo Obexg, "Cultural Factors and Land-Use 
Planning in Cuba Valley, New Mexico," Rural 
Sociology, 1940.
(S) John C. Rubsel1, "State Regionalism in New 
Mexico,* social Forces, 1937.
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referred to herein as * Sp an 1 eh-Am eri c an culture.** Following 
this is a discussion of the nature, distribution, and devel­
opment of this culture together with a review of the elements 
which illustrate how the village of El Cerrito is typical of 
this culture.
In Chapter IV a rather detailed description is given of 
the social organisation and processes of the village of El 
Cerrito. An Intensive field study of this village furnishes 
the bulk of the primary data used to test the thesis of the 
paper.
In the fifth and final Chapter the thesis of this study 
is developed, namely, that the Spanish and Mexican land grant 
has been an important factor in the conditioning of the so­
cial organization and processes of the village, fhe procedure 
in this chapter has been to give a brief history of the status 
of land distribution in New Mexico, types of land grants in 
the area, the significant features of Spanish and Mexican 
colonization policy, and subsequently, the radical changes 
in the land situation brought about by occupation of the ter­
ritory by the United states. With this as background there 
is presented a discussion of the effects of the land grant 
on the social organization, institutions, and social processes 
ms found in the village studied.
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA
The village of 11 Cerrito is situated in the east- 
central portion of northern New Mexico. It is approximately 
at the center of what is generally designated as the f,Upper 
Pecos Watershed, * an area drained by the northern section of 
the Pecos River. The northern boundaries of this watershed 
reach to the crest of the Sangre d@ Cristo Mountains in Mora 
County. Fro® this point southward it fans out considerably 
taking in almost all the western half of Ban Miguel County, 
in which El Cerrito is situated, and portions of northern 
Torrance and Guadalupe Counties.
The Land
In general this area is one of high plateaus or mesas, 
snuggled close to nearby mountain ranges, valleys and 
arroyos. The population is normally clustered along the 
various water courses at elevations varying from 5,000 to 
8,000 feet. Because of early and late frosts, land higher 
than 8,000 feet in the area Is seldom occupied for more than 
a few spring and summer months when livestock is commonly 
pastured at these higher elevations.
The oldest and most extensive outcropping formations in
13
14
this watershed are members of the Mississippian, Pennsyl­
vanian, and Permian series* These series, comprising massive 
exposures of limestones and sandstones, are the principal 
outcrops in the northern and central parts of the watershed. 
In the central and eastern parts of the watershed, these
1
series are overlain by alluviums of the Quaternary period.
The main soil types of the Upper Pecos Watershed are of 
the Bough Stoney Land and Beeves groups. They are largely 
made up of light-brown calcareous top soils which are shallow 
and often unsuitable for cultivation. Underneath these top- 
soils are the calcareous, yellow-brown subsoils resting on 
caliche or limestone. The absorptive power of these soils 
is low to medium. They are usually shallow and subject to 
wind and water erosion, except at the higher altitudes, where 
the vegetation Is sufficient to prevent it. Examples of this 
erosion are obvious and numerous even in the alluvial soils 
of the narrow valleys. Soil conservation practices are made 
difficult by the widely scattered holdings and the fact that 
the people have not been convinced of the value of such prac­
tices. Reports of studies completed and other© in progress 
repeatedly point out that the depletion of the grass cover 
crop by over grazing has added tremendously to the flood 
damage along the Pecos River during the past two or three
^Unpublished data from the Soil Conservation Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture, Albuquerque, Hew 
Mexico, 1939.
15
decades,^
The covering in the Upper Pecos Watershed Is divided 
into the three vegetative types: timber, woodland, and short 
grass* These three areas are well defined in the watershed. 
The timber type lies in the northern part of the watershed, 
the short grass area runs along the eastern boundary, and the 
woodland area, the largest of the group, is in the southwest­
ern section of the watershed.
The timber type, which consists largely of pine, fir, 
spruce, and oak, is concentrated in the higher area which 
will range in elevation from 7,000 to 11,000 feet. The land 
is largely Federally owned. Here the grazing and logging 
operations have been well controlled and erosion is at a 
minimum. Where this land is privately owned, it is charac­
terized by severe erosion, cutover lands, over-grazed range, 
and submarginal farming land.
The woodland type lies below the timber area between the 
elevations of 5,000 and 7,000 feet. Here the timber is 
Juniper, Pinon, Oak and scrub Pine. Although somewhat 
spotted, the grass covering is sufficient for grazing cattle 
and sheep. Much of this land is privately owned and is 
characterized by severe erosion and over-grazing.
The short grass area is somewhat below the woodland in
p
Soil Conservation Service, U. 5. Department of Agricul­
ture, Pecos Hiver Watershed, Albuquerque (unpublished), 1939.
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elevation. This land Is largely rolling prairie, and Is char­
acterised by less severe erosion as a result of Its heavier 
vegetative cover. Large cattle and sheep ranches have ab­
sorbed most of this land during recent years, only a 
fraction of it Is farmed.
The main stream of water in the area Is the Pecos River 
which divides the watershed into two very nearly equal parts. 
This stream is fed largely by melting snow from the nearby 
mountain tops. Such sources assure an almost constant flow 
of water for the entire year. Into the Pecos River flow such 
minor streams as the Galllnas River, and Teeolote Creek.
These two latter streams cannot be depended upon for water 
during more than a fraction of the year.
The runoff of these streams is extremely rapid and 
serious damage may be done along their banks within a few 
hours after a heavy rain. The average fall for the Pecos 
River Is 13.8 feet per mile. For the area of the Upper 
Watershed the fall averages 67 feet per mile.
The Climate
The Upper Pecos Watershed area, like the remainder of 
the state of Hew Mexico, is deficient in rainfall. The 
amount differs according to altitude. Stations placed over 
the area show a variation from above 33 Inches at the high­
est station to a little above 15 inches at a lower station 
some distance from the mountains. The general average for
17
the area, based on records of 15 stations, Is approximately 
16 inches* Fortunately for agriculture in the area the 
distribution of this rainfall is such that the heaviest 
precipitation comes during the summer months when the need 
is greatest.
The people of the area have come to depend heavily on
the snowfall in the nearby mountains to furnish needed water
during the spring and summer, snowfall Is extremely heavy
in the high mountains ranging as high as 300 inches at the
4top of the sangre de Cristo ridge. This snow, in a normal 
year, will furnish water for the river over a greater portion 
of the spring and summer months.
The general direction of the winds in the area, as well 
as for the state as a whole, is from the west or southwest 
unless Influenced by local conditions. During the summer 
months these winds are usually moist which is largely the 
explanation of the concentration of the rainfall In this 
season. The velocity of these winds is relatively high, 
ranging up to 50 miles per hour. The low moisture content 
of these winds plus their high velocity results in a high 
rate of moisture evaporation during the warmer months which 
may reach as much as 100 inches annually from a free surface.
U^. S. Department of Agriculture, Climate and Man, 1941 
Yearbook of Agriculture, Washington: Government Printing 
Office, l§£l, pT Xol6.
4Ibld., p. 190.
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This evaporation varies with altitude being much less as the 
higher altitudes are reached.5
The variation in temperature for the area is extreme, 
ranging from a high of 108 degrees F. to a low of -32 degrees
F. over a period of 15 years* The winters are generally cold 
and long. The last killing frost is generally around the 
first of Hay and the first one in the fall around October 1. 
This allows for a growing season of approximately 155 days.
Economic Bases of subsistence
As a result of the above factors It is obvious that the 
physical environment of the area is not conducive to in­
tensive agriculture. Inadequate precipitation alone prevents 
extensive growing of crops except in areas where irrigation 
Is possible. Largely for this reason the bulk of agricul­
tural production In the area Is done in the small, Irrigated 
valleys that may be irrigated from accompanying streams.
Crops that are grown away from the streams are largely 
beans, harvested dry, and a limited amount of wheat. These 
crops are usually able to mature within the short growing 
season and the average precipitation of approximately 16 
inches Is sufficient to grow them providing its distribution 
for a particular year Is well spaced.
A ouch wider variety of crops can be grown on the
6Ibld.. p. 1024.
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irrigable land of the valleys. Although wheat and com pre­
dominate there are also many other crops such as alfalfa, 
oats, cane and garden crops. These garden crops assume a 
role of importance to the local people that would be diffi­
cult to overemphasize, on a plot of land no more than 1/4 
acre in extent an Industrious family may easily grow enough 
chili peppers, beans, onions and other vegetables to supply 
their family during the spring and summer months.
Although intensive agriculture is necessarily limited 
in the area by the physical factors of soil, climate, and 
topography, stock raising is profitable and possible pro­
viding ample grazing land and water are available. The 
grass in the area is of a short, bunch variety that is ex­
ceedingly nutritious and despite the rather severe winters 
range livestock may be kept out on the plateau or mesa land 
throughout the winter months with a minimum of feeding and 
shelter.
Until approximately the beginning of the twentieth cen­
tury the agricultural base of the area consisted of a com­
bination of stock raising and irrigation farming. A few 
families in each village owned the livestock and the remain­
der worked for them by the day or month. All farmed their 
irrigable land in the valley for food to supplement cash 
income earned from the livestock enterprise;
Since early in the 1900*8 this pattern of livelihood 
has changed. Pasture lands, once so abundant, are no longer
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in the hands of the village people. None of the villages in 
the area now own or operate enough land and livestock to give 
employment to all their people. Where formerly there were a 
dozen men in a village owning thousands of sheep each there 
are now only two or three with a few hundred each.
With this change in the economic base of the area the 
people began to seek work outside the area. At the present 
time the men go as far as Utah and Wyoming to work in the 
sugar beet fields, to herd sheep, and to work in mines. It 
is not unusual for a man to be gone for six months or even 
a year without returning to his home and family who were left 
in the village. Thus the pattern has become one of irrigated 
farming and migratory wage work. The Irrigable holdings 
furnish a substantial part of the family’s food, and the 
wage work provides the cash for buying whatever else the 
family uses.
The People
The population of the Upper Pecos Watershed Is predom­
inantly of Spanish-American origin.*5 According to a recent
The term Spanish-American is used generally thoughout 
the Southwest, and especially New Mexico, to Identify a group 
of people whose basic language is Spanish, who are of mixed 
Spanish and Indian blood, and who have been in the area for 
several generations. The term Mexican is often used to de­
note the same group but, as a rule, New Mexicans reserve this 
ter® for a group more recently from Mexico and more nearly of 
Indian descent. Hereafter, this term will be used to denote 
all Spanish-speaking people in the area who are not identified 
definitely as Indian.
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estimate based largely on school enrollment, the people of
San Miguel County, In which the village of El Cerrito is
located, are approximately 83 per cent of Span!ah-American 
7 aextraction. The remainder of the population is Anglo.
The first Spanish-Americans to settle in the Upper
9Pecos Watershed area arrived in 1794. They came from the 
upper regions of the Rio Grand e River, near where the city 
of Santa Fe, Hew Mexico, is situated. They migrated to 
settle a tract of land that had been granted to them by the 
Spanish government.
These early settlers were descendants of Spanish and 
Mexican immigrants who had come into Mew Mexico after the 
re-conquest of the territory by be Vargas in 1692- For the 
most part these settlers seem to have been farmers and stock­
men as contrasted with their forefathers who were a hetero­
geneous lot of ex-soldlers, adventurers, and men of fortune 
to idiom 1he crown of Spain was under one obligation or 
another.
In Mexico and Mew Mexico their Spanish forbears had al- , 
ready mixed with the Indian elements to a considerable extent.
7George 1. Sanchez, Forgotten People. Albuquerque: The 
University of Mew Mexico Press, 1§4$, p. 30.
8This term is used generally in Mew Mexico to designate 
the group of people whose basic language is English. It will 
be used in this paper to indicate all who are not Spanish- 
American or Indian.
QPublic Land Office, Land Grant Pockets, Santa Fe, Hew 
Mexico. ~
Today the racial character!sties of these people indicate
that a vast majority of them have varying degrees of Indian
blood in their veins. Just what are these proportions of
mixed blood in the veins of the Spanish Americans has long
been a matter of debate. There are some who maintain that
the Spanish element is greatly predominant, although nearly
everyone admits that some admixture had taken place prior to
the migration from Mexico.*®
A search through the records of two of the oldest
churches in the area failed to disclose any marriages between
the Spanish-Aserlcan and Indian peoples. This finding was
substantiated by the experience of an investigator of the
Soil Conservation Service who found that H within the memory
of the oldest inhabitants (of northern New Mexico) there has
been, except for rare instances, no intermarriage between the
11Indians of the region and the Spanish-Americans.* Certainly
the fusion of races which produced the Spanish-Americans took 
place some time in the past.
As is the general rule with native peoples and cultural * 
elements, the Spanish-American population of the Upper Pecos 
Watershed is concentrated in the rural areas, living in vil­
lages along the several streams of water. The majority of
•^George I. Sanchez, A Study of Spanish Speaking Chil­
dren on Repeated Tests, A fhesis, Aus£in7~Uhiversity o?
f e x £ s ~ l § r f r p p "  H E T S . ---------
11Soil Conservation Service, Tewa Basin Study, Albuquerque 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1§8§>7 II, Ti*
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these Tillages are relatively old, all but a few of which 
were settled between the years 1800 and 1 8 4 0 These set­
tlements were almost entirely in the Woodland and Timber 
areas of the Watershed where the combination of irrigation 
farming and stock raising was molt feasible.
The Anglo is relatively a newcomer In the area. One of .
13the first to come into the area to stay arrived in 1848.
He married a local Spanish-American girl and later came into 
possession of a sizeable grant of land. Others who came into 
the area before 19G0 were largely of an adventurous type, 
seme of them working for local stockmen and others doing 
hunting and trading.
The majority of the Anglos now In the Upper Pecos Water- ' 
shed area arrived after 1900. Some of thm  came to homestead 
the land which was slowly being surveyed and others moved in 
to buy land patented by both Spanish-American and Anglo fam­
ilies. These families settled in the short grass section of 
the area which has proven to be more adaptable to sheep and 
cattle raising. These families came from Texas, Oklahoma 
and Kansas, the majority from Texas where they had been able 
to sell their former holdings at a fair profit and move 
westward where more land was available and at a cheaper price.
^Charles P. Goan, A History of Hew Mexico, Hew fork:
The American Historical society, 1§25, pp. 49&-T9.
13Harold H. Dunham, government Handout, New fork:
Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1&41, p. 2i8.
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The Anglo families did not follow the village pattern of * 
settlement established by their predecessors. Instead, they 
settled la & widely dispersed pattern, often near the center 
of their lands. This pattern still prevails for them today. 
Al*8iough the Anglo farmers own a substantial portion of the 
better grass lands of San Miguel County, it Is concentrated 
in a few hands. The Extension Agent of the county estimates 
(1940) that there are no more than 200 Anglo farmers in the 
entire county. The total population of the county is 
roughly not more than 3,000 most of whom live in the town of 
has Vegas.
Contacts between the Anglos and Spanish-Americans are at * 
a minimum. In the first place, the two groups are separated 
spatially, the Spanish-Americans living largely in the west­
ern two-thirds of the area and Anglos in the eastern one- 
third. Even in the town of has Vegas the two groups are 
separated by a river which divides the town into two very 
nearly equal parts. Most of the inter-group contacts are 
brought about through business interests such as buying and 
selling livestock, hiring out for work and, in the town of 
Las Vegas, through purchases at the stores which are largely 
owned by Anglo merchants.
Despite the inflexible barrier that separates these two 
groups of people in their social activities, there Is little 
overt conflict between the two. Over a period of several 
decades a pattern of social adjustment has taken place which
25
Is generally recognized end observed, which results In little 
overt conflict*
CHAPTER III 
EL CERRITO AS A TYPE SITUATION
The Nature of Spanlsh-Amerlcan Culture In New Mexico
The Southwest has been characterised as *»the least 
American of all the regions* of the continental United 
States.3* One ©f the principal criteria for substantiating 
this characterisation is the large number of Spanish speak­
ing people in the region. According to the 1940 Population 
Census of the United States, the state of Texas alone num­
bered more than 700,000 of these people in its total popula­
tion. In the four states of Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona and 
Sew Mexico there were a total of 1,066,260.
In the state of New Mexico alone, there is a large pro­
portion of the Spanish speaking people who are often set
apart from the others and, as has been indicated above, given
2the special designation of Spanish-American. In broad terms
^Howard W. Odum and Harry £• Moore, American Region all am, 
Sew fork: Henry Holt and Company, 1938, p. Although
California and Colorado are not included In Odum1a definition 
of the Southwest these two states showed Spanish speaking 
populations of 416,140 and 92,540 respectively in 1940.
o
The remainder of the Spanish speaking people of the 
state are usually designated as Mexican and henceforth will 
be identified here by this term.
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the Spanish-Americane of the state are the long-time residents 
of the state, descendants of the early Spanish and Mexican 
colonists, generally considered to have a relatively high 
percentage of Spanish blood, and many cultural characteris­
tics that distinguish them from the Spanish speaking people 
of the Southwest as a whole.
Roughly, these Spanish-Americans are concentrated in the 
north-central part of the state, in the counties of Guadalupe, 
San Miguel, Mora, Taos, Rio Arriba, Sandoval, Valencia and 
Socorro. To the people of the area, Mora county is the cul- - 
tural center of the area. The remainder of the Spanish 
speaking people of Hew Mexico are concentrated in the south­
ern counties of the state. Large numbers of these people 
are only recently out of Mexico and a large percentage of 
them drift back and forth across the border, the shifting 
about depending iQ>on the availability of work in Hew Mexico 
and the price such work will demand.
The racial composition of the Spanish-American element 
in New Mexico is generally conceded to be much more Spanish 
than the Mexican element. Although the degree of Indian 
blood in the veins of these people has often been a subject 
of controversy it seems reasonable to assume that their 
physical isolation from the rest of the world has been a 
contributing factor in preventing any further mixing after 
the people were once in the area. In addition to the Span­
ish and Indian elements that went into the present Spanish-
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American product there is some evidence to support an argu­
ment that early immigrants from the United States into the 
area also contributed some blood to the fusion. The ob­
servations of an American traveler in the area around 1860 
led him to remark:
Ah! Brother Jonathan and Mr John Bull, what becomes 
of your proud theory of the “extirpating Saxon* in 
these frontier villages? What language do these 
little mongrel Jackanapes, these young Mexican 
Parthen!a, speak— yours, or that of the renowned 
Sancho Panza? Perhaps you don* t understand bad 
Spanish. Bo these poor Mexican girls learn English? 
or do their paramours rather learn Spanish? . . .
My brave and * enterprising* countrymen, know you 
not that these wretched villagers . . . are indebted
ce to the presence of less
As a matter of observation it is extremely frequent that one 
can see a person in the Spanish-American area with blue eyes 
and light hair. Such a phenomenon in the remainder of the 
state is seldom found.
The religion of the Spanish^-American people of Mew 
Mexico is almost 100 per cent Catholic. During the past 
half century some considerable converts have been made to 
the Protestant religions among the Spanish speaking people 
generally, with the exception of the strictly Spanish- 
American element. These people are extremely devout in their 
religion, attend church frequently and pay the small dues 
which the church requires of them from time to time. The
^Stephen Powers, Afoot and Alone, Hartford: The 
Columbian Book Company,’ 1672.
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women, as a rule* are much more observant of the church1 s 
teachings than are the men.
The Spanish spoken by these people has been branded, as 
archaic and often Incorrect.^ It Is true that there are many 
differences between the language they speak and the Spanish 
spoken In the southern part of the state or in Mexico. For 
example, the form trujo is generally used for trajo and many
of their nouns are pronounced differently from that In other
parts of the state and elsewhere. This situation may largely 
be attributed to the fact that little Spanish has been taught 
in the public schools since the occupation of the territory 
by the United States in 1846.
The Illiteracy rate for the state of New Mexico is one
of the highest in the nation. The United states Census of
1930 revealed that 13.3 per cent of the total population of 
the state could not read or write. A student of the area 
has recently observed that Hthe counties with the highest 
proportion of Spanish-speaking people tend to have the high-
e
eat illiteracy rates.# This observation is applicable to 
the Spanish-Amerlcan area which contains the counties with 
the highest proportion of Spanish-speaking people. The 
reasons for the high illiteracy rate in the French-speaking
^oil Conservation Service, San Miguel County Villages. 
Albuquerque, 1938, p. 6.
5Ueorge I. Sanches, Forgotten People, Albuquerque: The 
University of New Mexico 2?ress, 1§40, p• 29.
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area of Louisiana, as pointed out by Smith, are also appli­
cable to this area where * they hare values and standards, 
plenty of them, but they are not the values and standards 
of their g&gliah speaking neighbors. In view of their many 
vioiseitudes, It is not difficult to see why they have been 
slow in adapting Anglo-Saxon ways, Including Anglo-Saxon 
schools; and this, in turn, accounts for the fact that so
g
many of them are unable to read and write.*
The school system in the Spanish-American area of Hew
Mexico is probably the poorest in the state. Many special
problems attend the operation of the schools in this area
that do not obtain elsewhere in the state. As Sanchez has
said, the Spanish-American children *come to school, not
only without a word of English but without the environmental
experience xxpon which school life is based. He (the child)
cannot speak to the teacher and Is unable to understand what
goes on about him in the classroom. He finally submits to
rote learning, parroting words and processes in self-defense.
To him, school life is artificial. He submits to It during
class hours, only partially digesting the information the
7teacher has tried to impart.*
The Spanish-Amerlean area of New Mexico is an area of
®T. Lynn Smith, The Population of Louisiana; Its Com­
position and Changes, "Xouls1ana Agricultural"Experiment 
Station Bulletin g&3, Baton Rouge, 1937, p. 65.
7
Sanches, 0£. cit., pp. 31-32.
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villages and small farms. The village is usually patterned * 
according to the design set down by the Crown during the
Q
time of Spanish domination. The center of the town is 
always the Plaza, a rectangular plot of ground varying in 
extent from one to three acres. The houses are built along 
the sides and ends of the rectangle facing the Plaza. The 
houses are frequently observed to be in long adjoining rows. 
This phenomenon develops over a period of time by the prac­
tice of a son, when he marries, building his house on to the 
side of that of his parents. Sometimes these rows of houses 
will reach the entire length of the Plaza, an indication of 
the extended age of the village proper. The ohureh and 
school buildings may be built along the side of the Plaza or 
else within the Plaza itself* This latter practice has be­
come quite common in the building of the more recent villages.
Behind the houses, and away from the Plaza, are the 
barns, corrals, and sheds. See Figure 1. These facilities 
house the domestic livestock and the feed and grain stored 
for use during the winter months. Beyond the barn© and cor­
rals are the irrigated fields. These fields are usually 
quite close to the village the distance depending upon the 
acreage of the valley floor. Still further away from the 
village, and on the mesa, are the dry farming lands and 
common pastures.
®Frank W. Blackmar, Spanish Institutions of the South­
west, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins tress, I&3l, p7*ElS.
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The house types In the Sp&nish-American area are re­
markably uniform. The typical house differs from types in 
other parts of the state and area largely In its rather high, 
steeply pitched roofs, covered with sheet iron. House con­
struction in the area is relatively good for the altitude 
is generally 6,000 feet or over and the winters severely 
cold. The walls are from IS to 24 inches thick, and are of 
adobe (mud and straw) construction, loth the inside and 
outside of the walls are plastered with a thin sheet of mud. 
The celling is of thin cheese cloth or heavy paper. Doors 
and windows are purchased except in a few villages where 
the doors are of heavy, thick, timbers and elaborately 
carved. The floors are of wood or tightly packed earth.
The Spanlsh-American area of Hew Mexico is character­
ised by a high degree of far® ownership. !fee 1040 United 
States Census of Agriculture show® that in Taos County ap­
proximately 94 per cent of all farms in the county are owner 
operated. In the eight counties ©f Guadalupe, Mora, Sandoval, 
Socorro, Rio Arriba, Taos, Valencia, and San Miguel, in which 
the bulk of the Span i sh-Am eric an population Is found, only 
10.S per cent of the farms were tenant operated as compared 
with 17 percent for the state as a whole. Thus the farmers 
of this area have clung to their holdings to an extent not 
achieved in other parts of the state. There seem to be two 
principal reasons for this. Xn the first place, these families 
have long been dependent upon their small, irrigated tracts of
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land to furnish a substantial part of their food. Secondly, 
there are no major and costly irrigation systems in the 
area to tax the land as has been the case on the lower Rio 
Grande and Pecos valleys.
The Spaaish-Asteri©an people of El Cerrito, Mew Mexico, 
have retained their Spanish social heritage to an extent 
not found in other parts of the nation. The chief form of 
amusement, namely dances, have been modified but little since
Q
the time of the early colonizations. The modifications that
have been made are mainly the results of Increasing poverty
in the area which has necessitated the cutting out of the
many frills and fancy costumes, the conspicuous consumption,
that were once in evidence. Mow, as in 1800, the music for
the dances is furnished by the guitar and violin. In fact
these instruments are * seldom absent from any gathering and
10have an impartial place in most of the homes.»
Fiestas and other festivities are still celebrated at 
every appropriate occasion. All villages celebrate a two or 
three-day affair in honor of their *Patron Saint.n This con­
sists of church services, eating and drinking, speech making, 
followed by the inevitable bails, or dance. This celebration 
Is held annually without exception and is attended by every­
one In the village; and any visitors that care to come are
Blackmar, op. clt.. pp. 255-79.
10tbld., p. 258.
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also welcome.
Holy Week Is another occasion on which the villagers 
spend from three to five days in the observance of special 
ceremonies. Since this day is a specific church day the oc­
casion is under the direction and supervision of the priest. 
Church services are attended from two to three times per day 
while the Holy Day is being observed; during the period there 
is much cooking and passing of food from one house to another. 
It is a time too when children who are away from home make 
every effort to return to the village.
The Spanish-American area of Hew Mexico has come to be 
designated in other parts of the state as “Penitente Country.** 
It is in this territory where the ancient art of flagellation 
is practiced in a number of villages during the Holy Week.
At this time members of the order, who are Catholic, meet at 
a morada or meeting place away from the village, where they 
remain all week performing their rites. These are guarded 
by great secrecy. The climax of the ceremony is the “cruci- 
fixation** of an elected “Christ.** Although the ordeal is 
still somewhat severe, the general opinion in the area seems 
to be that it has been modified somewhat during recent years. 
The church has long frowned on this order but with little 
avail. It still prevails in a large part of the area. 
“Penitents hunting** has become quite a popular sport for ad­
venturesome Anglos during Holy Week, many of whom later 
express regret at having had such curiosity.
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The Spanish-Amerlcan has borrowed heavily from his 
Indian contemporaries in New Mexico, In making his physical 
adjustments to the area. He has learned a great deal from 
the Indian in the matter of crops, irrigation, and a multi­
tude of minor techniques for dealing with the immediate 
environment.
In the matter of crops, the acquisition of chill (pep­
pers) from the Indians was a valuable erne. This chili, al­
though extremely hot, is nutritious and grows readily on the 
irrigated soil of the area.*'*" There are few Spanish-American 
families in northern New Mexico that do not serve chili, in 
one form or another, in at least two of the three meals of 
the day. It is eaten green, dry, powdered and mixed with 
every sort of meat and vegetable. To deprive one of these 
families of its chill would be considered a crime of almost 
equal Importance with depriving it of bread. Every house 
will contain one or more long strands of these pods, whose 
rich yellow and red colors add a highly decorative effect to 
the dwelling*
Another important Indian food used extensively by these 
people is the blue maize or Indian com. It is grown ex­
clusively for human consumption, being much preferred to other 
varieties. This corn, in the hands of a skilled Spanish-
**Arthur doss, Nutrition Investigations in New Mexico.
New Mexico Agricultural ExperimenT a m T o n ~FuTTenn 5T,' "Lag 
Cruces, 1898, Chapter 1.
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American housewife, can be turned into a wide variety of 
dishes ranging from hominy and meal to a number of choice 
desserts, tortillas, tamales and other typical dishes of 
the area are generally considered to be of a much higher 
quality and taste If made with this type of com.
The Distribution of Spanish-Amerlcan Culture In New Mexico
The Span i sh-Am er ican population of New Mexico Is con­
centrated in the north-central part of the state* In the 
group of ten counties surrounding the headwaters of the Hlo
to
Grande River live 170,000 of these people. This is ap­
proximately 1/3 of the state's total population, and a little 
less than 80 per cent of the total Spanish speaking people of 
the state. In all but two of these ten counties the percent­
age of the total population which was Spanish-American is 
over 75. See Figure 2. In Mora, Taos, and Rio Arriba coun­
ties the percentage was over 90. See Table I. For the area 
as a whole, in 1938, all but 25 per cent of the population 
was Spanish-speaking.
With the exception of the urban populations of Albu­
querque, Las Vegas, and Santa Fe these people are clustered 
in small villages along the upper Pecos and Rio Grande Rivers
IPGeorge I. Sanchez, Forgotten People, op. oit., p. 30, 
Counties Guadalupe, San Miguel,Mora, Taos, Sandoval, Socorro, 
Valencia, Bernalillo, Santa Fe, and Rio Arriba.
f i*  f  FIGURE 2 . PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SPANISH -SPEAKING
PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO, 1938
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TABLE I. SPANISH-SPEAKING' POPULATION OF CERTAIN SELECTED
COUNTIES OF NEW MEXICO, IN 1938
COUNTY : NUMBER : Per cent jCOUNTY : NUMBER -Per cent
; : of Total : : .* of Total
Guadalupe 7,161 85 Socorro 10,645 78
San Miguel 24,992 83 Valencia 15,772 81
Mora 10,899 98 Bernalillo 35,202 53
Taos 14,229 93 Santa Fe 15,784 67
Sandoval 12,070 83 Rio Arriba 23,383 93
Total 170,137 75
Source: School enroiiments, growth of school census,
U. S. Census of Population, from Sanchez, op. clt.
and their tributaries. See Figures 2 and 3 . Thus, in brief, 
the total Spanish-American population of New Mexico, with the 
exception of a few widely separated villages, is concentrated 
within a fifty mile radius of the city of Santa Fe.
The Development of Spanish-Amerlcan Culture in New Mexico
The first Spanish colonizing party of any permanence 
crossed the Rio Grande in IS98. This party was led by Bon 
Christobal de Onate and consisted of 400 persons. After a 
slow and laborious Journey of approximately three months the 
party reached the junction of the Chama with the Rio Grande 
River where Is situated the Indian Pueblo of San Juan.
These colonists appear to have been a motley set of ad­
venturers and men of fortune. Available records indicate
^®Coan, oj>. clt., p. 175.
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that #the colonists were not farmers and down to the summer 
of 1608, even with the help of the laboring class, they did
■ji
not •make a crop* which was adequate to their needs.** as 
a result they lived off what they could secure from the 
Pueblo Indians of the vicinity.
Colonization of Hew Mexico in the seventeenth century 
made but little progress. However, there is evidence that 
the present town of Santa Fe was settled during this period 
and also the village of San Gabriel. The total population 
of the present state of Hew Mexico was only 2,000 at the end 
of the century.3,5
Although considerable effort was expended by the Spanish 
government in inducing settlers to move into the territory of 
Hew Mexico during the 18th century, such efforts seem to have 
had little result. The ill fortunes of the earlier colonists 
in the territory, plus the fright caused by the pueblo revolt 
of 1680, discouraged extensive settlements during the century. 
The largest number of Spanish people in the territory, between 
1700 and 1800 was 23,769 if the figures of the many Spanish 
censuses may be relied upon. The Spanish populations of New 
Mexico, for certain years, during the century were given as 
follows.16
14Lansing B. Bloom and Thomas C. Donnelly, Hew Mexico 
History and Civics. Albuquerque, University of Hew Mexico 
Press, 1&53, p. &3.
15Coan, o^ . olt., p. 184.
16Ibld., pp. 238, 257, 281, 325.
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Year Population Year Population
1700
1750
1766
2,000
5,179
10,624
1794 17,350
1799 23,769
1805 26,835
During the Mexican regime in New Mexico, from 1822 to
1846, the rate of settlement in the territory speeded up
somewhat* By this time the American colonists had crossed
the Alleghany Mountains and were moving westward at a rate
that alarmed Mexican officials. As a result, the Mexican
government mad© every effort to establish additional colonies
in the territory of New Spain. The result of these efforts
may be seen in the following figures for the “Mexican* popu-
17lation in the territory from 1822 to 1845:
Year Population Year Population
1822 30,000 1833 57,176
1827 43,433 1845 67,736
It is interesting to note that all of the Spanish-
speaking people (exclusive of Indian) in the present state
of New Mexico who were in the area at the time of American
occupation in 1846 were living in what has been designated
In this paper as the Spanish-American area. A map of the
inhabited places in New Mexico In 1844 shows the Spanish-
speaking population as concentrated in an area within a fifty
mile radius of the present town of Santa F© or at the head-
i ftwaters of the Hlo Grande and Pecos Rivers.
17I M d .. p. 3S6 
16Ibld.. p. 305
u
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With the occupation of the territory of New Mexico by 
the united States government in 1846 and the establishment of 
the international boundary between the United States and 
Mexico in 1848 (treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo) and 1863 {Gads­
den Purchase) the Spanish-Amerioan area became virtually 
isolated from the rest of the world* Contacts with other 
people of the United States were limited to those with var­
ious trading expeditions that came into the area from time to 
time and with Mexico, to the itinerant stragglers that drifted 
across the boundary at Intervals in search of work. By and 
large, however, the immigrants from Mexico remained in the 
southern parts of the state, in the Lower Pecos and Rio 
Grande Valleys. As a result the southern part of the state 
remained under the cultural influence of the Mexicans, with 
its subsequent changes, while the people in the northern part 
of the state retained much more nearly the culture they had 
brought from Spain. This, with what they learned and adopted 
from the Indians, blended into a pattern that has come to be 
recognized at least in Mew Mexico, if not the Southwest, as 
Spanish-Amerioan culture.
The Upper Pecos Watershed as a Special Area
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Within the larger Span!ah-American area of New Mexico 
certain special or sub-areas may be delimited. One of these 
is the drainage basin of the Upper Pecos River. This sub- 
area contains parts of the counties of Mora, Santa Fe, San
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Miguel, Torrance and Guadalupe. It begins at the headwaters 
of the Pecos River, in Mora County, and extends southward to 
a point Just below the Junction of the Galliums with the 
Pecos River. See Figure S.
This area totals approximately 1,600,000 acres about 
35,000 of which are farmed. Half the total area is con­
tained in large land grants that, until fairly recently, were 
community owned. How, however, these grants are largely in 
the hands of private, nonresident livestock operators. Only 
about 130,000 acres are now in the hands of villages or 
communlties•19
In this area lives a group of people who are homogeneous 
to a remarkable degree. Almost the entire Spanish-speaking 
people of the area can trace their ancestry back to the first 
group of settlers who came into the area just before 1300. 
These communities are geographically Isolated from the rest 
of the state by high mountains on the north and west and by 
long stretches of semi-desert country to the east and south. 
Until modern roads were built through the area since 1900 
it was a trek of several difficult days to reach Santa Fe, 
the nearest city on the outside, & distance of approximately 
50 miles by the most direct route. This made contacts with 
other parts of the state very difficult and occasions not 
enjoyed by a family more than once or twice during the year.
19Soil Conservation Service, Upper Pecos Project (un­
published), Albuquerque, 1939, p. 2. ”
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Originally this was the area of the largest livestock 
enterprises in the state, where one or two men from each vil­
lage could number their livestock in thousands* Today, it 
has suffered more, perhaps, than any other area of the state 
from loss of pasture and grazing lands because of the origi­
nally heavy dependence upon sheep. As a student of the area 
has expressed it * though they did farm the narrow valleys, 
their hope of economic advancement and prosperity was based 
upon etockraislng.While most of the villages in the 
Spanish-Aaerican area have retained enough irrigable land to 
provide some cash crops the sub-area of the Upper Pecos 
Watershed has come to depend almost entirely on outside 
employment to provide the cash for their family living.
The old Spanish fiestas, bailee and other activities are 
carried on in this area to an extent not practiced any more 
in the Spanish-Amerioan area as a whole. Physical isolation “ 
from the outside world has prevented their contacts with 
other people and hence has served to retard change to a 
greater extent than is true of the other sub-areas of the 
region.
These people are also set apart from the remainder of , 
the Spanish-American area in the thinking of the group and 
the other Spanish-Americans outside. They are often referred
S0Glenn Grisham, El Pueblo (unpublished), Amarillo: The 
Farm Security Administration, 1939, p. 4.
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to as los Man os or people of the mountains. They often refer 
to themselves as loe pobrea or the poor people of Hew Mexico.
SI Cerrito as a Type Situation
In a broad sense, the people in the village of El Cerrito
are a part of the 1,674,960 Spanish-speaking people reported
as living in the six states of Oklahoma, Texas* Colorado, Hew
21Mexico, Arizona and California In 1940. This entire group 
of people may be identified in so far as they: speak the 
same language, have somewhat the same physical characteris­
tics, share something of a common tradition, and are usually 
identified by non Spanish-speaking peoples as "Mexican.*
The village of El Cerrito is identified much more close­
ly, however, with some 170,000 Spanish-speaking people con­
centrated in north-central Hew Mexico and designated In this 
paper as Spanish-American. For the people of El Cerrito are 
Spanish-Amerioan In each of the number of characteristics 
used to describe the Spanish-American culture on previous 
pages.
Most specifically, however, El Cerrito is a definite 
segment of the Spanish-Amerioan sub-area previously designated 
as the Upper Pecos Watershed. It is very probable that no­
where in the continental United States could one find an area
^United States Census of Population, Bureau of the 
Census, Series p-15, No. 1.
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that Is more homogeneous In people, culture, occupation and 
general well being.
Of the some sixty villages In the area one could hardly 
find any social phenomenon in any one of them that could not 
be duplicated in each of the others. The physical appearance 
of these villages is the same with only minor variation 
except for slxe which may vary from a population of SO to 
200. The land holdings In each of the villages are small In 
sizb$ ranging fro® 1/4 to 20 acres. In non© of the villages 
is the extent of available land sufficient to care for the 
needs of the resident families. Wage work on the outside has 
come to be almost the sole source of cash Income for all but 
a few families which have been able to maintain small herds 
of cattle or sheep.
Thus by examining in detail the social structure and 
processes of any one of the village units in the area, such 
as g! Cerrito, it is possible to learn much about the general 
nature of society in the entire Upper Pecos Watershed. By 
examining only one small community, on the other hand, it is 
possible to go into much greater detail than if an attempt 
were made to include the entire area.
CHAPTER IV
CHARACTERISTICS AND DESCRIPTION OP EL CERRITO1
The village of El Cerrito is located on the Pecos Biver 
in one of the many land pockets formed at irregular intervals 
where the valley has widened out sufficiently to allow for a 
few houses and a little irrigable land. There is nothing 
singular about the village of El Cerrito in the area in which 
it is situated. Bather it is extremely similar to a large 
number of others in the vicinity. As pointed out in Chapter 
III it is only one of a large number of villages where the 
people live in the same type of houses, practice the same 
manners, customs and mores, speak the same language, and have 
an identleal cultural heritage.
The village of El Cerrito is 50 miles southwest of the 
town of Las Vegas. Sixteen of these miles are over first- 
class pavement, three over a semi-improved surface, and the
1
A part of this study has been published previously as:
01 en Leonard and C. P* Loomis, Culture of a Contemporary 
Rural Community, El Cerrito, New"Mexico7"Hural Life Studies: 
X, Washington: U.~3. Departsen't" oF’AgrTculture, 1941. Parts 
of this publication reproduced here are either exclusively 
the work of the author or else are given special mention.
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remainder over only a very rough and often-changed entrance 
to the village itself* It is well hidden from the outside 
world* only one familiar with the area or equipped with de­
tailed instructions would be able to find it without patient 
searching or striking good fortune* One comes upon the vil­
lage suddenly if in a car. Driving over the high mesa covered 
with juniper and scrub pine, one finds the road rising abrupt­
ly, tiben turning sharply to the right, where a panoramic view 
of the entire village and valley Is sighted* still over a 
mile beyond and below, the houses stand out In quiet relief 
against the far side of the valley wall, the miniature 
fields stretch out in rectangular fashion, clearly bounded by 
stretches of rock or the more modern barbed wire fence* Ap­
proached in winter the village seems as quiet and lifeless 
as the little cemetery just above It.
As one approaches still closer to the cluster of houses, 
almost the full length of the little irrigation ditch that 
brings the water from the river to the homes and fields can 
be seen. This ditch is an engineering feat done without the 
aid or benefit of modern science* Its style of construction 
and the height of its banks built by annual cleanings give 
ample testimony of Its age* It is said to have been built by 
the Indians, predecessors of the present inhabitants of the 
village, many years before the Spanish settlers came into the 
region.
Driving on a little further one crosses a new and modern
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bridge ©n the Pecos Hirer end enters the confines of the vil­
lage. Although there are 156 people living in the village* 
if the driver is a stranger he is likely not to see more than 
a few stragglers* mostly children, in the streets. They are 
a shy people when strangers appear and prefer to stay inside 
their houses and peep through or around drawn curtains to 
meeting the stranger outright.
Once Inside the plaza one is struck by the uniformity 
of the village. From the center of the plaza cm© can count 
every house in the village including the community buildings, 
the Church and the School. On one side of the plaza the 
houses are all attached together in the form of a long row. 
These houses are the property of the “Patron* family of the 
village and have become a long row as the result of the sons 
building onto the parent house when they married and moved 
to themselves.
The language the visitor will hear is Spanish for most 
of the residents speak no other, ^he children learn English, 
of a sort, in school, which is quickly and effectively for­
gotten within a few years time after they leave the school 
room.
History and Background
The date of the original occupancy of the village of El 
Cerrito goes back well over a century. One of the oldest 
residents of the village was born here and says that his
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grandfather Game here when he was a young man. Practically 
all of the families are descendants of the pioneer settlers 
who moved onto the present site in order to be nearer their 
grazing lands. They came from neighboring villages, the 
majority from San Miguel which is the parent village of the 
San Miguel Pel Bado land grant on which the village of El 
Cerrito is located.
In the early days of settlement, cattle raising was the 
principal economic enterprise, and the owners of the stock, 
by reason of their possessions, occupied positions of exalted 
importance in the community. Non-owners, and. their families, 
depended heavily upon them for advice as well as employment. 
Such men accepted this responsibility and eventually came to 
dominate all the affairs of the village. Dependents and in­
capacitated persons came under their protection. Under a 
well-regulated and organized system, available work was dis­
tributed In accordance with need to those not regularly on 
the "Patron’s payroll.* The only Independent economic pur­
suit of all laborers was the cultivation of their small 
irrigated land holdings. As the local irrigated land was 
"granted* land and as all families were descendants of the 
original grantees, each family was entitled to a small 
holding.
These early settlers In El Cerrito found the area 
especially adaptable to stock raising. Although the land on 
the mesa was poor for farming, it had a good covering of
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bunch grass. It was this abundant pasture land that induced 
the settlers to come to their new location. Part of the area 
had been in use by the people from San Miguel previously but 
its distance from the village had prevented their making full 
use of it.
Parsing on land which could not be irrigated never 
offered a great deal of inducement in this area. A rigorous 
climate and scant rainfall are serious handicaps to such dry 
land farming. Rainfall is not only meager but extremely un­
certain. Although the annual precipitation for this area 
ranges from 15 to 18 inches, half of this may come within a 
few days* time with no more for a period of weeks. There is 
usually sufficient moisture for planting of crops in May, but 
June is likely to be extremely dry, with rain again in July 
and August.^ This is the expectation pattern under which the 
local farmers operate.
Despite the odds against such an enterprise many of the 
original settlers of El Cerrito undertook part-time, dry-land 
farming on the mesa lands. Corn and wheat were the principal 
crops cultivated and for a time the new soil and favorable 
seasons combined to make such enterprises partially success­
ful. But, within a brief span of time the majority of the 
families abandoned the practice in favor of the more certain
^Department of Agriculture, Climate and Man, 1941 year­
book of Agriculture, Washington: CovernmenF"Printing Office,
p p T W s r f e g i r -----
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lobs with local stockmen. Those who did continue to far® the 
mesa land did so on a substantially reduced scale.
Because of these environmental factors, dry-l&nd farming 
lasted only through an experimental stage. Only the irrigable 
land of the local valley proved its worth for intensive and 
continuous agriculture. This land was fertile and water from 
the Pecos River was always available. Hence the people became 
more and more dependent upon the products of their small ir­
rigated holdings as a basic factor in their livelihood.
Money and goods earned at wage work, plus the subs 1 stance 
products grown at home enabled these families to survive in 
a satisfactory way. Both sources of income were of tremendous 
importance. The failure of either to contribute meant 
deprivation if not near destitution.
The early economy of El Cerrito seems to have been one of 
plenty, hand was available and could be had for either the 
asking or the taking, temporary depletion of the grass re­
source invoked little more hardship than moving livestock to 
another proximate area or spreading it over a wider base. 
Little thought was given to the fact that some day the soil 
might be impoverished or exhausted. On the other hand, some 
effort was made to preserve the soil of the valley* The 
practice of spreading barnyard manure on the soil seems to go 
back well into the history of the village of El Cerrito.
During the last few decades the necessity for this practice 
has been increasingly realized.
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Each of the two classes of land cultivated, dry and ir­
rigated, had its own special crops that were planted year 
after year. The dry-farming land was devoted to wheat and 
some corn, the irrigated land to corn, alfalfa, and garden 
crops. There was little diversification. The same piece of 
land might be planted year after year to the same crop.
The village of El Cerrito is located on a part of the * 
San Miguel Pel Bado land grant which once claimed approxi­
mately 400,000 acres. Local residents place the turning 
point in their economic stability to the date 1904 when the 
M. s. Court of Private Land Claims denied to the® all but 
5,034 acres.3 This decision was critical for El Cerrito and
«
its inhabitants. Not only did the people lose their land in
this case; but much of their tangible and personal property
was expended in an attempt to secure a reversal of the court* s
decision. Only the irrigable land of the original grant was
4
left to the people.
Although the people's grazing lands were legally taken * 
from the® by the court's decision in 1904 it was not for a 
number of years later that the loss was actually felt in all
*
Co an, op. elt., p. 478, also the records of the Public 
Land Office, PosT"office Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These records carry the complete history of approximately 
300 land grants up until a final decision in each case was 
made.
3^£l Cerrito was not the only village affected by this 
decision. A total of ten villages, including El Cerrito, 
were located on the original grant and were affected in like 
manner.
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it# harshness, in the interval wage work had been plentiful 
and at a price considerably higher than the sheep and cattle 
men could or would pay their employ. As a consequence land 
became of secondary importance with little thought of depend­
ing upon it for a livelihood when so much more might be earned 
at day labor with the railroad or in the mines*
This era of prosperity lasted well into the 1920*s. How­
ever, by 1928 wage work was extremely difficult to procure 
and many of the migrant workers from El Cerrito began to de­
bate the possibility of returning to the land. After 1930 
little hope remained of obtaining outside employment and a 
wholesale retreat began back to the villages and the land. 
Although it was generally realized that the land situation 
had changed somewhat, the returning workers were hopeful that 
the situation was such that they might till their own 
irrigated holdings and run a few cattle or sheep on the mesa* 
It was not until the families were again dependent on 
their land that full realization came as to what had happened 
during the wage work boos. How all free or grazing land was 
gone. Large concerns had patented, bought, fenced, and 
posted huge areas, denying their use to the villagers. It 
was even forbidden that the people should remove wood for 
fuel, a practice to which they had long been accustomed.
See Appendix A. Many of the tracts of land still remaining in 
the possession of the villagers were now distributed in such 
a manner that their value for use was almost negligible.
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For example, a man from the village might own a section of 
land only two or three airline miles from the center, but 
because of new fences it might be necessary to travel ten 
miles to reach It- The homesteads that were more accessible 
were likely to be useless because of lack of access to 
water. The owners of the new holdings had been systematic 
In their program of securing control of water resources, 
for this, In turn, meant control of the surrounding land.
In sum, the people suddenly realized that they had allowed 
themselves to be led into a situation from which there was 
no retreat. There was no longer any alternative but employ­
ment away from the village or aid from the outside.
The changes that have come about during the last half 
century in and around the village are told very vividly in 
the life history of the oldest inhabitant. It is given 
below as he unfolded it.
I was born In Si Cerrito and have lived here
all of my life except 2 or 3 years. These years
were spent in other parts of Sew Mexico while I was 
working for the railroad and as a freighter. I 
owned a little property in El Cerrito all this time 
and thought of it {El Cerrito) as my home.
Ky father was a very strong and healthy man.
I remember him very well as he lived to be 56 years 
old. He was bora in Santa Fe. He used to tell us 
many stories of life in Santa Fe when he was a boy. 
The place was very tough then and there was always 
danger from the Indians. He used to fight the 
Indians and was a very good fighter, too.
When he was very young he came to Pecos {town
in San Miguel County) and worked there for a long
time. He then moved to San Miguel and It was there
5?
he met my mother and they were married. When they 
were married he bought some land In SI Cerrito and 
mowed there. 1 was born here in 1862.
Hy father worked very hard and was a good 
business man. Soon after he came to SI Cerrito he 
bought more land {in another village some 10 miles 
from SI Cerrito) but moat of his money went for 
cattle. Be was very well off financially, had lots 
of money always. In a few years he had several 
hundred head of cattle. Be used to keep money 
around the house in Jars.
My father believed in working hard and he made 
us work hard too. He used to get up very early in 
the morning* while it was still dark. There were 
horses to feed and water to bring. A boy of 8 years 
then was expected to be able to work all day. We 
worked much harder than the boys do now. Oh, much 
harder. The girls worked, too, but it was for the 
man. The women had plenty to do around the house. 
There was wool to eard and spin. There were clothes 
to make, too. We made most all of our clothes then. 
It was so much better than now when one has to buy 
everything. Money wasn1t important then. Every­
thing was made at home and not bought at a store.
Although we worked hard In those times, we 
used to find time for play. We could play on bad 
days, on Saturday afternoons, and Sunday after 
Rosary. We couldn't play before Rosary on Sunday. 
There were several games which we played. We used 
to take a ball and toss it to one another. Used 
to play a game something like golf. The balls were 
made by hand and so were the sticks.
My father didn't mind our playing as long as 
we did our work well. He would never Join In with 
us but would often stand and watch us play for long 
periods of time.
When I was a boy many people would die and get 
killed. There was much danger during those days. 
When a person died the custom was for all of the 
man's fid.ends and relatives to visit the dead man's 
family. I didn't mind going to those places. There 
was always plenty of food to eat. However, I didn't 
like the burials. I used to get scared when they 
began to throw dirt on the body.
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When I was a boy the Indians would come to the 
village at night. They would steal meat and land 
from the houses. The people here always had meat 
and lard made from the buffalo. The Indians used 
to steal tortillas too. They would bring long 
pointed sticks and spear the tortillas from the 
windows.
One time the Indians came while my father was 
taking an ox to water. They took the ox away from 
him and ran up into the mountains, when father came 
back to the village he ran to a huge drum in the 
village, used for warning the people against the 
Indians, and began beating on it. when the people 
heard the noise they came and went after the Indians. 
They finally found the ox but there was nothing left 
but the bones. The Indians had killed the ox, out 
off the meat, wrapped It in a serape and gone away.
I went to school very little when I was a boy. 
The school term was short and we were taught In 
Spanish. Ifothing more than the catechism and the 
letters were taught then. About all the teachers 
knew then was how to say A, B, C, etc.
I can remember those teachers very well. They 
were all sen and were very mean to the children.
They believed In using the whip freely. They used 
to make us eross our fingers, then they would tie 
the fingers together and whip us. They used small 
leather €fuirts. Sometimes they would make us take 
off our clothes before they began whipping us. I 
think everyone was too afraid of the teacher then 
to learn anything.
I can remember when the church sponsored lots 
of fiestas and dances. Those were good times when 
everyone had lots of fun. Sometimes the fiestas 
would last for several days. People would bring 
food and ©at together.
When I was small a woman who was very rich 
lived here, she made a lot of money from sheep and
cattle. (A member of the rival family in the vil­
lage. ) She had several peons and was very mean to 
them. Used to have them lashed when they disobeyed
her. She dldn* t get along very well with the people
here. She would cheat them and pay them very little 
when they worked for her. I remember a foreman that 
used to work for her. He was a very mean but a very
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funny fellow. He was always playing Jokes. He used 
to milk cows for her. X remember one time he milked 
a pail full from a cow and then sat in it. That was 
very funny.
Times were good then and everyone had some 
money* No one lacked food and there was always work. 
There was a system here then that has died out. fhe 
people in 11 Cerrito used to elect a # conserve tor** 
each year. He acted as a sort of governor of the 
village. The people had to do what he told them to. 
In those times the people would work together in 
planting and harvest time. The conservator would 
call the m m  to work and could determine which work 
should be done first. When someone wanted to hire 
a man he had to come to the conservator. He could 
determine who could have the Job. Always he would 
select the family that needed the work most. In 
that way the needy were usually provided for. in 
case they were not, he could ask the people for 
money or grain to give the *pobres.K I don11 think 
he ever had much trouble with the people— everyone 
did as he tele them.
My family ms very large. There were eight 
children, four girls and four boys. When my father 
died we mere all living at home. He left the prop­
erty to mother but the boys managed everything. We 
did this, dividing the profits equally. This con­
tinued until my mother died four years later. Then 
the property was divided into eight equal parts.
A few years after my mother died a man by the 
name of R. came to las Vegas. He had some money and 
quite a few sheep. He talked three of us boys into 
taking some of his sheep on a share basis. We did 
this and gave him a mortgage on a part of our cattle. 
For a few years we did pretty well, then cam© a num­
ber of very dry years in succession. We lost so 
many sheep that we had to give R. some of our cattle. 
I lost so many sheep that it took all of my cattle 
to pay R. X lost everything that I had. X paid him 
though, every penny of the debt, X paid him.
After this misfortune X began to work as a 
freighter. Used to travel between the towns of las 
Vegas, TUeumcarl, Santa Rosa, and Lincoln. I did 
this work for about 10 years. During this time X 
saved enough money to buy about 3 acres of the ir­
rigated land in El Cerrito. There was no need to 
try to buy cattle or sheep again. The land around 
El Cerrito was taken up. I guess good times are 
gone from El Cerrito for good.
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The social and political life of H3L Cerrito has changed 
during the history of the village much as has its broader 
base, the Southwest. Old timers in the village still talk 
of the yesterdays when life was much easier and people had 
time to think of something beside money and the means of 
getting It.
There was little emphasis put on schooling in the early 
days of settlement. Ho attempt was made to establish regu­
lar schools until after the American occupation of the ter-
5ritory m  1846. All attempts at eduoatlng the children
were Initiated by the Church people and carried out by the
priests or their helpers. As Blackmar has expressed it,
the Spanish colonist was not zealous in building 
up a new government, in developing the resources 
of the country, or in providing for the education 
of hie children. As a rule, he himself was ignorant 
and knew little of the culture and refinement that 
result from educational advantages. Besides, had 
he desired it, there were no opportunities for 
education, either from books or from the world.
The influence of the Church has always been great in 
the life of the people of BEL Cerrito and its sister settle­
ments. The priest has ever been the best and almost only 
well informed person in the village and this alone has given 
him tremendous prestige among his simple followers. It has
^Lansing B. Bloom and Thomas C* Donnelly, New Mexico 
History and Civics, Albuquerque: The Uni vers ityTr ess, '1&53, 
p.” i&3.
^Prank w. Blackmar, oj>. cit., p. 255.
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long been recognised that the local priest has been of ex­
treme influence in all political elections* In 1939 an 
elderly priest in the area told the writer that he could 
awing toe wo tea of his followers toward any political can­
didate he chose* there is little to doubt but that he was 
stating a fact. The influence of the Church in toe small, 
rural villages of northern Hew Mexico is perhaps almost as 
strong today as it was 50 years ago.
Fifty years ago, the oldsters of El Cerrito will tell
you, there were many forms of amusement in the village that
7no longer exist. Horae racing, corridas de gallo* and many
other types of games were frequently indulged in. There was
an annual fiesta in the village In honor of the patron saint
of the village. Friends and relatives came from miles
around to Join the villagers in their good times. Marriages,
christenings, and any other affairs of comparable importance
were celebrated in true holiday fashion. HReligious plays
were presented during the Christmas season* Chants and
hymns were an important part of church processions, of wakes,
and of prayer meetings. Though the visit of some official,
the birthday of a local leader, and similar events were often
occasions for feasts and dances, the annual fiestas and other
Sreligious dates were the foundation of social life.” But
^A game,played on horses, in which a buried rooster is 
recovered.
George 1. Sanchez, Forgotten People, op. olt., p. 8 .
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the dancee were the occasions when the peak of merriment was 
reached. To the tunes from a violin, guitar, and perhaps 
some other makeshift Instrument all able to walk without as­
sistance swung around the dance floor at a pace that would 
make a neophyte di&sy. As a gay old man of the village 
described it to me, "the dances we used to have were some­
thing to remember. They would begin about 10 in the evening 
and last until sunup the next morning or until the wine got 
too strong for the legs that were carrying us. The dances 
they have now— they are nothing.* I listened to his story 
patiently but after having attended several of the local 
dances and trying to maintain the furious pace they set until 
5 o'clock in the morning, 1 had difficulty believing all of 
it.
The Land; Ownership and Use
Land in SI Cerrito, as in most Spanish-American vil­
lages in the area, falls into two major classes with modi­
fications of each. They are:
1. Irrigable land
a. Farm land
b. Residential lots In the village
2. Dry or mesa land
a. Cultivated
b. Free grazing land
c. Restricted grazing land
The irrigable land attached to the village of El Cerrito 
1« limited In extent although each family either owns or is 
in line to inherit a small plot. Unfortunately, only a few 
have holdings sufficiently large to Justify full-time farm­
ing or stock raising.
This Irrigable land is prized highly by the people of 
Si Cerrito, yery little of it has ever been sold and then 
only to another resident of the village. This land is orig­
inal grant land and has been handed down from parents to 
children for generations. Although the tracts are small 
(aee Table II), this land Is fertile and furnishes a con­
siderable portion of the owner family* s food.
The residential lots are also on original grant land 
and have been inherited. These lots were, for the most part, 
marked off at the time village was settled. Any person 
born or otherwise coming into the village later, however, 
could still lay claim to a lot providing he could establish 
relationship with an original grantee or could gain the 
approval of the Board of Trustees set up to administer the 
grant land.
The dry or mesa land is much less valuable than the 
irrigable land and has never been greatly desired by the 
villagers. Only a few of the families have ever taken the 
trouble to increase their holdings by patenting or home­
steading additional land.
As Table II shows, most of the families own some dry
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land. Some of this is usually famed to beans or, if it is 
favorably located, to corn or wheat, as a rule, however, 
this land Is not profitable for farming purposes because of 
the low rainfall la the area. Perhaps once in five years 
the dry land will produce a fairly satisfactory yield.
Table XI. Size of Holdings and Value of Property, El Cerrito,
Hew Mexico, 1940
Number
Keporting
»
•
: Amount Heported (acres)
: Total : Average
Land Ownership:
Ho Land Owned 1 0 0
Land owned 18* 2088.0 116.0
Dry land 14* 2070.5 172.54
Irrigated land 14 23.25 1.66
Value of Property
Land and buildings 18* 18267.00 1348.00
Land only 18* 4622.00 231.00
House only 20 2445.00 122.00
2,000 acres of dry land.
For all 20 families who own dry land, the median owned 
is 42 acres.
There is actually no free grazing land in the area but 
there are several sections of Public Domain near El Cerrito 
that may be grazed without protest. As might be imagined, 
this land is of the very poorest quality and any grazing 
benefits from it are negligible. Its chief value to the 
local people is as a source of firewood.
Several large tracts of land In the immediate vicinity
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of 13. Cerrito have come into the hands of nonresident owners, 
and other tracts have been donated to the Public School Sys­
tem of the state* This land is normally rented or leased 
to private stockmen for grazing purposes. The one large 
sheepman of Si Cerrito has one school section and three 
sections of privately owned land leased for short terms*
This land, however, is not available to the extent that it 
ones was.* Large sheep owners in the area have bought heavily 
of this grazing land with the result that little is now 
available for other than owner use*
The acute land shortage in the area began in 1916 when 
local townships were first surveyed and opened to homestead­
ing* as this process went on, the boundaries of the land 
available to the people of El Cerrito gradually were drawn 
in. Some of this land was homesteaded by the villagers but 
most of the patents were sold almost as soon as they had 
been cleared for title* Figure 4 shows the manner in which 
the people of El Cerrito have been enclosed and the extent 
to which the land bordering on their irrigated tracts are 
owned by outsiders.
Actually the situation is much worse than Figure 4 
indicates. Much of the dry land the villagers now own is 
of the poorest quality, often extremely rocky with no holes 
or streams of water. A few of the tracts are almost in­
accessible because of steep hills, arroyos or long stretches 
of fence that must be skirted.
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Techniques of Agriculture
The agricultural techniques and practices In this area 
are archaic. Sons have truly followed in the footsteps of 
their fathers, and their sons, in turn, have followed after 
them. An early settler, returning to S3. Cerrito today, would 
find little change in crops grown or in the methods of cul­
tivating and harvesting. Beans, com, and alfalfa are planted 
year after year, with infrequent rotation. The one pronounced 
crop change has been the substitution of beans for wheat.
Older residents claim that much more wheat was grown in the 
past when rain fall was heavier and wheat flour difficult to 
buy. * only two local families are still growing wheat. All 
other families regard bean crops as more important. They 
are more likely to produce with scant rainfall and will add 
more to the family diet. It is more economical and desir­
able to be without flour than to be without beans.
The type of livestock kept is far below standard. Hogs, 
cows, and horses are of a scrubby, yet hardy breed, usually 
poor and carelessly tended. Few attempts have been mad® to 
improve the village* s livestock. The villagers ©eera to 
prefer what they have and easily find rationalizations to 
justify their preference. Little information as to the ad­
vantages of better stock has been available to them, and any 
attempt to introduce such strange Ideas would likely meet 
with some resistance. One of the local stockmen was per­
suaded to try improving his herd of cattle several years ago
6?
with little succeed.
Hot only is the livestock owned In El Cerrito of a poor 
quality but it is extremely limited la numbers. See Table 
III. There are more horses and mules in the village than 
cows. The seven cows owned are inadequate to supply more 
than a small fraction of the dairy products the people would 
need for a satisfactory diet, in fact, very little milk is 
drunk even by the small children. Instead, it is to a large 
extent passed around to the neighbors for use in coffee and, 
to a limited extent, la cooking. In brief, aside from the 
two large owners in the village, livestock lias come to play 
only a minor role in the economy of these people.
Table III. Humber of Specified Livestock Owned by Families
of El Cerrito, Hew Mexico, 194G
Type of 
Livestock
: Humber : 
: Reporting : 
* Livestock :
Humber Reported
: Average per 
Total : Family
Horses and mules . . . 1? 36 2.1
Cows . . ........... 7* 23 3.3
Chickens ........... a 82 10.3
S h e e p ....... . 2
Coats ............. 1 81*
Hogs............... 1 1 1
♦Excludes 2 owners of large acreages who respectively 
reported 25 and 30 cows. One of these also reported 500 
head of sheep and 81 goats.
♦♦Seeides one large owner only on© family had sheep—  
2 head.
The same things could be said of their poultry. It Is 
as mixed as it likely could be. Seemingly, the people
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neither keep them for meat or the eggs they will lay. one 
of the elderly women of the village informed me that she 
never ate one of her chickens and that they very seldom 
layed an egg* To the Question of Hwhy do yon keep them?t 
she answered, quite simply, *we keep them for household 
pets.*
It is probable that better livestock would not receive 
proper care and treatment. Shelters are not available, even 
during the severe parts of the winter months. Ho one would 
think of calling a veterinary if a cow or horse should become 
sick or injured. Native stock is treated with home remedies 
that require only the simplest of ingredients such as lard, 
salt, or native herbs.
The farm equipment and machinery used in this area are 
of the simplest kind, large machinery is neither used nor 
appreciated. A horse, a ten-inch turning plow, and a few 
hoes and a pitchfork make up the standard equipment of a 
farm. The plow is used to turn the soil, plant the crop, 
and cultivate it. Wheat and beans are threshed by hand with 
the flail. If the crop is large enough to justify it, 
horses or goats may aid in the threshing by walking back 
and forth on the grain until It becomes separated and set­
tles to the bottom of the pile. The grain is cleaned by 
means of winnowing. Women and children help in this farm 
task.
Alfalfa is the sole crop that is not harvested by hand
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tools. Two of the families have horse-drawn mowing machines 
which out most of the alfalfa in the valley as custom work, 
the owners of the machines are given a portion of the al­
falfa or its equivalent in labor as payment for cutting it. 
Sash is never involved in the exchange.
Plowing and planting operations begin in late May or 
the early part of June. The date may vary from two to three 
weeks, depending upon the mildness of the season or the 
quantity of moisture in the soil. The two operations are 
usually carried out simultaneously, as the soil is being 
turned the seeds are dropped into each third furrow.
The village has only one planter. It is a walking 
planter, pulled by one horse and capable of planting one row 
at a time. The owner is regarded as the most modem farmer 
in the village although he received some criticism for his 
Investments in more efficient tools. The people feel that 
time and labor are of minor value. Efficiency and time 
saving mean little where already man power Is far in excess 
of the work to be done.
Intensive cultivation of crops begins In the latter 
part of June. Beans and corn are plowed from three to five 
times, depending upon the rainfall and the number of times 
the land is irrigated. The crops are weeded and thinned 
when, according to local standards, these operations are 
necessary. These tasks fall to the boys, aided at intervals 
by the father. Alfalfa, which beside© harvesting requires
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about throe irrigations in spring and summer, entails less 
labor than any other crop grown on the irrigable land. It 
is usually re-seeded only once in each five to seven years.
The irrigation system in use by the many villages along 
the Pecos river in Hew Mexico Is an old one. Ho one in El 
Cerrito remembers when it was built. However, there is con­
siderable evidence that it was built originally by the In­
dians. The present course of the ditch has been unchanged 
fer many years. Evidence of this is found in the many feet 
of bank that have been built up by annual cleanings. Even 
in places where construction of the ditch would have neces­
sitated removal of only a few feet of dirt, the height of 
the lower bank has risen to tea feet or more. The madre 
aoequla, or main ditch, is slightly less than two miles 
long, it begins at a bottle-neck part of the river where a 
crude das has been built. This dam was constructed by laying 
a line of stone across the river and stacking brush and long 
poles behind it. In this way the bed of the river, above 
the dam, has been raised a height of approximately six feet. 
This added elevation enables the water to flow out Into the 
main ditch and on to the valley land below.
The construction of the dam is such that there is 
little assurance of its permanence. Any big flood or un-
q
usual flow of water may destroy the entire structure. Ho
9In 1936 a heavy rain in the Upper Pecos Watershed de­
stroyed the local dam completely. Before it could be re­
placed crops were burned out resulting in a total crop loss 
for the year.
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provision is made for diversion, hence the dam must carry 
the weight and pressure of any quantity of water that happens 
to come against it. If the pressure is too great, the dam 
is destroyed, as are the crops below which are dependent 
upon it. Before it ean be restored lack of water has
possibly killed the crops in the valley.
From the dam the main ditch runs along the river, but 
the fall in the ditch is less than in the river, so that at 
the entrance to the valley it carries its water many feet 
above the surface of the river. This main ditch, and its 
smaller tributaries, are maintained and repaired communally 
by the users of the water. The organisation for carrying 
out these tasks is one of the most highly integrated and 
efficient in the community. Its chief functions are carried 
on by a mayordomo, or ditch boss, who supervises all work on 
the system, and a committee which is responsible for all 
rules governing the use of the water. Each user must con­
tribute labor on the ditch in proportion to the amount of
irrigated land he operates. The officers are elected 
annually by the people. There is seldom an occasion for 
interference or supervision of the use of the water. Water 
is plentiful, so it is available for anyone needing it with 
never a wait longer than two or three days.
There are no intense and extended seasons of far® labor 
In El Cerrito. Although such tasks as planting, cultivating, 
and harvesting require a few days of intense effort, they
?3
are aeon over and the farmer is again able to distribute his 
time and labor over a wide Variety of tasks, a full day's 
labor during the busiest season is spiced with periods of 
relaxation. Although the worker may rise early and go about 
feeding and earing for his domestic livestock, there is no 
hurry at breakfast time. After breakfast and a brief plan­
ning of the day's work, he is off for the field until 11 or 
11:30. The noon meal consumes a good half hour, followed by 
one or two hours of siesta. The afternoon's work in the 
field assumes the same tempo* The farmer is usually back 
home when the sun is still high for supper and to do the 
evening chores around the house. He attends to the horses 
and the cow, if there is one, after the evening meal is 
over. Throughout the day he has had time for brief chats 
and frequent exchangee of advice with passing friends or 
relatives, in brief, there is little rushing brought about 
by time or season. Caring for the average local farm unit 
necessitates little haste, one is able to choose here be­
tween a slow tempo and a more complete use of time. The 
native usually favors the former.
Health and Medical facilities
Several recast studies in the vicinity of El Cerrito 
emphasize the poor health and sanitary conditions of the
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10people. Water for family use is taken from the river or 
irrigation ditch to which all livestock have access* In 
many eases the sanitary facilities are located In such a 
manner that their drainage flows into the river* as a re­
sult epidemics may sweep the entire village, as well as 
others In the vicinity, within a very short time. An at­
tempt has been made in recent years to get the people to 
boil their drinking water but with little success* Most of 
them will say that Hthe water doesn*t taste good after it 
has been boiled. #
It is extremely seldom that a doctor is called to at­
tend a sick person in El Cerrito. The distance is too 
great and the cost prohibitive. It is probable too that the 
native superstitions of the people would occasion consider­
able distrust of the doctor's modem means of treating sick­
ness* Instead, they rely on home remedies and some patent 
medicine.2**
All maternity oases In the village are attended by 
midwives. There is no midwife in El Cerrito but there are 
two In the nearest village to El Cerrito. These midwives
1ASee Sanchez, op. cit., pp. 66-67; San Miguel Rural 
Council, A Survey of Villanueva, las Vegas: Highland Uni­
versity, 1955 7 p * £1; Clen Crisham, El Pueblo, unpublished 
survey of the village of El Pueblo, Flew Mexico.
**See Appendix B for partial list of home remedies 
used In El Cerrito.
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are highly regarded by the local people and can be called 
In for a nominal charge* a few of the younger men of the 
Tillage expressed a preference for a trained doctor’s ser­
vices but added that they could not afford the regular 
doctor’s fee.
Many of the infants born in El Cerrito die within a 
few weeks or months of their birth* It Is nothing unusual 
to learn that a comparatively young married couple has lost 
one or more of their children at an early age. A large 
per cent of these deaths occur under six months of age. as 
fable IV shows, once a child born in El Cerrito has attained 
the age of one year he has a good chance of living. Six­
teen of the children reported as having died under five 
years of age were under six months of age. it is very 
likely that all of these deaths were not reported. Several 
of the older families had difficulty in remembering whether 
one, two, or three of their children had died.
fable IY. limber of Children Who Were Reported as Having
Pled Under 5 Tears of Age,
El Cerrito, Hew Mexico, 1940
Age at Death _____  Humber of Children
Total................... 36
Under 6 months.............  16
6 months ♦ 1 y e a r ............  13
1 year - 2 years..........  3
2 years - 3 years................ 2
3 years - 4 years................ 2
4 years - 5 years................
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Recreation and. Amusement
As In the past, indicated above, there are few forme 
of amusement or recreation in II Cerrito that are not as­
sociated with the Church* Ro games are played by the adults 
in the village, and the games played by the children are 
simple and usually H homespun.* a few of the older men spend 
a few days each summer fishing although this activity is 
practiced more for meat than for sport.
The one fora of recreation generally indulged in and - 
enjoyed by everyone, old and young alike, is the.dances or 
the balles. These dances are held almost every Saturday 
night and often during th© week when the people are less 
busy with their crops or outside work.
These dances are attended almost exclusively by local ' 
folk, and the music is always home talent. The musical 
instruments are; a violin, a guitar, and infrequently an 
accordion. The music is largely old Spanish tunes such as 
the rasp a, the varcoviano, and others of similar rhythm and 
tempo. During recent years there has been some influx of 
modern Anglo tunes but the native people, as a rule, do not 
appreciate them.
There is little variation in the manner in which these 
dances are conducted. There is an accepted procedure in 
initiating them which is neter deviated from in the slight­
est. Thus, as is true of so many other phases of the
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people* 8 lives, the dances long ago assumed a pattern that 
has become accepted and about which there is, seemingly, no 
desire for change.
The first step in promoting a local dance is the se- , 
lection of a sponsor, such a person may be requested to 
sponsor the dance or may do it on his own initiative. He 
is usually an unmarried boy with enough money to pay the 
small costs. Such costs Include a fee (25 cents} to the 
local Justice of the Peace for granting a permit and enough 
gasoline to keep three gasoline lamps burning through the 
greater part of the night. In ease the sponsor does not 
have an ample stock of his own vintage the costs may also 
include a bottle of wine for each of the musicians.
The dances are seldom announced before sundown of the 
day on which they are to be given. &t that time the musi­
cians make a round of the plasa, playing their instruments 
and followed by the small boys and most of the many dogs 
of the village. The noise mad© by the musicians Is greatly 
augmented by the shouts of the boys and the barking of the 
dogs.
These dances are always held In the school house. 
Chairs, desks and other school equipment are cleared away 
with the exception of a single row of seats that run along 
each side of the building. These seats are so placed for 
the benefit of the aged and the younger dancers during the 
several brief rest periods of th© evening.
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The crowd begins to gather about 10 ©9 clock, filing in 
In small groups. The girls must come In groups or in company 
with their parents as no unmarried daughter would be allowed 
to come alone or in company with an unrelated male. They 
file slowly into the building, the girls seating themselves 
on one side of the room and the boys on the opposite side. 
This division of the sexes is maintained throughout the 
evening except when the dances are in progress.
As mentioned above, the dance tunes are largely of 
Spanish or Mexican origin and generally are of an extremely 
fast tempo. The dancing oodles swing around at an amazing 
rate of speed which one can hardly believe possible to main­
tain for more than a brief perlof of time. As a rule the 
sale does the greater part of the dancing while his partner 
assumes a more stoical role of following him around.
The old people, as well as the young, attend these 
dances regularly. It is seldom that a person stays away 
that is physically able to attend. Many of the older people 
dance and, despite their age, seem to have almost as much 
stamina as th© younger people. ‘Those who are too old to 
dance usually stay until the dance is over which may be from 
two until four o’clock in the morning. Children are brought 
along and by midnight are stretched out on benches, in 
comers, and in the laps of their mothers all aroung the 
room.
Although these dances are enjoyed tremendously by
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everyone, young and old, they are, primarily, a form of 
recreation for the young. They are almost the only recog­
nised means of contact between the unmarried boys and girls. 
As a result, most of the dances are sponsored and paid for 
by the young, unmarried males of the village.
Religion and the Church
The people of El Cerrito are 100 per cent Catholic.
The churofa and its teachings play a tremendously important 
role in the attitudes, practices, and everyday life of these 
people. It is the earnest desire of every individual to 
live entirely within the doctrine of th© church.
El Cerrito has no resident priest. The village Is too 
small and poor to support one. The priest that serves El 
Cerrito lives in the nearby village of Villanueva. He comes 
to the village once a month to conduct mass and to hear con­
fessions. In case of a death, or a similar emergency, he 
may make a special visit, but the average year would ne­
cessitate no more than two or three extra visits. Absence 
of the priest, however, does not mean that religious ser­
vices are not held regularly at least once per week. The 
people congregate each Sunday and sometimes as frequently 
as every day of the week in the church. These extra ser­
vices are in charge of a local woman who is ©elected and 
paid a small fee by th© church.
The services are conducted In a very humble spirit.
ao
The women seat themselves on the benches and the men kneel 
on the hard floor In the rear of th© church. The attendance 
Is usually good. There are never many who are able to ra­
tionalize staying away. All present take part in the ser­
vices. The hymns and ritual that are part of th© service 
are well learned, even by the very small children.
After the services are over the men meet In front of 
the ehureh for a half-hour or more of conversation. This is 
as much a part of the service as any of the formalized rit­
ual. such meetings afford the men their most frequent op­
portunity for getting together in a group. The conversation 
Is direeted to the entire group. Th© topics are generally 
local happenings or any news a recent visitor has brought 
back from town. The group never breaks up until each man 
who has something to offer has had his say.
The local priest serving El Cerrito has a status not y 
approached by any other individual in the locality. This 
is easily understood when it Is realized that he Is the 
sole and undisputed representative of the church and the 
only man In the area with any significant amount of formal 
education. Consequently, his word is authority and seldom 
questioned on worldly or on religious matters. Puring the .*■ 
recent period of heavy relief In the area (1933-1940) many 
priests assumed the responsibility of acting as intermedi­
ary between the people and the governmental agencies oper­
ating in that part of the state. The policies and procedures
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of these agencies were new to the people and the priest was 
the only source for clearance. Many local agency represent­
atives are frank to admit that securing the support of th© 
priest often meant the difference between the success or 
failure of a program in a particular village.
The ehurch in El Cerrito is not a self-supporting in­
stitution. Although meager monthly contributions are made 
by the people, these are not sufficient to absorb th© total 
cost ©f the church1 s program. When the families were ques­
tioned as to their annual church dues none estimated that 
they aggregated more than |5.00 per year per family.
In addition to regular services the church sponsors 
other activities in th© village. In one of these the vil­
lage holds each year a community function in honor of its 
Patron Saint, This celebration is on© of the most gala 
affairs of the year. This function is held in December and 
lasts for two full days. Elaborate rules and procedures 
have evolved to govern the affair. Although th© villagers 
sponsor and conduct the function, the priest Is always in­
vited to attend as the guest of honor.
Two leaders are elected each year to be responsible for 
the conduct of the function. It is their duty to Invite the 
priest, to provide food and drink for all, to open their 
homes to accommodate the guests, and to supervise any other 
details of the affair. It is considered an honor to hold 
one of these posts, and, providing he can finance the
several easts, a man regards himself as fortunate to fee 
elected. The financial status ©f the candidates is always 
taken into consideration in the election in order that the 
candidates elected may fee able to assume the financial re­
sponsibility • The tern of office Is for one year only. Ho 
one man is expected to serve two years in succession although 
the same man often serves in alternate years.
These functions begin on th© eve of the Patron Saint1 s 
birthday, food and drink have been made ready In large 
quantities and spread out in the houses of the two ©torch 
leaders who were elected at the function the previous year- 
Visitors, neighbors, and relatives file in and out of the 
houses at will, partaking of the feast at their pleasure.
This continues until late in the afternoon, when everyone 
marches to the church for special service. After the ser­
vice Is over they come back to the houses, where they may 
again tote food and drink if they so desire. The last fea­
ture of tee evening is the dance which, like the others, 
begins at about 10 o’ clock in the evening and lasts until 
early morning. The second day of the affair is simply & 
duplicate of tee first.
Another feature, celebrated in 11 Cerrito and highly 
typical of tee area, is the strict observance of Holy Friday. 
This is an event which prohibits all sorts of manual labor 
for the day before, the day after, and including Holy Friday. 
It is tee one time of tee year when all the villagers wear
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their best clothes and the men are clean shaven.
Church services are held during the morning, afternoon 
and again in the evening on Holy Friday. Each of these 
services la announced by the clatter of an old wooden 
matraca that looks very much like an ancient coffee grinder. 
The church bell Is silent until the final services are over.
The observance of Holy Friday by the people of El 
Cerrito is not a somber occasion. On the whole it is a gay 
affair, a time for neighboring and friendly exchange of gos­
sip. It is a day when the homemakers vie with one another 
in the preparation and exchange of food. Small boys and 
girls are kept continuously busy running from one house to 
the next with trays of food to be sampled.
Social Participation
As Table V clearly indicates, the formal social life of 
the El Cerrito people is extremely limited if participation 
in church services is excluded. Out of a total of 183 for­
mal meetings of all organisations held during the year 154 
were church service meetings. The attendance at these meet­
ings was approximately the same for the male and female 
family heads. ©
Next to the church services dances were the most fre­
quently attended of all social events. Of the 26 formal 
dances held during the year 1939 each male and female head 
reported having attended 50 per cent of the time. Personal
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observation over a major portion of the year 1940 leads the 
writer to believe that the actual attendance figure, for 
both male and female heads, was considerably higher.
Table V. Social Participation of Heads of Families, SI
Cerrito, Hew Mexico, 1939
'“ iSffiberl'A^rsSS'^^S©!*: Average: Average
: of : of Times : Expend- : Bistanee
Type of Gathering :Meetings: Attended :iture : to
:in Tear: per :Meeting
__________________ : t Male :Female :Family : Place
Religious meetings 154 144.4 146.1 #3.21 SI.? yds
Educational meetings 1 1 0 6 79.4 t
Pitch commission 1 1 0 0 82.4 »
Political meetings 1 1 0 0 83.3 M
Dances m 13.4 13.4 0
The money cost of participation in th© local social life 
was almost nil as may be seen from Table V. Hone of the 
families indicated any es^ense for these Items outside the 
church. The average figure for church expenditure was only 
#3*21 per family*
Although these figures Indicate a very meager formal 
social life for these people adequate figures would show an 
abundance of informal social participation. The physical 
structure of this village greatly facilitates Informal con­
tacts. All houses in the village are within a stone's throw 
of one another. See Figure 1. Through years of inter­
dependence, the people are conditioned to call upon neighbors
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and relatives for many types of assistance and, in turn, are 
expected t© reciprocate when the need arises. Any task that 
requires greater strength or physical effort than a single 
fsully has at hand Is solved by calling In one or more 
neighbors. Such service is freely asked for and given. In 
ease of sickness or similar misfortune the efforts and re­
sources of the entire village may be utilised in order to 
bring the family through the crisis.
Informal visiting far exceeds any other mode of contact * 
between the villagers, toe Xatehstrlng Is "always on the 
outside" for any neighbor or relative who may have th© time 
and Inclination to call. In a single afternoon fourteen 
different visitors were counted coming to one household, 
some of them returning as many as three and four times.
This was not a peculiar case. Other homes in the village 
probably had as many. Such visits are expected. If a house­
wife fails to make a call In the afternoon it is taken for 
granted that she is ill or else has company.
Although visiting is general in El Cerrito, the degree w 
of blood relationship is the chief factor affecting their 
frequency. The house of the parents of several married sons 
and daughters is the nucleus for the different visiting 
groups, toe wives and children of such families may com© to 
the central house a dozen or more times in a day. They 
come to distribute a bit of news or to borrow a little some­
thing for the next meal, toe children are continuously
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running Into and out of each other’s houses- They are to­
gether so much It is difficult for an outsider to learn th© 
houses In which they belong.
Although the visiting of the women far exceeds that of 
the men, each day affords the men ample opportunities for 
contacts and conversation. After a day in the field Is over 
they are likely to meet for a short time around the house 
or in going to or eoaing from the corrals. Also for the men 
there are other opportunities for contacts, such as the 
field work, the local meetings* and the trips to town.
Little visiting is done outside the village. This is 
especially true of the women, who seldom see a woman from 
the outside. The majority of the women of El Cerrito do not 
leave their village more than once or twice each year.
Family visits outside the village are usually to the 
homes of relatives in the larger towns. Such trips serve 
three main purposes: a chance to remain In town for a few 
days, a chance to make periodic purchases, and a chance to 
visit with friends and relatives. These visits may last as 
much as a week. That such visits are seldom repaid does not 
matter. Such hospitality is accepted by both parties as a 
responsibility the town people owe to their country relatives.
Marriage and the Family
There are only a few adults in El Cerrito who have 
never married. For a boy or girl to remain unmarried too
8?
long is to risk & loos of status In the village. This le
especially true for the girls for whoa there Is no other
career than to become a housewife and the mother of children.
The vast majority of the people marry at a relatively
early age. See Table VI. of the 19 unbroken families living
in the village eleven of the female heads had been married
under twenty years of age and eleven of the male heads had
been married under 24 years of age. Only two of the women
were married for the first time after they were 25 years old.
The average age at marriage for both male and female heads
12was less than 22 years.
Table VI. Age at Marriage of Male and Female Heads of 
Households, El Cerrito, Hew Mexico, 1940
••
Age at Marriage : Total
• •* •
: Male : Female
Average age 21.7 24 19
Mnder 20 years . . . 11 0 11
20 - 24 * . . . 17 11 6
25 - 29 « . . . 9 7 2
30 -34 * . . . 1 1 0
Total • • • 38 19 19
Marriage is an event in the life of an El Cerrito boy 
or girl that is equalled in importance by few other occasions.
tabulation of the records of the local church re­
vealed that, out of 296 marriages contracted within the local 
area and during th© last 28 years, all but a small fraction
of both males and females were married under 25 years of age.
then plotted on a graph two modal ages were revealed for the
men, the first at 21 and the second at 36.
@6
The ceremony, and the process leading up to It, are equally 
ritualistic in the formal manner in which they are prac­
ticed. The exotic features of both are Spanish, or perhaps 
Homan, In origin and have become only slightly modified in 
a hundred years of eon tact with another culture.
Until approximately twenty years ago local marriages 
were influenced greatly by the parents. In this manner land 
and other property holdings could be consolidated advan­
tageously. Recently, however, this practice has become much 
less common and a boy or girl may choose his own mate with 
little interference from parents or other relatives.
The parents still play a minor role in the matchmaking 
even though it is only a vestige of the authority they once 
wielded. The prospective bridegroom1 s parents, usually the 
mother, still visits the parents of the bride-to-be and 
discusses the match with then. After the discussion she 
leaves a pumpkin with them and If the pumpkin is not re­
turned the match is considered as made.
The bridegroom furnishes the trousseau of the bride. 
Since this is somewhat expensive and since, too, he must 
have 8open-house* on the day of the wedding, it Is sometimes 
extremely difficult for the boy to accumulate enough wealth 
to finance a wedding. A number of the younger men of the 
village admitted to the writer that their weddings were 
postponed for from one to five years as a result of their 
inability to accumulate sufficient funds for the ceremony.
mThe day of the wedding a spirit of fiesta perva&es the 
village. The parents of the groom have given their house 
over to the young couple and enough food and wine for all has 
been prepared. The doors of the house are kept open all day 
and the villagers may cose in for food or drink at any time 
they choose.
The wedding usually takes place in the morning, either 
in the local Tillage or in the Tillage in which the priest 
llTes. After the ceremony the couple must go to the pla2a 
to hare their picture taken in their new finery. This is 
almost as Important as any part of the ceremony. Such pic­
tures are distributed to many close relatives and one is 
always brought back to be hung in the house. This Is about 
the only occasion in the life of either bride or groom when 
there is opportunity or the clothes to really "dress up.*
After the ceremony has been performed and the pictures 
taken the bride and groom return to the village tshere they 
are the hosts to the villagers. This continues until the 
evening when all attend a dance which has also been spon­
sored and paid for by the groom. These dances may well last 
until 4 or 5 ©•cloek in the morning as everyone tries to 
keep the new couple from going home as long as possible.
The entire set of values by which the local people live 
are woven around the institutions of family and church. 
Loyalties, responsibilities, and duties are primarily con­
nected with the meaning of family. Th© esteem for an
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Individual in the community comes out of contributions or 
failures la relation to this institution* The primary 
virtues that give an individual or a family prestige in the 
village spring from the conduct of the family group. Fam­
ily In SI Cerrito means more than parents and offspring*
It also, In the real sense, includes grandparents and 
grandchildren as veil*
In the El Cerrito family the father is definitely the 
head* His word is family lav and, within all bounds of 
reason, will be recognised as such by the other people of 
the village. It is the father who makes all final de­
cisions, handles the finances, and provides for the welfare 
of the family, fhe place of the mother is in the home. It 
is her duty to look after the household, do the household 
chores, and bear and rear children*
?o be recognized as a good citizen of El Cerrito a man 
must support, not only his own immediate family, but give 
what aid he can to parents or to any other near relatives 
in need* Failure to do this brings social censure in its 
most formidable form. Living In accordance with this code 
brings respect of the highest order.
There is a very high degree of blood relationship be­
tween the families of El Cerrito. This Is well demonstrated 
by the fact that there are only seven family names In the 
village. Each family ie at least distantly related to 
every other family* In fact, these blood relationships have
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increased over the years to the extent that no marriages 
have taken place between the local villagers within the past 
fifteen years, The last marriage was severely censured by 
the local priest because the bride and groom were second 
cousins.
Education
The school building in El Cerrito is an antiquated, 
two-room structure that was evidently built with little more 
than a certain amount of space in mind. The furnishings and 
equipment are is keeping with the building. The lighting 
arrangement: is very poor and the heating system consists of 
two wood-burning stoves, one for each room.
This crude building houses from twenty to fifty pupils, 
depending upon attendance, in addition to the two teachers, 
instruction is given in grades one to eight inclusive. The 
school is conducted with little supervision from the county 
system. Beads are too poor and the distance from the coun­
ty seat too great for a supervisor to come to El Cerrito 
sore than once or twice during a school year.
Attendance at the school is poor. The girls attend 
more regularly than the boys, especially after reaching the 
higher grades. After a boy has reached the age of twelve 
or thirteen he is expected to aid in supporting the family 
and is often kept out of school to help the father or to 
hire out to anyone needing his services. For this reason,
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feu of the hoys complete the full eight grades of schooling 
offered unless they do so at a very early age. see Table VII
Table VIZ. Grades In School Completed by Males and Females 
Above W  Tears of Age and Mot Attending School 
JS1 Cerrito, Mew Mexico, 1940*
Grades Completed
• *
: Total j 
i t
.*
Male :
•*
Female
Total m 46 49
Under 2 grades * * . . . . i 1 0
2 - 3  * .......... i? ? 10
4 - 3  * ...... id 9 ?
# - 7 * . . . . . . 26 12 14
8 - 9  • .......... 24 9 16
10 grades and over . . . . 10 ? 3
♦These figures Include family members now living 
elsewhere.
As fable VII indicates the girls usually continue In 
school somewhat longer than do the boys. Eighteen of the 
females reported having completed eight years of schooling 
or more as compared with sixteen of the males.
The males, however, more frequently went beyond eight 
grades. This, obviously, indicates schooling away from the 
village which would not be permissible for the girls unless 
they could live, while away fro© home, with a near relative.
The program of the El Cerrito school Involves no other 
persons than the teachers and enrolled children. Parents 
are neither consulted nor do they volunteer any advice 
relative to the school and its program. The general con­
census seems to be that the teachers are hired and paid to
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conduct the school and can do it best without any inter­
ference from the outside.
fhere are two occasions during the year when parents 
are invited to visit the school. One is at the end of the 
school term and the other on Christmas eve. At each of 
these occasions, the children produce a short play on which 
they have been practicing for several months. la thee© pro­
ductions the children are given an opportunity to demonstrate 
to their elders, their ability to speak English. Although 
the words are quite often unintelligible the parents are 
usually highly pleased at the progress their progeny have 
made. If the parents are pleased the teachers know they 
have had a successful year.
Respite its many limitations the local people regard 
this school as one of the most important institutions of the 
village, ft is generally regarded as serving the purpose 
of orientating the children to the outside world and to some 
extent to be bridging the gap that separates the two. Al­
though few parents expect their children to complete more 
than eight grades of school, this minimum is considered to 
be highly valuable. Any less, they believe, does not give 
one an adequate mastery of English.
pew local opinions are ever heard expressed as to how 
or what the schools should teach. Other: than English and 
arithmetic there is little consideration given by the parents 
to what their children are being taught. It is generally
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believed, however, that the primary function ef the schools 
is te teach English, If the schools do a satisfactory job 
of teaching arithmetic and English the people are satisfied. 
The remainder of shat a child should know can he taught by 
the church and in the home.
Respite the desire of the parents to hare their chil­
dren learn English cell, it is seldom that a local boy or 
girl attains any degree of proficiency in the use of this 
language. The girls usually speak it much better than the 
boys, probably as a result of their longer and more regular 
attendance at school.
From a standpoint of educational achievement the teach­
ing personnel of the local school is usually of the poorest 
quality, it is difficult to Induce well trained teachers to 
come into Isolated villages such as El Cerrito where living 
conditions are so difficult and salaries so low. During 
the year at survey both teachers were of local extraction, 
one of them from the village. Since these teachers knew 
Spanish It was extremely difficult to force the students to 
speak English although a state statute requires that nothing 
but English be spoken on the school grounds.
Teaching techniques and materials are not adapted to
5 %the peeular problems met in the local school situation.
The sole means for imparting knowledge is a group of
“^Sanchez, o£. clt», pp. 71-88.
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standardised textbooks. Any other equipment is demised by 
the teachers and fashioned out of tin cans, boxes and other 
crude materials at hand. Ho consideration Is given to the 
fact that the pupils are learning a new language in addition 
to stock materials which they are required to master. Such 
subject matter as geography, history, and health is taught 
in terms entirely foreign to the pupils* experience and 
background. During the school year 1939-40 a visit to one 
©f the classrooms disclosed that the gn^lls were being re­
quired to work cut posters and other manual projects based 
on such phenomena as transportation in Boston and the im­
portance of geography in the growth of Chicago - Under such 
a curriculum as this it is small wonder that pupil interest 
is at a minimum and that progress Is slow.
Polities, as a form of activity, is participated in by 
all the male adults of El Cerrito. Election Mseason” is 
looked forward to with a great deal of enthusiasm, although 
there have been few candidates for county office, from the 
village, in the history of its settlement.
The area in which SI Cerrito i® located has long been 
regarded by comity politicians as the area in which a county 
election may easily be decided. A local story has it that, 
until comparatively recently, a candidate favorable to the 
area used to call the big sheep m m  of the area the afternoon
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of the election and aak “how many votes do you haw© for me?9 
fh© answer would he *how many do you need?1* and the neces­
sary ballots would be hurried Into the county seat. This 
gave rise to a still current egression of «voting the 
sheep.*
Until 1932 the village was 100 per cent republican.
At that time it voted a unanimous democratic ticket and It 
has remained democratic In all subsequent elections. In a 
recast state election the villagers voted solidly against 
a republican candidate for a state office even though the 
candidate was a native Span!sh-American product.
A candidate for any office is appraised in fl Cerrito 
la terms of *whnt can he do for us.* Political, moral, or 
religious principles are of secondary Importance. His at­
titude toward national or state issues that do not concern 
them directly is given scant attention. Instead, he Is 
measured In terms of the number of jobs and the amount of 
grants and relief he has obtained or is likely to obtain 
for his constituents* In Hi Cerrito, these are the things 
that matter.
Much of the machinery for operating local politics Is 
old. Office holders and new candidates still court and re­
tain the good will of their constituents by means of free
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dances, free drinks, and now and than a fiesta ^  These
“hand-outs** are expected and a eandicate that would choose/
not to eater to the voters in this manner would have little 
chance of winning an election. People are induced to come 
into town toy the score when one of these events is announced.
To the old political machinery in the area there have 
been added recently certain small, new clubs through which 
the people are atole more directly to make their needs and 
voting strength known. Predominant in this field have been 
the political clubs which eater to the younger people.
These clubs are operating in most of the little villages of 
the area, SI Cerrlto not excepted. These clubs have their 
own elected officers. Infrequent meetings are held in which 
the men discuss their political problems in their own way.
Any politioal meeting or rally in El Cerrito incites a 
great deal of enthusiasm and draws a good attendance. The 
village has its well-reecgnl sed best speakers who are always 
present to talk at great length and in glowing terms of their 
favorite candidates. Such meetings are dynamic affairs, 
thoroughly enjoyed toy all present. The political issue or 
candidate is often completely lost sight of in the light of 
a passionate and dramatic address, such speeches are
^These practices have encouraged a great deal of 
graft in Ifoe local government. A candidate for county 
Office in 1940 told the author that the office, which paid 
little more than #100 per month, would net him |10,000 in 
two years in office.
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remembered and discussed more from the standpoint of presen­
tation fey the weaker than from any content the speech might 
hare had.
The Tillage of Si Cerrito la peculiar In this area in 
that it lias no acute Internal politioal difficulties. The 
fact that the Tillage has no factions enables the people to 
work in unison. This could fee duplicated in only a few 
Spanish-American Tillage® In San Miguel county. In most of 
the Tillages two or more antagonistic faction® exist that 
preclude any possibility of the people working together as 
& group.
Level of LlTiaff
la terms of cash income and material goods the families
15of El Cerrito are certainly not above the poverty line.
The average cash family income for the calendar year of 
1939 was only #294.^® See Table TUI. This was #50 per 
family less than a village studied In the lower Rio Grande 
area of Sew Mexico in 1938.^
16B. S. Rowatree, Poverty, A Study of Town Life, Hew 
York: Longmans, Green an&Co., !§££, p. I@0.
though thle figure does not include products sold 
from the farm such Items were negligible in 1939. Only 3 
families sold products from their farms in 1939 all of which 
aggregated less than #100, with the exception of sheep and 
cattle sold fey two of the three families..
^7C. P. Locale and o. E. Leonard, Standards of Living 
In an Indian-Mexioan Village and on a Re cl ama t lon"?ro J ect™ 
fasETngtonT^tmiiedi-States 5eparlment“bF Agricul^re7 B T T .
S., Social Research Report Ho. XIV, 1938, p. 13.
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Table VIII. AVer&ges far Specified Items, El Cerrito, Hew
Mexico, 1940
i
Item •
lumber
Reporting
; Average 
: Reported
Age of dwelling, years . . . 20 03.?
Size of dwelling, rooms . . 
Size of household, number .
20 3.30
21 0.33
Blstanoe to water supply, yards 21 96.19
Family, off farm income,
dollars (wages) . 10* 294.0
♦Excludes 2 owners of large acreages and one teacher. 
So cash income from far® for any bat 3 families.
As pointed out earlier, the little patches of irri­
gated land in the village make living in the local valley 
possible with the aid of the little cash earned from working 
outside. Such patches are usually sufficient in extent to 
produce almost all the food that goes on the table during 
the growing season and provide some food, In the way of 
canned fruits and vegetables, for the winter months.
Although the houses are email and old {see fable VIII} 
they are fairly adequate for the climate. Construoted of 
adobe, a sun dried brick of mud and straw, they provide 
excellent protection from the cold winters and ample 
insulation against the heat of the summer months.
Such houses can be constructed at an amazingly low cash 
cost. Ho materials need be bought outside of windows and 
deers unless the family Is financially able to purchase 
sheet Iron roofing and wooden flooring. At the time of the 
writer1 s stay in the village in 1940 a newly married man
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built a three-room house for a total cash outlay of #8? 
which Included the rough hoard flooring. Had he chosen to 
endure dirt floors the cost would have been considerably 
leas.
The furniture la these houses is generally scant and of 
the simplest construction, some of It is hand-made tat this 
is a er&ft that 1® rapidly disappearing in the area, k 
typical bedroom will contain no more than a bed or two, a 
table, stove, and possibly a chest of drawers. The kitchen 
furniture will consist of a stove, table and either some 
benches or chairs.
The drinking end other water for the household is car­
ried in pails from the irrigation ditch which runs along the 
village boundary. This water is carried by the women and 
small children over an average distance of approximately 
100 yards.
Clothing costs are held at a minimum, y«ry little new 
clothing is bought except at special occasions such as a 
wedding, or the annual confirmation of the children by the 
church. Clothing is handed down extensively from larger to 
smaller brother or sister* More fortunate relatives are 
depended upon heavily for gifts of east-off shoes, suits, 
dresses, and hats.
CHAPTEB V
THE BOLE OP THE LAND GBANT IN THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND 
SOCIAL PBOCESSES OP A SPAJSISH-AMERICAN village
IK NEW MEXICO
Almost 350 years ago the first contingent of Spanish- 
speaking colonists arrived In the territory of New Mexico 
to begin a period of settlement In the area that has con­
tinued to the present time* The early Spanish colonists 
brought with them, as part of their cultural heritage, a 
definite scheme for settling the land. This scheme in­
cluded such factors as: a definite form or pattern of settle­
ment, specific ways and measures for dividing the land among 
themselves, and pre-conceived ideas of land tenure and other 
social relationships between the population and the land.
Settlements In New Mexico were almost universally lo­
cated on existing streams of water in order that the fam­
ilies could carry on the combination enterprises of irrigated 
agriculture and stock-raising. This practice was continued 
throughout the Spanish and Mexican period of occupation and 
still remains as a striking feature of the cultural landscape.
Dry or pasture lands were abundantly available, stretch­
ing out in every direction from the settlement center.
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Frigate titles were granted to some of this land and that 
remaining was used with no thought of exclusion or trespass. 
Irrigated holdings, on the other hand, were limited and as­
signed to individuals. In dividing this irrigated land the 
river or other stream frontage was the place of departure. 
Usually the holdings consisted of long, narrow strips that 
might extend across the entire village settlement.
Titles to the land were granted by the Spanish crown 
and later by the Mexican Republic. They were usually phrased 
In ambiguous and indefinite terms in both respect to the 
territory granted and the rights extended* Boundary lines 
were vague and confusing, stretching from one natural ob­
ject to another and utilizing many markers that might change 
or else disappear altogether over a short period.
Until the American occupation of the territory in 1846, 
the problems of indefinite and indeterminate boundaries, 
legal titles of ownership, and India originate use of the 
land were not particularly acute* Density of population was 
slight at this time and ample grazing and pasture land for 
all seem to have been available*
When the area became a part of the United States, how­
ever, the task of establishing definite boundaries and 
titles began, a process that lasted until early In the 1900*s. 
This task was extremely complicated by a number of factors 
such as lack of adequate records, reticence on the part of
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the people to submit claims, and perhaps most fundamental,
the many difficulties involved In the superimposing of one
1type of land system upon another.
It is the thesis of this paper that these physical fac­
tors, in their early nature and in subsequent changes, have 
been of some considerable influence on the social organisa­
tion, institutions, and social processes of the people in 
contact with them. As Smith has pointed out such social 
factors as * the relationships of farmer# dwellings to the 
land and to one another is basic to all rural social 
organisation and consequently a logical beginning for any 
analysis of the structure of rural society."2 The nature of 
this influence as revealed by the study of a selected 
Spanish-American village, and something of its extent, is 
developed In the following pages.
Brief History of the Land Grant in Hew Mexico
The land problem In Hew Mexico has probably been as 
tangled as it has in any of the other states of the Union. 
Land grants from the Crown of Spain, succeeded by those
*The United. States has adopted the rectangular system 
of land division and the Spanish and Mexican governments 
used the river front and indefinite natural boundaries.
2T. Lynn smith, #An Analysis of Rural Social Organisa­
tion Among the French-speaking people of Southern Louisiana,* 
Journal of Farm Economics, XVI, 1939, p. 680.
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given by the Mexican Republic, and finally the inclusion of 
a large part of Nee Mexico in the Public Domain of the 
United States, all combined to produce a state of confusion 
that took a half-century of litigation, plus survey after 
survey, to untangle. Not only have the people of New Mexico 
been immeshed in numerous disputes and legal complications, 
but the contests over titles have involved people of other 
states and other countries as well. As a student of the 
public land policy of the United states has observed without 
exaggeration relative to a large New Mexico grant of land, 
•it affected high officials or prominent business men in 
America, England sad Holland. It produced guerilla warfare 
in New Mexico and wild scrambles on the Amsterdam stock 
exchange.8®
The oldest grant in the state of New Mexico, of which 
there is record, Is the Cieneguilla grant located in Santa 
Fe County, The petition for this grant was allowed by the 
Spanish Grown In 1693 and confirmed by the United states 
government in 1899. There are doubtless many ojder grants 
in the state, the papers for which have long been lost or 
destroyed.4
There are no records available which indicate the
3Harold H. Dunham, Government Handout, New York:
Edward Brothers, 1941, p. 2X4.
4
Goan, 0£. olt., pp. 475-79.
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exact number of land grants conferred by the Spanish Crown 
in Hew Mexico, nor even approximate figures as to the acreages 
included in them.®
That the number must have been a hundred or more, how­
ever, is indicated by the fact that between the years 1603 
and 1821 a total of 61 were granted and retained sufficient 
evidence of title as to be confirmed by the United states
6government after its possession of the territory In 1846.
After Mexico took over the territory of Mew Spain in 
1821, the settlement process in Hew Mexico was speeded up 
considerably, prom the time Mexico assumed jurisdiction 
over the territory in 1821 until the war with the United 
States in 1846, that Republic granted 30 petitions of set­
tlers for land that were later confirmed by the United 
States. That there were many more grants allowed during the 
period there can be little doubt as many of the claims were
never brought before the United States authorities for 
7examination.
of land grants: There were three types of land grants
®Whm  the Spanish government was driven out of Santa Fe 
by the Pueblo Indians in 1680 almost all government records 
were destroyed including the territorial land records.
®C©an, o|>. cit., pp. 475-79.
7Thomas Donaldson, The Public Domain, House Miscella­
neous Document 45 , 47th Congress, 2n<I session, XIX. Wash­
ington: Government Printing office, 1884, p. 406.
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allowed by both the Spanish and Mexican governments. They , 
were (1) the oommunlty grants given to a group of settlers 
or »0©lffisunity,,l (2) individual grants, given or sold to 
persons of some financial means, and (3) Joint grants to a 
few individuals.
Although the available evidence on the issue is lim­
ited, it seems that most of the Spanish and Mexican land 
grants were of the town or community type. These grants 
were awarded to a group of petitioners who had banded to­
gether in order to better brave the dangers and privations 
of early pioneer life, hands given to these settlers were 
of two varieties: farming or irrigable land, to which the 
settlers were given titles for individual tracts; and com­
mon or pasture lands which were for the community to use in
Although these three types of grants are defined here, * 
the attention of this paper is limited to the community 
type. The reasons for this are two. First, the majority 
of the original grants were of the community type, second, 
with but few exceptions all grants in Mew Mexico eventually 
became community grants with the addition of new families 
of local origin or immigration. By 1854, when the office 
of the surveyor-general began hearings on land claims, and 
most of the information to be had on these grants became 
available, there was little distinction between the type of 
claims regardless of the original type it happened to be.
For these reasons little attention is given in this paper 
to individual or Joint grants.
9Ibid., pp. 406-408, also Goan, op. clt., pp. 475-79.
It might be pointed out here that grants to Missions,
Indian Pueblos, and military garrisons are omitted from 
discussion here since they were of an entirely different 
nature.
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oom&on “rich and poor alike.* Land given to the towns or
communities was called realengos or royal lands since the
full title to the lands remained in the Crown and only the
right of use and occupation was transferred to the people.
In m^ny cases, however, the individual grants of farming
or irrigated land might be sold or otherwise disposed of
after a certain number of years. (See Appendix B.) The
early settlers in these towns or communities may have been
of the ae* er-de-well kinds, although the quality seems to
have improved during the later periods of Spanish occupation.
As Blaekmar has stated it, * the first settlers, though
mostly Spanish, were of an inferior class, whose numbers
were increased from time to time by invalids and discharged
soldiers. But . . . the character of immigrants improved
until the settlements were represented by some of the first
i n
families of Spain and Mexico.*
The joint grants in Mew Mexico were similar in many * 
respects to the town or community grants. These grants 
were given to a group of families usually ranging in number 
from two to ten. The grantees in this ease usually were re* 
sponsible for financing the settlement venture although 
they might be given or loaned funds by the government to 
offset partially the costs. Families and Individuals
*°Frank w. Blaekmar, Spanish Institutions of the 
Southwest, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, I59l,~"p. 186.
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accompanying the grantees were given residential lots and a 
small portion of irrigable land to till. By and large, how­
ever, they famished labor for the grantees who as a rule 
owned large herds of livestock.
Most of the individual land grants were issued during - 
the early Spanish domination of Mew Mexico. These grants 
were usually distributed to individuals who assisted in 
conquering the country as rewards for their services.
Some, however, were sold to individual buyers to help de­
fray the expenses of current colonising efforts. These 
lands were called &e denimo particular, or private prop­
erty, as the full ownership was usually transferred to the 
donees or purchasers.^
The proprietor of the grant was bound by certain rules 
and regulations with which he was forced to abide or else 
the land and its improvements would revert to the Crown.
For example, usually he was required to provide some sort 
of government of the families brought with him. This gen­
erally consisted of an alcalde, most frequently the grantee 
himself, and a town council made up of the heads of resident 
families.
Spanish and Mexican Colonization Policy: The land laws of
Spain were liberal in character, especially designed to
11Donaldson, o|>. clt., p. 1126.
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Induce colonists to settle the territory of New Spain. As 
mentioned above, not only were colonists allowed to settle 
on the land free of charge* but in many eases were paid to 
do so.
Under the Spanish Hlaws of the Indies1 the ownership 
of all conquered lands in the *West IndiesN belonged to the 
Crown. However, ownership was often sold to favored pur­
chasers and the occupation end use of the lands were trans­
ferred with little difficulty if with a great deal of 
formality.^2
There were three types of lands recognised by the 
Spanish government in New Mexico. They were (1) the eon- 
sejlles or lands assigned for the support of a town; (2) 
the de dominlo particular or privately owned lands which 
had been sold or given to favored subjects; and (3) the 
realengos or royal lands. Hie royal lands were also known 
as terrenoa valdios or vacant lands because nothing was 
paid for their use.^
The royal lands, obviously, included all but a small 
portion of the entire territory. All vacant lands were 
designated as realengo lands as were the commons or pasture 
lands surrounding each settlement. Use of these lands was
Ibid., p. 402.
11
Ibid., pv 1126.
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granted the settlers to the extent needed for their flocks 
and herds, who accepted this privilege as a matter of course.
In the early years of settlement petitions o f the set­
tlers for realengo lands were made directly to the king.
This procedure was expensive as well as time consuming and 
a royal decree was Issued la October 1754 making It possible
to submit the petitions to appointed delegates residing in 
14the territory. This decree was instrumental in speeding 
up the rate of settlement in the territory.
Other royal decrees were issued in subsequent years 
relative to the disposition of the public lands, culminating 
in the decrees of 1791 and 1798 which made in unnecessary 
to apply to the politioal council for approval of any lands 
valued at less than |200 and gave the local military cap­
tains authority to confer grants within the vicinity of 
their garrisons. Under these ordinances and modifications 
grants continued to be made in the territory until the 
revolution of 1821 when Mexico gained its Independence from 
Spain and took possession of the territory. Thus, in 
summary, it is seen that:
the constant policy of Spain was to encourage by all 
means the settlement of her possessions in the Mew 
World; that, while the absolute ownership of the 
realengo lands was retained by the crown, laws from 
time to time were passed for the purpose of enabling
14Ibld., pp. 1126-27.
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actual settlers to obtain titles to so much of these 
real eng o lands as they required for their use and 
occupation in the pursuits of agriculture and stock- 
raising; yet, while the terms under which titles to 
^ ese realengo lands could be obtained for actual 
use and occupation were so easy as to be within the 
reach of petitioners of humble means, still the 
government guarded with Jealous care their disposi­
tion by passing such laws as made It impossible for 
the vassals of the king to acquire them for any 
other purpose than that of actual occupation and
use.15
The occupation of the territory by Mexico in 1821 re­
sulted in few changes In the land laws or colonisation 
policies already existing north of the Kio grande. There 
were, however, two changes that are perhaps worth mentioning. 
The first one, brought about in 1825, required that anyone 
desiring a tract of land for grazing purposes or agriculture 
must submit the petition to the Secretary of State. In the r 
same year the territory of Mew Mexico was opened to settlers 
from foreign countries providing they “submit to the laws 
of the country . . . and except for land embraced within
the twenty leagues bordering on a foreign country, or the
16ten leagues bordering on the seashore. * This latter 
change was a departure from Spanish procedure which had 
prohibited foreigners fro® settling in the area. With these 
two exceptions the settlement policies of the two countries 
were the same.
15roia., p. us?.
16It»ld.. pp. 1128-29.
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Under Spanish colon!gation policy settlers were * en­
listed* in very much the same manner as If they were being 
taken into the army. Prior to 1779 each settler was 
equipped with all essential tools and equipment for farming 
and paid a small salary until he had become self-sustaining 
on the land. Each settler was:
entitled to receive annually one hundred and twenty 
dollars, with food for the first two years after 
enlisting as a colonist, and provisions alone for 
the three following years . . . each settler was 
entitled to receive a house-lot, a tract of land 
for cultivation, another for pasture (commons) and 
a lean of sufficient stock and implements to make 
a com for table beginning. In addition to these, he 
received two mares, two cows and on© calf, two 
sheep, and two goats, two horses, on© cargo mule, 
and on© yoke of oxen or steers; on© plow point, 
on© spade, one axe, one sickle, one wooden knife, 
one musket, and one leather shield.
In 1799 this regulation was changed to give each set­
tler one hundred and sixteen dollars and seventeen cents 
||116.17) for each of the first two years and sixty dollars 
per year for the next three years. If after five years the 
settler had tilled the soil and made certain improvements 
on the land he came into possession of an irrigated tract 
of land for life and the life of his children. These regu­
lations, obviously, applied only to the * enlisted* settlers 
as the large, private or individual grantees were responsible 
for their own families.
The degree to which this general Spanish colonization
^Blaekmar, o£. oit., pp. 164-165.
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policy was executed In practice varied considerably in the 
different parte of Spanish colonial territory. Bier© is 
little evidence to support the thesis that the policy was 
carried out literally with any degree of completeness in 
the Sew Mexican settlements.
After Mexico gained her independence the practice of 
subsidising colonization in the Mew World, as established 
by Spain, was continued with little deviation. Under the 
decree of 1825 Mexico allowed nm  advance payment of trans­
portation expenses, a living for one year after they have 
settled, farming tools and building materials for the con­
struction of their houses; an acquisition of a determined 
tract ©f land for tillage and building purposes« and other 
miscellaneous items of household and farming equipage.1®
These inducements were also open to foreigners, who, in ad­
dition, were entitled to Mexican naturalisation and citizen™ 
ship papers. Foreigners were also exempt from payment of 
import duties on the goods and equipment transported Into 
the territory.
Government of the settlements was specifically provided 
for by both the Spanish and Mexican governments. Although
y©
A search through some thirty records of land grants 
in the General land Office, Public Survey Office, U- S. 
Department of Interior, Santa Fe, Kew Mexico, failed to 
disclose any extensive gifts of livestock or equipment 
mentioned.
toDonaldson, op. cit., p. 513.
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sup real e authority resided outside the territory each Pueblo 
or settlement tod its local government consisting of a mini­
mum of an alcalde or mayor and a town council. The town 
council was elected by the people and the alcalde was usu­
ally appointed by the territorial government. The actions 
of both the alcalde and mayor were sub Joe t to review by the 
government1 s representative at Santa Fe and often by the 
captain of the nearest garrison.
Both Spain and Mexico required that the colonists keep 
a vast assortment of fighting equipment In readiness to go 
to the aid of the crown or republic. Although few calls 
were made on the settlers for military duty, their bows and 
arrows and muskets were frequently used to ward off attacks 
of the warlike llavajo and Comanche Indians.
United States Policy Toward the Mew Mexico Land Grants: The
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo signed In Mexico on duly 4,
1848, brought to a close the war between the governments of 
Mexico and the Halted states. It was agreed In this treaty 
that, for the sum of $15,000,000, the Republic of Mexico 
would release claim of all but a small part of the territory 
now covered by the state of Mew Mexico to the United States. 
It was further agreed that all persons living in the terri­
tory, and electing to remain, would become united States 
citlsens and have full protection of their property rights 
•equally as if the same belonged to citizens of the United
©0
States.* This obviously meant that all bona fide claims 
to Spanish or Mexican land grants would be recognized.
To cope with the many and varied claims to land in the 
new territory the office of United States surveyor-general 
was created la 1854. Among the duties of the surveyor- 
general was to make an investigation of Spanish and Mexican 
grants and to submit his findings to Congress for approval 
or disapproval.
Soon after the establishment of this office claims of 
Spanish and Mexican titles began to pour in. By 1880 the 
office complained that since the establishment of the 
office * more than 1,000 claims have been filed with the 
surveyor-general, of which less than 150 have been reported 
to Congress, and of the number so reported Congress has 
finally acted on only 71.
The difficulties inherent in the task of the office of 
the surveyor-general were many. Numerous grantees were re­
luctant to file their claims. Only a mall fraction of the 
land had been surveyed prior to 1654, and on much of this 
the wort: was done none too accurately. Even after the 
claims had been acted upon by the surveyor-general* s office 
they had to be submitted to Congress for confirmation. This 
alone might involve a wait of two or three years. Donaldson
pp. 128-29 
21Ibid., p. 406.
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sums these difficulties up In his statement that
there exist ancient Spanish titles, municipal and 
rural, claimed under the treaty ©f 1848 with Mexico, 
and what is known as the Gadsden purchase of 1865. 
These claims are for irregular tracts, illy defined, 
bounded by streams or marked by headlands, or 
natural objects In many cases since removed. They 
were made for agriculture, mining, stock-raising, 
or colonisation, in all sizes from a village lot to 
million acre tract. The records kept by the grant­
ing authorities of Spain and Mexico have been a 
serious hindrance in come oases toward a satisfac- 
tery solution, being frequently of doubtful meaning.
As the task of reviewing and acting on all land claims 
proved to© great a task for the surveyor-general1 s office 
the Court of Private Land Claims was set up in 1891 * to 
se^eree&e it. Action was speeded up with this change and 
the land grant situation began to clear up. By 1904 the 
Court had acted on 301 claims, all but 76 of which were
JW
disallowed.^ The total acres claimed were 34,663,340 and 
the total acres confirmed 1,934,986.
Case Histories of Certain Selected Land grants In Hew 
Mexico: In order to present & somewhat clearer picture of
the nature and changes which have taken plaoe in the land 
grants of Hew Mexico certain data are presented in the fol­
lowing pages on the history of four land grants. It is be­
lieved that the four grants selected represent, as well as 
such a small number could, the land grant situation in the
^Ibld., p. 566.
S3Coan, c£. git., p* 477.
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Upper Peoos Watershed and that it sheds considerable light 
upon the state of affairs in the Spaalsh-Amerlean area as a 
whole- Each of the grants selected is (!) in the Spanish- 
American area, (2) was originally either a Spanish or Mexican 
grant, (3) was either a community grant or came into com­
munity ownership after a short time, and (4) was character­
ized by individual ownership of the Irrigated land and of 
the grazing or pasture land in common.
1. the San Miguel Del Bade Grant: The San Miguel Del
Bade grant is situated in the western part of San Miguel 
County. It was granted by the crown of Spain in 1794 to 52 
families then living in the territory of Mew Mexico. In 
accordance with the natural boundaries set down in the 
original papers the grant contained a total of 315,300
acres.24 These boundaries included a tract of land on each
aide of the Pecos River, in San Miguel County, reaching from 
a point Just above the present village of Anton Chieo to a 
point Just above the village of Upper Col on las.
The settlers took possession of the grant on March 12, 
1B05, settling at the present site of San Miguel, tinder 
the direction of the Justice of Santa Re the irrigated land 
was divided into strips of land measured from the river 
front. After this was completed the families drew lots for
g*B©aaldson, * oit ♦ | p • H&4. 151 CgffI to| the
Tillage studied, is located on this grant, see Figure 3.
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tli® portions they were to occupy. {See Appendix B for de­
tails of occupation.} The pasture and grazing lands were 
to he held In common for use by all families.
Certain restrictions accompanied the grant and with 
these all the families were expected to conform. The prin­
cipal obligations Imposed were that (1) the tract {pasture 
lands) should be held In common, (2) access must be given 
to settlers who sight later come Into the area and settle 
©a the grant, (3) each family must have at least one bow 
with arrows and after two years all must have firearms, (4) 
a tract of land must be set aside for the alcalde or mayor 
of the town, and (5) til© construction of the Plaza, irrigation 
ditches and other community works must be done by and with 
community labor. See Appendix B*
Although the colonists were harassed somewhat by roving 
bands of Comanche Indians the early settlement at San Miguel 
prospered financially and the population of the village in­
creased. A Spanish population census of 188? gave the num­
ber of people living at San Miguel as 2,893, a number that
Oft
may have been exaggerated. A map of the state made in 
1844 shows the location of ha Quests, another village on the 
grant, indicating that the settlement had begun to branch 
out. By 1900 all ten of the villages existing on the grant 
today had already been established.
®^Coafi, ©£. olt., p. 525.
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The first petition made to the tFnited States for a 
confirmation of the San Miguel Del Bad© Grant was submitted 
to the office of the surveyor-general at Santa Fe, Mew 
Mexico, on March 18, 18©?. Here the petition remained until 
18?9 when the surveyor-general submitted the petition to 
Congress recommending that only part of the grant he 
approved.^
Despite the request of the surveyor-general that the 
petition he “speedily acted upon* by Congress there Is no 
evidence that this august body ever considered this title 
and it was still an Hunconfirmed claim* when the Court of 
Private Land Claims replaced the office of the surveyor- 
general In 1891.
In 1904 the Court of Private Land Claims examined the * 
claim, as well as the report of the surveyor-general, but 
failed to allow most of the acreage embraced In the peti­
tion. fhls court reduced the amount to 5,024 acres, which 
is almost exactly the acreage which was designated as 
irrigable land.
Obviously the people concerned as owners of the grant ' 
were displeased with the decision ; and they finally elected
2SP**blic survey Office, The San Miguel Del Bado Grant, 
Report No. 119, File Ho. 49, u7~S. Department~of tEe in- 
terior, General Land Office, Santa Fe, Hew Mexico. The 
recommendation was for the approval of less than the full 
315,300 acres. Attached to the petition is what was pur­
ported to be an original copy of the grant from the crown 
of Spain.
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to appeal the ease. To meet the necessary lawyers* fees and 
other costa of the appeal several of the stockmen on the 
grant sold large numbers from their herds and flocks of live-* 
stock. But the appeal never got beyond the stag© of securing 
the services of several lawyers. The claim still remains at 
a little more than 5,000 acres as It was surveyed In the 
year 1916.
Ae originally provided for in the contract with the 
crown, the grant was to be administered by a Board of Trus­
tees at first appointed by the Spanish Provincial government 
and subsequently elected by the people. This Board, con­
sisting of five people elected each two years, is still in 
existence. Its chief duties are looking after the legal 
aspects of the grant, seeing that the annual taxes are paid, 
and arranging that any boni fide descendant of a grantee 
who comes of age is enabled to secure a residential lot.
Ho more Irrigable land can be distributed in this manner, 
since all of it has bees long absorbed by the existing peo­
ple in the different villages, as a result the land is 
now almost 100 per cent individually and privately owned.
Anton Chico Grant: The Anton Chico Grant Is
located on the Pecos Elver. It embraces parts of southern 
Baa Miguel County and northern Guadalupe County.
This grant was originally given to a groiip of 56 persons 
by the Mexican government in 1822. According to the boun­
daries set down in the grant, the original claim embraced
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385,056 acres. The Irrigable land in this grant was di­
vided among the families who were to occupy the grant; and 
the other was designated as "common* land to be used In 
common by the settlement »as meets their needs.1 The gov­
ernment of the village was to be by alcalde and town council 
sleeted, as was the general practice, by the people.
Petition for confirmation of this grant was made to the 
surveyor-general in Santa fe soon after that official took 
office is 1854. After a brief examination of the claim, 
which had been preserved by the grantees, the surveyor- 
general recommended that the grant be approved. This was 
confirmed by Congress i n I860 although the acreage, after 
careful survey, was reduced to 278,000.28
The population on the grant has Increased slowly.
Aston Chico was still the only village on the grant in 
291844. As late as 1920 there were only three villages on 
the grant, Anton Chico, Dilia, and Colonies. Is 193# the 
population of these villages totaled but little over 700.
The grant is still owned In community by the heirs of 
the original grantees. It is administered by a Board of 
five Trustees who are elected every two years. During
^Donaldson, 0£ . oit., p. 407.
2%oil Conservation service, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Unpublished data on a survey of the Upper Pecos Project, 1939.
g%ean, op. oit•, p. 305.
5®SoIl Conservation Service, o£. oit.
recent years the duties connected with the Job have con­
sisted largely of keeping it leased to outside stockmen and 
of seeing that the taxes are paid on the common or pasture 
lands*
Although taxes on the irrigated tracts of the Anton 
Chico grant are paid regularly, the taxes on the common or 
pasture lands frequently have been neglected in the past. 
Since 19S6 the problem of delinquent taxes on the common 
lands has become a serious one. In that year the tax laws 
of Mew Mexico were revised to sake land subject t© fore­
closure for taxes delinquent for three years or more. Be­
ginning in that year part of the common land was sold in 
large tracts to outside stockmen. These sales have con­
tinued until, in 1939, only 80,000 acres of the original
31tract still belonged to the people.
LB doya grant: The La Joya Craat is located in
the northern part of Socorro County, Mew Mexico. It em­
braces a tract of land that is almost bisected by the Rio 
Craa&e Elver. Part of the area la irrigable but the main 
portion of it is not.
This grant was made by the Spanish government to a 
group of 67 families, la 1819. Like most of the other 
grants of that time the irrigable land was to foe divided
^Soil Conservation, 0£. cit.
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equally among the settlers and the pasture or grassing land 
was to he held In common by all. The terms of the grant 
specified that "they were to maintain houses and arms In 
readiness to defend the caravans and wagon trains against 
hostile Indians.*^
The grant was confirmed by the Court ©f Private Land 
Claims for Hew Mexico in 1901. A survey at that time al­
lowed the grantees a total of 272,193 a c r e s . I t  was re­
quired that the grant be managed by a Board of Trustees 
elected by the people. This organisation is In existence 
at the present time.
The grazing lands of the grant have been in continuous 
use by large stock men. At times these stock men have been 
descendants of the original grantees and at other times they 
have been outsiders. At all times the grantees have been 
free to pasture any livestock they happened to have on the 
grant free of charge.
After title was confirmed for the grant no provision 
was made for the payment of taxes. By 1920 delinquent taxes 
on the grazing or common land aggregated approximately
3gSoil Conservation Service, Motes on Communityrowned 
Land grants in Mew Mexico, 0. S. Deparfeent '^ F'Xgrieuri'Sri, 
Albuquerque,HSew Mexico, 1939, p. 20.
33Public Survey Office, The La jcya grant, Report Mo. 
96, File Mo. 169, 0. S. Department oFme'*In€erior, general 
Land Office, Santa Fe, Mew Mexico.
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34$23,000. Realising that something must he done to meet 
the demands of the county for delinquent taxes a tract of
10,000 acres was sold in 1921 for a total of 118,500. Al­
though this sum of money was supposed to have been applied 
against the tax delinquency there is no evidence in the 
county records to prove that this was done and the people 
are very hazy about what happened to the money.35 From 
1923 to 19^ some taxes on the grant were paid but the totals 
kept increasing by almost #3,000 per year.
In 193? the grant was offered for sale by Socorro County 
for the delinquent taxes which, by this time, amounted to 
approximately #30,000. ft was bought by Thomas 9. Campbell, 
the so-called “wheat king* for $?6,O0O or about 35 cents 
per acre. Since this sale the people have been considerably 
agitated and have petitioned President Roosevelt to inter­
vene and in some way grant them a loan with which they might 
redeem toe grant.
At the present time there are approximately 1?00 people
f
living on the grant most of whom are descendants of the 
original grantees.*56 As is the case for most of the vil­
lagers in northern New Mexico the people living on the La
34County tax records, Socorro County, Hew Mexico.
35Soil Conservation service, Notes on Communlty-own©d 
Land grants in New Mexico, U. S. Department of Agrtculiure, 
Albuquerque,*Tfew Mexico, 1939, p. 23.
66From copy of petition of the grantees to the 
Pres1dent, 1938.
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Joya Grant have long bean dependent on other soirees than 
the grant land for their cash living* Most of the men are 
farm laborers doing seasonal work such as herding sheep, 
thinning and harvesting beets, and performing other farm 
work in the surrounding states of Texas, Colorado, Utah and 
Wyoming* However, they have clung to their small irrigated 
holdings upon which they depend heavily for food to supple­
ment the cash earned in wage work on the outside.
4. fee Canyon de Ban Diego Grant: The Canyon d@ San
Biego grant is situated In Sandoval County, Mew Mexico, on 
the western slope of the Maelmiento Mountains. The Jeraez 
River runs across the grant dividing it into two very nearly 
equal parts* The altitude of the lands in the grant is rel­
atively high, varying in height from approximately 6,000 to 
ever 0,000 feel.37
This grant was given by the crown of Spain in 1798 to
<56
•the families residing in the vicinity of yemez Springs.8 
In 1860 the surveyor-general of Mew Mexico recommended that 
Congress approve the grant. This Congress did in the same 
year, fhe acreage, as confirmed, aggregated a total of
110,000 of common or grazing land and 6,000 of farming land 
the greater portion of which was irrigable. This irrigable
^Bokl Conservation Service, og. clt., p. 6.
1C
Public Survey Office, The Canyon de San Diego grant, 
Report Ho. 25, File Mo. 60, U. S. DepartmenFo‘f”THe Inte­
rior, General Land office, Santa Fe, Mew Mexico.
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land was recognized as belonging to the individual families 
as provided for in the original Spanish decree.
Until 1870 the common lend was used almost exclusively 
by the grantees to pasture their herds and flocks of live- 
stook. At that time, however, an outside cattle operator 
named Otero began to use the land in the grant as summer 
range for his livestock. Gradually this cattle man began 
to buy up the Individual holdings on the grant, specifying 
with each purchase that with the sale of the Individual 
holdings went the individual1 s rights to the grazing land, 
these purchases continued mi til his death in 1904. By this 
time he had begun to claim the entire tract of common land 
for himself and t© use It as if it actually were his prop­
erty.40
Soon after Otero* s death, in 1904, the heirs of the 
original grantees brought suit In the district court to re­
cover claim to the grant. Under the direction of an able 
lawyer the claims of the grantees were recognized by the 
court and the final decision allowed the grantees 80 per 
cent of the 110,006 acres. Half of this went to the lawyer 
who presented the ©as© leaving the grantees possession of 
the remainder or 44,000 acres.
The court then appointed a commission of three men to
39m a .
Soil Conservation Service, eg. oit.. p. 6.
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determine the best method of dividing the grant among the 
heirs- This commission decided that, because of the diffi­
culty of dividing the 44,000 acres equitably among the heirs 
the tract should be sold in a single block and the proceeds 
divided among those families that could establish valid 
claims to the grant- The tract was sold at public auction 
In 1908 at 45 cents per acre- This sale netted the grantees 
approximately 120,000 and the sum was divided equally among 
the 200 persons or families which were recognized as legal 
heirs-
At the present time in order to use the grant, the 
heirs of the original grantees must pay a fee of 25 cents 
per cow per season and 10 cents per season for a sheep or 
a goat- A charge of 20 cents is made for each wagon load 
of firewood that is hauled from the tract. If the wood is 
to be sold the charge is slightly higher.
Proa 1922 to 1932 the Sew Mexico Lumber and Timber 
Company cut approximately 100,000,000 board-feet of lumber 
from the tract. Although the lumber operations on the grant 
decreased considerably during the subsequent years, they 
were continued on the tract until 1936. By this time the 
trees suitable for making lumber had been almost completely 
cleaned out-4^
41Ibia.. p. 8. 
4gIbld.. p. 10.
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During the period of extensive lumber operations men­
tioned above work was available for the grantees In the 
industry and at substantial wages* But with the dwindling 
of the industry more and more of the people were forced to 
search for employment on the outside. At present they are 
following seasonal farm work in Hew Mexico and surrounding 
states•
the hand grant in its Relations to 
Betti eaten t Patterns in gl Cerrito
The settlement pattern or manner in which the people 
are distributed on the land has long been recognised as an 
important factor in the social life of farm folk. As Smith 
has said, *the manner in which the rural population is ar­
ranged on the land is one of the most important aspects of
43rural social organisation.1* If the farm houses of a
rural people are clustered together social contacts are
likely to be frequent and intimate. If they are spaced
widely apart the opposite is likely to be true, other
•
factors being equal.
Hew Mexico is one of the few states of the United States 
in which the clustered or village type of rural settlement 
is a significant part of the general pattern* Almost the 
entire Spanish-American population of the state is concentrated
43T* Lynn Smith, The Sociology of Rural Life, p. 201.
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on the main streams and In small, agricultural Tillages.44 
See Figure 5 and Figure 2. this was the pattern dictated 
to all prospective colonists by the Spanish government 
which first opened the territory for settlement in 1598, 
and by the Mexican government which succeeded the Spanish 
Crown. As Blackmar has written, * there was, however, one 
distinct feature of the Spanish~A®@ricsn town which separ-
1R
a ted it from others . . . and that was uniformity.n In 
each village or settlement the houses were grouped around 
the Plaza, the irrigable fields were Just outside the 
village and the common or pasture lands further beyond.
this pattern prevails today in El Cerrito. With the 
exception of three families, which have built houses out 
on the once commonly owned land, that they now farm, all 
houses in El Cerrito surround the plaza. Old adobe houses, 
barns, and sheds give ample testimony to the fact that 
little change has taken place in the settlement pattern of 
El cerrito since the time most of the houses were con­
structed, nearly 100 years ago.
There is little doubt that the nature of the Spanish 
grant on which El cerrito Is located has been instrumental
44The agricultural village is defined here as a village 
1 the bounds of which are more or lees definite, and in which 
the population is made up predominantly of farmers and their 
families.” see Lowry Nelson, A Social Survey of Escalante. 
Utah, Brigham Young Uni vers 1 ty~S tud lei §7~£**ovo7 p.' 3.
^Blackmar, o|3. clt., p. 161.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the Total Population of Hew > 
Mexico, 1938
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in perpetuating the original village pattern of settlement.
The terms under which the Spanish grant® were donated made
it extremely difficult for an individual to move out on his
own individual holdings unless he was In a position to
46*fou&&a colony after prescribed rules. * These rule© would 
make it necessary for him to take several families with him 
and establish a new colony.
The provisions of the San Miguel Bel Bado Grant, on 
which El Cerrito is situated, explicitly stated that *the 
tract aforesaid (grazing land) has to be in common.® See 
Appendix B. Consequently there was no opportunity for a 
family to move out onto its own holdings as was the case 
in the western expansion of the lew England colonies.
The term® of the grant also stipulated that the irri- *' 
gated land be distributed **to all who may occupy said set­
tlement. n See Appendix B. This land, which in El Cerrito 
represents a potential of approximately 40 acres, was 
equally divided among the few original settlers. Living *
in a clustered or village pattern on the Irrigable land 
made for easy access to the Individual tracts of land which 
were farmed intensively and also mad© possible access to the 
outlying grazing lands which were used for carrying on the 
more extensive livestock operations.
46Blaokaar, c£. oit., p. 168.
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Although nearly all the common grazing lands of the
people in Si Cerrito were lost in the decision of the Court
of Private Land Claims in 1904, the loss affected the econ-
47
©ay of the village but little until 1916* For many years
use of the land remained unrestricted, since the disallowed 
portion of the grant had simply reverted to the Public Bo- 
main of the United states* In 1916, however, survey® of the 
Public Bomain in the area were begun and the land surveyed 
opened to entry under the homestead acts of 1862 and 1877.
A few of the si Cerrito fsallies filed for homesteads in 
the area but most of those filed for, and subsequently 
granted, were soon sold to outsiders. The provisions of 
the homestead law required residence on the claim, and the 
inhabitants of El Cerrito were loath to leave the village 
and establish permanent homes on these tracts. Furthermore, 
none of the homesteads were capable of supporting a family 
unit, tee scant grass covering on a 640 acre homestead, the 
largest acreage allowed, would support only a few cattle or 
sheep; and no adequate water supply was available other than 
the few streams is the area which were in large part con­
trolled by tee grants of land in the area which had been
47As pointed out previously, El Cerrito is situated on 
a part of the San Miguel Bel Bade Craat which was reduced in 
size by tee Court of Private Land Claims in 1904 from over 
300,000 to about 6,000 acres. See Publio Survey Office, 
tee San Miguel Bel Bado grant, oj>. cit.
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allowed. Thus the provisions of the original grants served 
to 1 fix*1 or *set* the settlement pattern, and this manner of 
arranging the population on the land has remained largely 
unchanged. Families in the village continued to farm their 
individual, irrigated holdings and either seek supplementary 
seasonal work outside the village or, in case they had re­
tained a substantial herd or flook of livestock, graze the® 
on the surrounding and once commonly owned pastures of the 
grant now leased from other owners.48 By introducing and 
perpetuating the Spanish and Mexican tradition of the nu­
cleated settlement pattern, these land grants have had a 
large share in determining the relationships between the 
people and the land in SI Cerrito, the upper Pecos Valley, 
and, indeed, throughout all the southwestern part of the 
United states.
The hand grant, Surveys and Titles, and hand division
in El Cerrito
Both the Spanish and the Mexican authorities used two „ 
methods of dividing the land among colonists. The common 
or pasture lands of the grants were characterized by * in­
discriminate location** with metes and bounds as boundaries.
On the other hand, the cultivated or irrigable holdings were
48Questioning of the people in El Cerrito revealed 
that only six families have moved from the village and 
taken up permanent homes elsewhere.
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measured according to the • riverfront pattern# where a 
number of varas were accorded each settler along the river 
or other stream.^ Beginning at the streams these long, 
narrow strips of irrigable land stretehed back, often to the 
tops of nearby mountains.
As indicated above, the bounds of the original grants 
were vague and indefinite. This fact made it extremely dif­
ficult, once the grant titles were presented for confirma­
tion, for the courts t© determine the actual acreage covered 
by the grants, and where the lines lay. In 1678 senator 
Thurman, Chairman of the Senate Committee of Private land 
Claims, in a letter to the Secretary of the Department of 
Interior, wrote &at
the fact that the majority of these grants were 
never segregated from the publie domain by aotual 
i survey or measurement in the field under the Spanish 
I or Mexican Ooverruaenta, but bounded by natural land- 
| marks without reference to objects known to our 
I publie land system, It is Impossible for Congress 
to determine the quantity of land the claimants 
are seeking . . . the claimants prefer to obtain a 
confirmation of their claim by metes and bounds 
without regard to quantity.50
The boundaries of the Irrigable holdings were usually , 
more definite. At the time the settlers were put in pos­
session of a grant a representative of the provincial gov­
ernment divided the irrigated land among th© settlers and
4%*or a discussion of these systems of dividing lands, 
see T. Lynn smith, eg>. clt., p. 239.
00
Donaldson, ©|>. ©it., pp. 1137-38.
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measured the tracts according to Taras along the river
front. Around these tracts were to be erected ^mounds of
stone . . .  so as to avoid disputes.0 See Appendix B.
Basing the surveys on the river front and the fixing of man*
made markers, made this second mode of land division much
less haphazard than the first.
The effects of the river-front pattern of land division ,
is obvious In almost any Spanish*American village of New
Mexico. The strips of irrigated land were usually narrow
originally and the practice of further dividing them among
sons and daughters, who Inherit alike under Spanish-American
custom, has reduced the strips In many villages to a few
yards in width. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figures
6 and 7 which show the holdings in the Spanish-American
toms of La Quests and Cerro respectively, two of the most
siextreme cases in the state.
The difficulties of inducing the Spanish-American claim­
ants of Mew Mexico to submit their land titles to the office 
of the surveyor-general of the United States have been point­
ed out earlier. One of the main reasons for this seems to 
have been that the colonists attached little importance to 
the titles until the United States took over the territory. 
Donaldson wrote in 1884 that * withpaper titles of grant 
 _________  4
SixThese villages are situated In the Spanish-American 
area of the stale, Just north of the village of Taos, 
county seat of Taos County.
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land held by men and woman, stored away in old boxes or car­
ried about their persons, no os© can form any estimate of
g o
the area yet claimed in new Mexico or Arizona-H
The effects of the indeflnltenees of boundary lines 
and ear ©less surreys, or none at all, characteristic of the 
Spanish and Mexican land grants account in large part for 
the exWeaely heavy Ices of land by the Spanish-American 
grantees after the United States tods: over the territory - 
fhe careless way id which the deeds were preserved added to 
thee© difficulties. There is little doubt that the office 
of surveyor-general, and later the Ucurt of Private land 
Claims, attempted to confirm all boni fide grants but lack 
of title papers, In&eflnlteneBs of acreage in the grants, 
and disappearance of original boundary markers for the 
grants made the decisions In many eases largely a matter of 
opinion.
la view of the haphazard nature ©f the surveys, divi­
sions, and ear© of papers, it is not surprising that long 
before the appearance of the United States on the seen© the 
Spanish-Ameriean area of Hew Mexico had been involved in
’ i.
inter-village and in tra-village conflicts over land. Some 
of those persisted long after the original cause was re­
moved. They arose over boundary disputes; they persisted 
as a socially Inherited feud* Until a few years ago the
62Bonaldson, op- oit., p. 400.
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people of El Cerrito were Involved in one of these boundary 
disputes which, at one time, reached such a peak of Intensity 
as to result in the death of one of their residents and the 
wounding of several others.
Fortunately for the people of Hew Mexico the "floating 
land grant** typical of parts of the Spanish-American area 
never prevailed to the extent that it seems to have in other 
sections of the Spanish colonization territory.this 
seems to have been in large part the result of the fact that 
fewer Individual grants were given or sold in Hew Mexico 
than in other territories such as California. Some of the 
individual grants did "float* about t© a certain extent, 
however, as in the case of the Maxwell grant, which, from 
time to time, threatened to displace several hundred set­
tlers as a result of re-surveys and claims recognised by the 
courts.®*
The consequences of the Spanish land system of indis­
criminate location and indeterminate surveys are readily 
evident in the land belonging to the people of El Cerrito 
today. Grant land belonging to the villagers is spread out 
in a pattern much resembling the state of Texas. See Figure 4.
®sYhe floating land grant was a term applied to a number 
of grants that kept changing, usually enlarging, their boun­
daries each time it seemed legally possible to do so. See 
Henry George, Our land and land policy, Mew York: Doubleday, 
Doran and Company, 'fno., 19IX, pp. 3^40.
®*Gunham, op. ©it., pp. 212-241.
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In some respects it resembles #an amphitheater— the build­
ings {and land) occupy a low position . . . bounded by the 
surrounding hills.
However, the Irrigated holdings of the El Cerrito peo­
ple, with few exceptions, still retain the rectangular pat­
tern which is characteristic of river*front land division, 
hue to division of these holdings, and then re-division from 
generation to generation, ©any of these holdings are now no 
aore than a few yards wide. Some of them are so narrow that 
they are no longer fenced as a fence would make it extremely 
difficult, and In a few oases impossible, for a person to 
turn a pair of horses around in cultivating or plowing his 
holding. See Figure 8.
Titles to these strips of land have seldom been recorded 
by the people of El Cerrito. Instead, providing such titles 
exist, they are kept in trunks or boxes at home, naturally 
many of the® have become misplaced or destroyed. This care­
lessness with documents ha© contributed greatly to eon fusion 
in property rights.
7
The indeflniteness I of location in the Spanish land sys­
tem is a factor in the present Inability of most of the El 
Cerrito families to estimate accurately the size of their 
holdings. The people know, fairly definitely, how many 
varas they have on the river-front and where the boundary
Smith, 0|>. olt., p. 243.
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marks are but If asked about the acreage In their Irrigated 
holdings will give an estimate and qualify it by the stock 
expression pose mas o menos.
Thus the land situation as it exists in El Cerrito 
today, characterised largely by small Irrigated holdings 
surrounded by grazing lands lost as a result of poor titles 
and Indefinite boundaries, reflects to a substantial degree 
what has happened over the Span I s h-Amerl can area of Mew 
Mexico and, to some extent, over the entire area of the 
Southwest. It is an example of what can happen when a sys­
tem of accurate surveys, definite titles, and permanent 
bases for location are super-imposed upon a system charac­
terized by careless or lack of surveys, ambiguous titles, 
and indefinite locations.
The Land Crant and Land Tenure in gl Cerrito
Land tenure has been character! zed a® »a social re­
lationship between the population and the land.*®® In this 
sense the term connotes the rights an individual or Individ­
uals may hold in the land and the manner in which It is 
held. Under this definition land tenure becomes on© of the 
most Important factors involved in the study of rural farm 
life.
As pointed out earlier, the Spanish and Mexican
^Bmlth, op. cit., p. 260.
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community land grants conferred title to the common or graz­
ing lands to & group of families In common while the irri­
gable land was parceled out in tracts to individual families. 
The common lands were considered to remain under the full 
ownership of the crown under Spanish authority and to the 
Repufelic after Mexican occupation. The irrigated holdings, 
on the other hand, might usually be disposed of by the 
owners after a specified number of years set down in the 
settlement contract. See Appendix R.
This pattern of dual ownership of land prevailed in El 
Cerrito until 1994. In the contract of the original set­
tlers with the Spanish crown 8the tract aforesaid (gracing 
lands) has to be in common, not only in regard to themselves 
bat also to all settlers who may Join them la the future.® 
Title to the grazing lands was placed in the hands of the 
Board of Trustees and each family was given an individual 
title to a tract of irrigated land and a residential lot.
Under this system of dual ownership the people of 11 
Cerrito developed a personal interest and attachment to the 
irrigated land that was never approached in their interest 
in the grazing lands. This observation is substantiated in 
the four case histories of grants given previously where 
taxes on the grazing lands were often delinquent but seldom 
on the irrigated land. Today in El Cerrito families that 
own tracts of the once common grazing land acquired under 
the homestead acts often have them mortgaged or will sell
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them, but none of the irrigated holdings ©arry any financial 
encumbrance*
Although the El Cerrito families were allowed equal us© 
of the common lands this seems never to have been the case, 
from the beginning of the settlement until the common land 
was surveyed and removed from the use of the villagers the 
land seems to have been largely used by two or three large 
livestock operators in the village* All other families pro­
vided labor for these lives took operators and perhaps grazed
fIV
a few sheep or cattle for themselves.
There is one ease of fans tenancy in El Cerrito today, 
la this instance the tenant is a part-owner since he has his 
irrigated land in the village and approximately three sec­
tions of grazing land on the mesa. All the rest of the fam­
ilies in the village are farm-owners, or more accurately 
land owners, since they each have a title to a residential 
lot, and all but two, title to a plot of irrigated land as 
well.
57
Out of this situation grew the parti do system of 
share-cropping sheep. Under this system the large sheep 
owners rent large numbers of sheep to small operators.
Under the contract binding the parties the renter is bound 
to return a specified number of lambs each year (usually 
around ZQ of a specified minimum weight) to the owner and 
is also obligated to return the same number of sheep as 
rented at the termination of the contract. The renter also 
agrees to bear all expenses incident to the keeping of the 
sheep. This system of renting sheep is practiced widely 
over the Spanish-American area of Sew Mexico. The fact that 
it is an old system is evidenced in its mention by Joseph 
Gregg, op. cit., p. 1Z2, as early as 1844.
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Thus the traditional practice of making each family on 
a Spanish or Mexican land grant an owner of at least a small 
portion of land accounts, in large part, for the high degree 
of land ownership existing today not only in El Cerrito but 
throughout the entire Spanish-American area of Hew Mexico. 
This phenomenon has other connotations also which will be 
discussed in detail in the subsequent pages of this work.
The Land Grant and Size of Holdings in gl Cerrito
The size and distribution of land holdings is an im­
portant factor to consider in any attempt to understand the 
social life of any farm people. Hot only the economic status 
but the social status of a people as well is Is large part 
determined by fee extent to which the land is divided among 
fee families, i.e., whether fee ownership of the land is 
somewhat evenly divided or is concentrated in a few hands.
Although thf size of the Spanish and Mexican land grants 
was limited by lew to not more than eleven square leagues of 
land this limitation was not effective in practice. Due to 
an absence of surveys the boundaries outlining these grants 
of land were frequently found upon accurate survey to enclose 
several times the amount prescribed by law.
After the United States occupied the territory of Hew 
Mexico the office of fee surveyor-general, and later the 
Court of Private Land Claims, were instructed to recognize
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the else limitation set down In Spanish and Mexican law hut 
for some reason, that is not at all clear from the records, 
frequently these Instructions were ignored.®® The most 
flagrant violation of this limitation in the territory of 
Hew Mexico was in the instance of the Maxwell land grant
RQ
which, when confirmed, contained well over a million acres.
It was not at all unusual for a grant of more than 100,000 
acres to be recognised. The San Miguel del Bado Orant, os 
which the village of El Cerrito is situated, contained more 
than 300,000 acres is the original claim.
Evidence of the cnee vast Spanish and Mexican land 1 
grants still remains in Sew Mexico. In the predominantly 
Spanish-American area of the state today (the eight counties 
shown in blade In Figure 2) the majority of the farms fall 
into the categories of either large or small farms. The 
1940 Census of Agriculture shows that in the eight counties 
of Mew Mexico where the population was over 75 per cent 
Spanish-speaking in 1938, about 7 per cent of the farms 
contained 1,000 acres of land or over. On the other hand,
55 per cent of the farms in the area contained less than 30 
acres. TSiie figure would have been considerably larger had 
the Census counted all Irrigated holdings as farms sine©
®®Denaldson, eg. clt.* PP* 1121-1131.
®^Dunham, op. clt., pp. 212-241.
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many of the holdings of the Spanish-American families are 
less than three acres, In the village of El Cerrito the 
Irrigated holdings averaged less than two seres. See 
Table II.
Only two families living In El Cerrito in 1940 owned 
more than a thousand acres of land. See Table II. fhlle 
the average acreage of grazing land, for the families re­
porting owned grazing land, was ITS acre® the median acres 
owned was only 42. Many of these tracts are so poor and 
inaccessible as to he practically valueless to the owners.
The irrigated holdings also are pitifully Inadequate. The 
average for all families reporting irrigated land owned was 
under two acres. Some of the holdings were no more than 
1/4 aore in extent.
Each of the 20 families living in El Cerrito In 1940 
owned at least a residential lot and 18 of the 20 owned 
some irrigated land. See Figure 8. Over a period of years 
these holdings have tended to become concentrated In a few 
hands. As Figure 8 indicates several families have acquired 
from two to three strips of this land while one family now 
owns seven.
It should be evident from the data and discussion given , 
above that the Spanish and Mexican land grants Introduced a
®°These combinations have come about through inherit 
tance. It is extremely seldom that these strips of land are 
sold.
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pattern of land holdings in Hew Mexico that still prevails 
to a great extent in El Cerrito as veil as the Spanish- 
American area as a whole. The individual, irrigated holdings 
still are to be found in El Cerrito community and the Upper 
Pecos area much as they did daring the Spanish and Mexican 
regimes. The principal changes la these holdings since 
occupation of the territory by the United States has been 
that they have grown smaller and cose into the hands of a 
greater number of owners. The extensive common holdings, 
on the other hand, have largely been lost to the use of the 
Spanish-American population* In else and number many of 
them still exist but are now owned by outside and large- 
scale livestock operators she have come into the area and 
bought them as they were offered for sale.
This shift in the pattern of ownership has been a tre­
mendous impact upon the economic and social behavior of the 
people affected. Some phases of this change will be dis­
cussed in the later pages of this study but it might be con­
cluded here that significant social and economic adjustments 
are yet in process in the area as a result of the new re­
strictions in the use of the once commonly owned lands. As 
an example, the people are unable to understand why this 
land has been removed from their use, why they now have to 
pay a set charge even for firewood removed from the land.
They have been unable to fully comprehend the significance
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of new barbed wire fences that literally enclose them la 
their small Tillage holdings. Who owns the land, the people 
will tell yon, doean*t matter but for an owner to restrict 
these lands to individual and private use Is, for them, a 
new and extremely unpleasant experience. They are now 
caught in a situation la which their irrigated holdings are 
too small to provide a living, while the lands once used in 
common have become the private property of persons outside 
the village.
Land tyrants as a Conditiontng Factor in the Bural 
Social Processes of El Cerrito
Wo analysis of groi^ > life can be complete without de­
voting some attention to the basic social processes by 
which life in the group goes on. in the following pages an 
attempt is made to isolate certain of the basic social 
processes in the village of El Cerrito and to point out 
how these processes have been conditioned by selected en­
vironmental phenomena, namely the Spanish and Mexican land 
grants.
Competition, conflict, and Cooperation; Opposition 
and cooperation have been defined as the two fundamental
gi
forms of social interaction. Out of these two basic
61Ktmball Young, An Introductory Sociology, Hew York: 
The American Book Company, I M 4 , p. 34157 See also T. Lynn 
Smith, o£. clt., p. 433.
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processes arise all the others. Evidence of the functioning 
of each process is abundant in the Spanish-Amerlcan area of 
Sew Mexico where an economy of scarcity has made cooperation 
expedient and an intimate and closely woven pattern of 
social contact has made conflicts inevitable.
The nature of the contracts accompanying the Spanish 
and Mexican land grants made cooperation between the indi­
vidual families in a new settlement mandatory. There was 
always a certain amount of work stipulated in the contracts 
that must be done in common as “the construct ion of their 
Plasa as well as the opening of ditches, and all other work 
that may be deemed proper for the common welfare shall be 
performed by the community with that union which in their 
government they must preserve.» See Appendix B, This form 
of cooperation has been designated as «labor in common1 and 
played a major role in the early life of the Spanish and 
Mexican colonies and to a considerable extent exists in the 
Spanish-American rill ages of Mew Mexico today.
An example of this 1 labor in ee*®on# form of cooper­
ation in El Cerrito is the **Dltch Association1 an organisa­
tion that has a history as old as the village itself. The 
function of this association 13 to clean the irrigation 
ditches once each year and to make any repairs that may
^William F* Ggbum and Meyer F. Nimkoff, Sociology,
Hew York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 34&T *
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become necessary during the year. This association is headed 
by a "ditch boss* who is elected annually to supervise any 
work on the irrigation system. The ditch boss doe® no work 
himself, hie sole duties being of a supervisory nature. The 
actual labor is performed by the members of the association. 
All farmers operating irrigated land are member® and must 
report for work at any time the ditch boss calls them out 
or else pay the group for doing their share of the work.
The informal aspects of cooperation in ftl Cerrito are 
much more pronounced than the formal. Through years of 
interdependence the people are conditioned to call upon 
neighbors and relatives for many types of assistance and, in 
turn, are expected to reciprocate when the need arises. Any 
task that requires greater strength or physical effort than 
a single family can supply Is solved by calling in one or 
more neighbors. Many of the cooperative affairs almost have 
become social events as when several families are called in 
to help butcher a hog or erect the roof of a new house. It 
is not unusual for such events to be attended by far more 
families than could possibly be of assistance unless they 
work In turns. The village type of settlement which pre­
vails greatly facilitates this type of mutual aid.
Any personal misfortune a family may experience In K1 
Cerrito is shared, in so far as possible, by neighbors, 
relatives and friends. In case of serious illness there is 
never a lack of volunteer men and women to help. In case of
W 2
death each adult In the Tillage spends some time at the 
11 wake* always given at the home of the deceased* There is 
a great deal of borrowing and leading in the village also 
and there Is seldom a complaint for failure to repay these 
loans. This Is true in the village although town merchants 
frequently point out that the reverse Is frequently true In 
their dealings with the same people.
The description of the these cooperative activities 
could be continued at length. Here it is important to point 
out that the nature of the original grants and the settle-, 
sent types established under their terms have been of great 
significance in perpetuating these cooperative activities.
There is also ample evidence to support the thesis 
that the nature of the Spanish and Mexican land grants have 
been a strong factor In promoting both intra-village and 
inter-village conflict, disputes over grant boundaries* 
tendencies on the part of some few families to monopolise 
the grazing lands* water supply* and other resources have 
often developed that still persist in the Spanish-American 
villages long after the source of grievance has been re­
moved. Representatives of various governmental agencies 
operating in the Spanish-American area frequently give ex­
amples where operational efficiency has been sacrificed in 
order to please existing village factions. For example, 
during recent years the Soil Conservation Service has en­
deavored to combine many of the small irrigation ditches
IBS
into larger and mere efficient canals only to find that the
villagers refused to cooperate, such combinatione would
make it necessary for strong intra-village factions to Work 
together*
The history of one of these conflicts in El Cerrito 
well illustrates how intense such conflicts may become.
The following story Is as a resident of El Cerrito told it.
The village of El Cerrito was settled by the
M*s and my people (the Q1 s}. They came in almost
equal numbers, just about as many M*s as Q’s. Both 
families had some money and large numbers of sheep 
and cattle. At first there was no trouble between 
them. All were friends, although only one mar­
riage ever took place between the two families.
The M’s used to herd their stock on the north side 
of the village and ay people herded theirs on the 
south side. But as the herds kept getting larger 
the It* s began to come into our territory. At first 
we didn* t mind so much. There was plenty of grass 
and we didn11 want to have any trouble with them. 
They were mean people. They were always getting 
drunk and fighting among theaselves. Finally we 
had to tell them to stay out of our territory. This 
made them very angry and they began to do things to 
us. Sometimes they would take our calves and lamb® 
and brand them with their own mark. Things got so 
bad between the families that they would not speak. 
Then fights began. Finally one of the H*s hit my 
grandfather over the head with a shovel and almost 
killed him. My uncle ran for the sheriff but the 
M’s followed him and almost beat hi® to death.
This made my father very angry. He took his gun 
and shot cue of the Mfe. He didn’t die but he was 
sick In bed for a long time. There was a big trial 
after that which lasted for a long time. It was a 
very expensive trial and cost both families almost 
all the sheep and cattle they had. The M’s were 
left in such bad shape that they all left the vil­
lage, and our people were never able to get back 
their property.
Obviously, the statement that "because of its deep and 
as ting significance to life, land has been the cause of
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some of the greatest conflicts between the nations of the 
world, and between the people within these nations* has been 
true for the Spanish-American area of Sew Mexico* such 
conflicts as that described fey the resident of El Cerrito 
have all too often made the Sp an i sh-A© er i c an people easy 
prey for those who have been willing to take advantage of 
this weakness* So Intense are many ©f these conflicts today ® 
that the participants would much prefer t© lose their re­
maining resources rather than Join hands and attack their 
common economic problems in unison* This situation has been 
one of the primary reasons why * the sturdy Anglo-Saxons over­
powered and dominated the Spanish people, who long before 
migrated from the mother country; and now within the boun­
daries of the United States are slowly absorbing or crushing 
the last remnants of the institutions of this romance people* 
Today the Anglo-Saxon exults in the strength of a predomi­
nant and united nation, while the Spanish-Asaerlean yet 
within our borders deplores the failure of his people, and 
reflects on the 1 buenos tlempos* of the Spanish occupation.*
2- Accommodation, Assimilation, and Acculturation: As *
It has been aptly put, ^if social life has its conflicts, it 
ilso has its adjustments.*^ Such adjustments have not been
63Carl C. Taylor, Hural Sociology, New York: Harper and 
irothers, 1933, p. 110.
®^Blaekmar, op. clt., p. 6.
®50gbum and Himkoff, oja. clt., p. 369.
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Lacking In the village of Si Cerrito nor in the much larger 
Spanish-American area of New Mexico of which SI Cerrito is 
% fairly typical segment. First, there were adjustments to * 
do made as the result of coming Into a new physical environ*- 
Bent and living in contact with a strange people , the Ameri­
can Indian, later, the enterprising Anglo entered upon the 
scene bringing with him & new culture to which the Spanish- 
American today is still adjusting himself.
At the time of the Spanish occupation of the present 
state of New Mexico the position of the Spanish colonist 
in respect to the Indian was definitely one of domination, 
fhat which the Indian had and the Spanish conqueror wanted,
>e it land, goods or women, the latter took; and better 
“irearras and more highly integrated forces were usually 
efficient to make the acquisitions permanent. The Spanish- 
jaeriean taught the conquered Indian his religion, language 
nd * the common arts, agriculture, and the practice of 
aising cattle.** On the other hand, he learned from the 
enquered Indian how to grow and use such crops as com, 
otatoes, beans, squash, tomatoes, chili and others.
With the arrival of the Anglo In New Mexico, however, * 
he situation of the Span!sh-American was reversed, sub- 
rdlnatlon and not domination came to gall him. No longer
®^Blaeksar, C£. clt*» p. 116.
®^8aith, oj>. clt., p. 500.
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was he the conqueror hut the conquered with all the usual
Implications that go with suoh a status. Under the Impact
of the contact with the aggress It© Anglo the Spanish-American
began a retreat to a position that has, from both an economic
and social standpoint, become steadily more precarious. As *
Blackmar has summed up the land situation of the Spanish-
American, *The original holders of lands have lost most of
their holdings either through the mis-Judgments of the
courts and commissions, or else by the wily intrigues of the
inglo-Americans, especially the latter. The Mexican has
aeen no match for the Invader In business thrift and
6Sproperty cunning. *
As in the c&se of the Spanish and Mexican colonists 
rho borrowed heavily from their Indian predecessors, the 
Jiglo too has adopted many elements of the Spanish culture. 
Jlackmar, in his excellent work on Spanish Institutions, 
tas listed some 35 Spanish words which have come into gen-
go
ral usage in the Southwest. Other borrowed traits are 
bvlous to anyone taking a trip across the Southwest, In- 
ludlng such Items as: adobe construction of buildings, 
pan is h architecture, a wide variety of foods and methods 
f preparing them, and many others too numerous to mention 
ere. Above all, for the purpose of this treatise, has been
®®Black»ar, og. clt., pp. 327-328. 
69Ibld.. pp. 271-279.
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tendency on the part of large Anglo stockmen to take 
>ver the land grants given to settlers fey the Spanish and 
lexican governments as veil as the original methods of 
>p era ting them.
As pointed oat earlier, the people of El Cerrito were 
►ut little affected by the change in government of the ter- 
•itory of Sew Mexico until the adverse decision of the Court 
f land Claims In 1004 which took away their common or gra sa­
ng lands* Actually, the full meaning of the decision was , 
ot realised until as late as 1916 when surveys of the land 
ere begun and homesteads began to spring up all around 
hem. When this situation was fully developed there was no
tf
Iternative for the people but to rely on outside employ- 
eat. Thus a pattern of seasonal work and seasonal migration 
egan for these people which has continued to the present, 
aeh seasonal work-peak will now find all but a few of the 
dult males of El Cerrito away from the village in one of 
be surrounding states.
With the increased contacts the Spanish-American people * 
re having with the Anglo culture, brought about largely 
irough employment, trade relations with the towns, and 
irough the schools, it is obvious that the culture of these 
»®ple is slowly breaking down. This fact is recognized by 
le people of El Cerrito as well as by the Spanish-American 
*ea as a whole. Many of the people are frank to admit that 
icy would like to see the transition made as quickly as
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qaslble.
Actually there la considerable appreciation of the 
nglo and his culture in SI Cerrito. An Anglo family that 
nee lived near the village Is mentioned quite frequently 
nd the farming practices of this family have been adopted 
oeally to a limited extent. Many of the si Cerrito fam~ 
lies stated a belief that the village would possibly bene- 
tt from having a few progressive Anglo farmers nearby. It 
ould facilitate practice in the use of English and, some 
hisk, might afford an opportunity for the people to learn 
omething of the techniques that have made the Anglos so 
uceessful in their push into Mew Mexico. It Is admitted, 
owever, that such a situation could be dangerous to the 
eople* b interests. Such families might manage eventually, 
e get possession of their remaining lands, a possibility 
hat has become an actuality in many other parts of the 
t&te.
Although a satisfactory pattern of accommodation has 
sen worked out between the Spanish-American and Anglo of 
bw Mexico these two peoples remain separate and distinct 
roups. It is extremely seldom that the two groups inter- 
irry and In the rare Instances when this happens either 
le Spanish-Amerlcan or the Anglo Is taken into one of the 
roups and almost excluded from participation in the other, 
t summary, it might be said that a complete pattern of 
L jus latent between the two groups has never evolved and will
ot until either a pattern of coercion and domination, or 
lee equality, is genially recognized by both groups. Some 
f the factors that will enter In the adjustment haw© been 
iscuased previously and others will be discussed In the 
ubsequent pages of this study.
3. Social Stratification $ The Spanish-American area 
f Sew Mexico is no exception to the statement of an eminent 
aciologlst that “any organized social group Is always a 
trmtlfled social body. Since the first group of Spanish 
olonists settled in Sew Mexico In 1598 a class hierarchy 
as existed that has ranged in height from Spanish noblemen 
a the lowly peon and slave.
During the early stages of Spanish colonization in 
bw Mexico social stratification among the population was 
t its peak. At the top of the class pyramid were the few 
vanish noblemen and officials who had bought or had been 
Lven huge tracts of land which they had pledged the crown 
> settle. These grandees * were frequently men of high 
ink, in whose veins flowed the best blood of Castile. The 
Id Castilian, showing disdain for the Mexican and his 
inguage, took great pride in his own language and pedigree.*1 
i the bottom of the pyramid were the Indian peons or slaves
70P. A* Sorokin, social Mobility, Mew York: Harper and 
‘others, 1927, p. 12.
7*Blackraar, 0£. clt., pp. 255-266.
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to were under the "protection* of the grandees. In the 
Lddle layers of the pyramid were the “settlers* who had 
sen given small tracts of irrigable land and large acreages 
f grazing land to pas tore in common.
Although the Spanish grandees and their progeny main- , 
iined their places at the top of the social pyramid until 
fter 'toe United States took over toe territory their 
Laces soon came to be challenged by a new type of grandee, 
type that depended i^ poa property, mainly sheep and cattle,
>r a claim to social eminence rather than upon Castilian 
Lood and a type of lisping Spanish.
tola new type of grandee grew steadily In numbers. By 
tlr means and fed his herds and flocks increased until, 
i most of toe span ish-A® or lean villages the common or gras- 
tg lands were being used by only a few families. Although 
my of the grantees would retain a few sheep or cattle 
mt of toe livestock became concentrated is a few hands, 
esebig livestock owners were known as the patrones of the 
llages upon whom the majority of the other families 
Pended for work.
With toe coming of toe United States into the territory, -* 
wever, the patron as an important figure In Span1 sh- Am erl- 
n life began to decline. He was no match for the Yankee 
business deals and with the shift in ownership of the 
nd base went the livestock enterprises of the pat rones. 
th the exception of a relatively few who were shrewd enough
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y keep their resources Intact or who had converted their 
eeourees Into more lucrative channels the patrones lost 
#t and became small farmers, merchants, or petty politicians.
The village of El Cerrito has passed through the stages 
f social change noted above. The older inhabitants of the 
Lllage still remember the two patron families of El Cerrito 
ae of which still lives among them. The people still talk 
f the vast holdings of these families and how they would 
a ter tain with elaborate fiestas and always provide work or 
revisions for the poor and needy among them. •Those were 
ie good old days, * the people will tell you, 1 when we were 
poeperous and independent. # Most of the people are hope- 
al that the government will some day return their lands and 
icy will be able to live again as they did before the com- 
sg of the Americanos.
Although class differences still exist to a limited 
ctent in SI Cerrito the bases of distinction have undergone 
lange. In the first place economic distinction in the vil- 
tge is at a minimum. Only one family in the village owns 
id operates any significant amount of livestock and in this 
ise only enough to supply labor for his own family and 
irhaps a few days of work to others each year during the 
isk labor season. Secondly, blood relationships in the 
llage have become so widespread that almost any resident 
A claim at least a second or third cousin relationship to 
reryone else.
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Thus in El Cerrito, as in the entire Spanish-American 
ea of the state, the social pyramid has become somewhat 
attested out- Such factors as age, family history, whether 
- not a man is a *good speaker* or clever politlcan are 
aracteristics that carry some prestige value but, by and 
rge, the people are primes and are of little social dls- 
netion one from the other. The exceptions to this are the 
scendants of the old grandees who claim to have remained 
art from the rabble and maintained their Castilian blood 
d children of the patrones who have managed to hold on to 
eir property. A few of each of these may still be found 
many of the Spanish-American villages and towns of 
rthern Hew Mexico. By and large, however, the Spanish- 
erieans have become categorized as a group of small farm 
ners who maintain a sort of migratory existence traveling 
rough the surrounding states following the seasons of farm 
rk. Social differences among the® are minimized, not only 
the outsiders or Anglos but also by the Spanish-Americans 
easelves.
Thus the Spanish and Mexican land grants for many years t 
srated to maintain an extremely peaked social pyramid 
smg the Spanish-Araerlcan population of Hew Mexico, with 
5 rapid loss of these grants, however, there resulted an 
tally rapid decline in the height of the social pyramid.
?re is little doubt, however, that certain vestiges of the 
I class hierarchy still remain in the minds of the people.
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an example, the old patron-laborer complex, although dis~ 
dearing from within the Spanish-American groups, has been 
Sained to some extent. The major difference between the 
w and old complex Is that the patron now is usually an 
5lo.7g
4. Social Institutions: There Is little doubt that the
inleh and Mexican land grants have been a major source of 
riuence upon the Institutional life of the Spanish-American 
>ple of Sew Mexico. The total extent of this Influence in 
Cerrito is beyond the scope of this paper but, in the 
Llewing pages, an attempt is made to indicate some of the 
?e obvious aspects of this influence upon three of the 
taary institutions of El Cerrito, namely, the family, the 
ireh, and the school.
As pointed out earlier, the nature of the lend grants 
i conducive to the development and maintenance of strong 
;er-village and intra-village factions. These factions 
tally had a family or blood basis, a condition that was 
tvl table as a result of the reluctance of the factions to 
ieraarry. So strong were the majority of these factions 
•elans* that the common or pasture lands were divided 
ween them and to violate the recognised boundaries was
*^The transfer of the patron figure from the Spanish- 
rican group to the Anglo group is discussed in Florence 
Kluckhonn, Los Atarquenos. Cambridge: Harvard University 
•P. Disserta¥ionJ, ±346, pp. 13-24.
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il valent to a trespass of private property under the Nee 
jland system of land use. Consequently, the two faetlons, 
though living in the same village, had very little social 
itact one with the other.
Within either one of these groups, however, common 
terests and social contacts were at a maximum. The men 
?&ed together, either as laborers for the patron or in 
iding their own herds or flocks which grassed together, 
ter this consolidation of economic enterprises, plus the 
idsney of the group to marry within its own faction, there 
reloped in time, all over the Spanish-American area, a 
Stern of highly Integrated, extended or consanguine family 
raps.7** These larger kinship groups almost deserve to 
called clans.
The extended or consanguine family is characteristic 
El Cerrito today. Grandparents and grandchildren are 
lost as intimately a part of the family group as are the 
>ents and children. It is not unusual for one or two 
Idren of an immediate family to make their home with 
LiidpareRts or even a brother or sister of one of the 
’eats. Any older member of these extended family groups 
perfectly free to discipline any younger member, such 
hority is universally recognized and is seldom if ever
73Ralph Linton, The Study of Man, New York: D. Appleton- 
tury Company, 1936, pp7 TS§-T<?9.
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6tinned by either child or parent. This applies partlcu- 
ly to the female members of the family as the males are 
t to their own Initiative at a relatively early age.
Conflicts as they exist for the people of El Cerrito 
: almost invariably between family groups rather than 
ween individuals. This may be understood only In the 
bt of the solidarity of the family groups, infringement 
a the rights of the Individual necessarily means inter- 
ence with the rights of the family and all members are 
apt in responding to any threat to the individual • s wel- 
e. This phenomenon has been an important factor in pro- 
ging many of the inter-village feuds in the Spanish- 
rioan area of Hew Mexico.
Until a comparatively recent date all marriages in El 
rit© were planned marriages in that parents and grand- 
ents of the prospective bride and groom were always 
suited. A primary object of this seems to have been 
gely a desire on the part of parents and grandparents to 
n marriages in such a way that holdings of land and llve- 
ck might be combined most advantageously. This tendency, 
ever, has declined markedly with the disappearance of 
sing lands and the subsequent loss of the people* s live- 
ok. Today there seems to be little Interference on the 
t of parents in marriages so long as the choice of a mate 
s not do harm to the reputation of the extended family 
serned.
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In the Spanish and Mexican colonization of the New 
World the state and church worked hand in hand. 8The formula 
for the course of action of the crown was exploration, con­
quest, unity of the church, acquisition of wealth, and the 
Increase of the territorial dominions of the king. The 
formula for the ecclesiastic was— spiritual conquest, in­
creased power of the order, salvation of souls, extension 
of the king's domain, and frequently, personal temporal 
blessings.«
In the establishment of either a Spanish or Mexican 
colony specific provision was made for the organisation of 
the church in the colony. Each settler was required to at­
tend the church and to support it either by contributions 
in money, goods or labor. Failure on the part of any set­
tler to conform sight mean his eviction from the colony.
The church, in each instance, meant the Homan Catholic Church 
since no other was tolerated by either the Spanish or Mexican 
governments.
The profound influence of the church upon the life of 
the people is still evident in the Spanish-American area of 
Hew Mexico today. In El Cerrito the influence of religion 
and the church on these people has diminished but little 
since early settlement. All are devout Catholics. The
^Blackmar, op■ clt., p. 63.
influence of the church is found in their thinking, in their 
attitudes and values, and in their day-to-day activities. 
Services are attended regularly and in a humble spirit.
Fees are paid promptly and special contributions are made 
periodically, if meagerly. Although little money may be 
available for food and clothing, a way is always found to 
obtain dandles to be burned on special occasions or to ob­
tain a new costume for a child's first communion. The 
women are especially devout. When special services are held 
in the church some of the men may remain away, but seldom 
dees a woman absent herself.
The church is by far the most conspicuous and the beet 
kept building in the village. Willing hands are always 
available should it need repairs or a new ooat of whitewash. 
Holy days are rigidly observed and Ascension Week receives 
special consideration and compliance. Ho work is done on 
these days because of the general belief that serious pun­
ishment from a divine source would surely follow. The 
stories *Saat tell of violations of Holy Days and subsequent 
retributions are numerous. For example, all in the village 
are familiar with the experience of a local fanner who, a 
number of years ago, plowed his corn on a Holy Day. The 
next day it was destroyed by hall. That the punishment was 
especially meted out to him is said to be proved by the fact 
that adjoining fields of his more devout neighbors went 
unharmed*
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As pressrlbed by the early church dignitaries in Hew 
Mexico the training of Ml Cerrito children in the knowledge 
mid practices of the church is begun at an early age. The 
child* s first reading is often done from books on the cate­
chism. Teachers in the school are especially esteemed by 
the parents if they are willing to help teach the catechism 
to the children. When a child has arrived at the age of ten 
he is expected to know the church rituals and to be familiar 
with the teachings and practices of a good Catholic.
Meither the Spanish or Mexican governments encouraged 
or made provision for the formal education of colonists. 
Education was left to the church, an institution which was 
opposed to popular education, schools in the Spanish-. 
American area of Hew Mexico were virtually non-existent 
before 1890. Those which were in existence before 1890 
were operated and controlled by the church and the children 
were taught "religion, reading, riting, and reckoning, four 
r* s instead of the three characteristic of the primitive 
school of the eastern colonies. Thus, between the formal 
rites of the church on one side and a life given over to 
the pleasures of the hour on the other, with enforced idle­
ness on account of the services of the neophytes and prep­
aration for life by way of education, grew up a race of 
people not able, in education and industrial zeal, to cope
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75with the Anglo Saxons.*
This early disregard for the schools has carried over 
into present day El Cerrito life and thinking. There is 
little interest on the part of parents relative to the 
local school. Many parents consider what the children 
learn in the church and from the teachings of the catechism 
as of far sore importance than that which they learn in the 
school. Once the child has completed the eight grades of­
fered by the local school there is no encouragement for the 
students to continue in school. Completing the llbro ocho 
(eighth reader) is considered to be sufficient schooling to 
enable the student to speak and read a little English and 
master any work or skills the student is likely to need in 
his life’s work.
Thus, it Is obvious that the Spanish and Mexican land 
grants have affected the institutional life of the Spanish- 
Americans as well as their social processes. Naturally 
factors other than the land grants have also influenced the 
present day school, church and family systems found in El 
Cerrito and other Spanish-American villages. However, it 
is also maintained that the Influence of the land grant on 
the institutional life of these people is of such signifi­
cance that it cannot be disregarded in any attempt to
^Iblfl., pp. 26?-268.
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understand the social life of these people today* In fact 
the nature of the land system, largely molded by the Spanish 
land grants, ham in turn become one of the primary determi­
nants of present-day institutional patterns*
6. Migration: Seasonal migration, or the movement of
the people from one place and lob to another, is a phenome­
non that has only reeently com© to characterize the Spanish - 
American area of Hew Mexico. The original Spanish and 
Mexican land grants always provided ample land resources to 
enable the settlers to remain in one place, settled in a 
village, tilling their nearby irrigated holdings and grazing 
their sheep and cattle on outlying lands. With the loss of * 
these lands, however, the sedentary pattern of life neces­
sarily underwent drastic changes. The lands remaining in 
the hands of the people were inadequate to furnish more 
than a small portion of the things necessary to satisfy 
people's needs. There began an era of moving about search­
ing for employment during parts of each year. This became 
periodic since the families always came back to their 
villages once the work season was over.
This pattern of seasonal migration in search of employ- „ 
meat may have been adopted by the people of SI Cerrito some­
what earlier than In other parts of the Spanish-Amerlcan 
area, then the Santa Pe Railroad began its line across the 
area around 1875 some of the people of El Cerrito, living
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very near the main line, began to work as day laborers for 
the railroad, others furnished ties which could be cut 
from the timber on their common grant land. This work 
proved to be fairly steady for several years and the pay 
was considerably above that a worker could earn herding 
sheep. By the time the road was finished, around 1890, the 
people returned to the land. However, they remained there 
only about fifteen years, because, as has been indicated, 
the decision of the Court of private hand Claims turned 
their common lands into public domain.
With the lose of title and use of their common lands, 
which became effective around 1918, there was no alternative 
but for the men again to seek work outside the village.
Their experience in herding sheep enabled them to secure 
work for large livestock concerns not only in other parts 
of Hew Mexico but in surrounding states as well. Other 
sources of employment were in the beet field® of Colorado, 
Wyoming, and Utah; some of the men were able to secure 
somewhat better pay in the employ of mine and smelter 
companies in these same states.
Once begun, this type of work continued until the &e- '
pression of the 30*s made it extremely difficult to secure 
work anywhere. Each year the men would leave the village 
en masse to be gone for periods as long as six or nine 
months without cosing home, as a rule the women and children
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would be left at home where they could till the Irrigated 
holdings of the families and care for the livestock* With 
the money thus earned in outside employment plus the food 
produced at home a family could live at about the same level 
as in the past.
One of the most interesting observations on the exten­
sive seasonal migrations of the Spanlsh^Ameriean people of 
Mew Mexico is the tendency of the small, irrigated holdings 
in the villages to pull the migrants back to their homes 
once the season of outside work is completed. Families in 
SI Cerrito frequently comment on opportunities they have 
had to remain away from the village permanently but only a 
few have ever taken advantage of such opportunities. This 
*pull* of the land has created something of a paradoxical 
situation in the village of SI Cerrito, as well as in the 
Spanish-American area as a whole— an extremely mobile adult 
male population offset by an intensively stable or sedentary 
family population.
Social Mobility: During the Spanish occupation of ,
Mew Mexico social stratification of the population was at 
its peak. Strains of royal blood, special honors conferred 
upon selected officials created social distances between 
families and other groups that were readily apparent to all. 
Social distinctions prevented the man of Castilian blood 
from associating socially with the lowly peon or the govern­
ment sponsored colonist. These social distances were
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universally recognized and seldom violated. To a consider­
able extent these differences In olass also were of a caste 
nature. There was no channel or ladder toy which the peon > 
could climb into the ranks ©f the privileged group. Once 
established the ranks tended to prevail generation after 
generation.
Later, with the rise of the patron class among the 
Spanish-Americans, however, the channels of circulation be­
tween the layers of the social pyramid became more open and 
the east© element became of less importance. A man with 
some ingenuity and business acumen might rise within a few 
years from the laboring class to the exalted status of a 
patron. Economic position came to toe a dominant factor in 
social status. With the development of this class and the 
accompanying decline of the nobility the social pyramid of 
the Spanish-Aserican population slowly began to flatten out. 
This flattening process was accelerated with the passing of 
time toy the tendency of the residents of a village to inter­
marry. This change was concomitant with the rise of the 
patron class, since there was less reluctance on the part 
of the patron and his family members to marry outside their 
economic and social class than had been true for the older 
nobility.
With the coming of the Anglos into Mew Mexico the 
social pyramid of the Spanish-Americans underwent another 
radical change. The Anglo cared little for the existing
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class hierarchy and social distinctions* To him a person 
that spoke Spanish was a ^Mexican,” and it made no difference 
Aether he was a patron or a sheep herder* Much of the ex­
isting 111 feeling between the two groups dates from the 
time when the Incoming Anglo dubbed the Spanish-Araerican as 
"Kexleaii” and was called * gringo saladd* in return* ! u
In the history of SI Cerrito may be traced the change ^  '
k : f *
in social mobility that has taken place over the entire ’ c* * 
Spanish-American area. Older residents of El Cerrito re- * 
member the time when the patron es of the village occupied 
a position of extreme power and prestige* But, with the 
loss of the resources of the patroses went the power and 
prestige associated with them. In present day El Cerrito 
the social pyramid is about as flat as it could be. Kinship 
ties between almost all the families plus common membership 
In all the social groupings have removed most of the basis 
for group and family distinction. Only the few families 
which are not related to the main family grouping of El 
Cerrito might be considered as at a slightly lower social 
level and there Is no restriction to their marrying Into the 
main family group.
The channels of social mobility outside the village of , 
fl Cerrito are seldom used. As pointed out earlier, a cer­
tain amount of college work would make It possible for a 
resident of El Cerrito to do professional work or service
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outside the village but this has rarely happened. Poor 
local schools and the poverty of the people make it extremely 
difficult for a young person to secure the substantial amount 
of education which would be necessary in order for him to 
move up the social pyramid in the outside world. Even should 
this be accomplished he must associate almost entirely with 
his own people since the associations between Anglos and the 
people of El Cerrito, a© well as the Span!sh^American people 
as a whole, are always at a minimum.
Thus, the people of El Cerrito, and the majority of 
Spaaish-Amerleans in all Hew Mexico, literally have become 
enclosed, first, by a wide expanse of land owned and fenced 
by outside interest and, secondly, by an alien culture 
whose carriers have always considered themselves superior 
to the "Mexicans.* these two factors have driven the 
Span!sh-American people back into their last stronghold—  
their small village with its individually owned, small, 
irrigated holdings. Here, for the past few decades, they 
have been able to maintain themselves in a fashion discussed 
in previous pages. How much longer they will be able to 
hold out, unless relieved In some manner from the outside, 
is a problem confronting not only the Span!sh-American 
people themselves, but every agency interested in the 
welfare of the area.
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study an §ttsBKa£Jaae heeu mode to determine 
the nature and Importance of tha. Spanish and Mexican land 
grants as a factor influencing the social organisation and 
processes of the Span! ah-Amer I can settlements in northern 
Bee Mexico. A great deal has been written on the economic 
importance of the land grants in the Southwest but little 
attention has ever been given to the social significance 
of these grants to the people living on them.
Both the Spanish and Mexican authorities were liberal 
in the distribution of their western lands but the system 
of distribution used placed many restrictions upon the set­
tlers occupying the land. Most of the land distributed was 
allocated for the common usages and not given In fee simple 
to individuals. To facilitate this common use special pro­
visions were always made for its common maintenance and im­
provement. Since the church and state worked hand In hand 
In all colonization, possession and use of the land grants 
by the colonists were dependent upon compliance with re­
ligious requirements and support of the church. In addition 
to these specific regulations laid down by the authorities,
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the nature ef the grants themselves was an Important factor 
in shaping the social life of the people in the Spanish- 
American area, the extensiveness of the grants, their 
common possession and use, indefinites ess of their surveys, 
boundaries, and titles have combined to produce an economic 
and social situation in the Spanish*American area that is 
entirely different from what might be thought of as 
representative, American rural life.
In order to determine some of the social Influences of 
this land system and its subsequent changes on the people 
affected, the village of El Cerrito, Hew Mexico, was oh omen 
for intensive study and analysis. In choosing the village 
four main criteria were set up as the basis for malting the 
selection. They were: (1) it must be entirely Spanish 
speaking, (2) it must be situated on an original Spanish or 
Mexican land grant, (3) It must be a definite part of the 
larger Spanish-American area, (4) It must be sufficiently 
isolated from main highways or larger towns that it would 
not have been influenced by them unduly. It Is believed 
that El Cerrito meets these criteria of selection satis­
factorily.
After selecting El Cerrito for Intensive study the 
writer spent approximately seven months in the village, 
gathering a wide range of information and materials on the 
land situation and the people. An attempt was made to
participate In the Ilf© of the village as far as possible.
It is believed this was accomplished as nearly as it could 
possibly be done by an outsider.
The history of the village proved to be an abstract ©f 
the Span ish-American area as a whole. It was part of a large 
land grant given to the people by the crown of Spain in 1794. 
Here the people had been living since little past 1800, pas­
turing their herds and flocks on the com®on or gracing lands 
and farming the small, irrigable tracts of land in the val­
ley. Title to the common land was held by a special Board 
of Trustees elected by the people. Families held their own 
titles to residential lots and plots of Irrigable land.
With the coming of the American land system into the area, 
however, the situation underwent rapid change. Common lands 
which had been in use by the people for almost a century 
were turned into public domain. Families were left with 
only their Irrigable holdings which were inadequate for more 
than a home site and a good sized garden.
With this Information of El Cerrito land and people in 
mind an attempt was made to discover some of the factors in 
the nature and history of the land grants that had been in­
strumental in bringing the situation in II Cerrito, and in­
cidentally the entire Spanish-American area, about. Some of 
the major findings and conclusions may be summarized as 
follows:
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Settlement Pattern: One of the most distinguishing 9
features of the Spanish-Amerlcan area of Hew Mexico Is the 
tendency of the rural people to live In a village or clus­
tered type of settlement. This pattern of settlement was 
made mandatory by both the Spanish and Mexican colonization 
authorities in the grants of land which they gave. Living 4
closely together was conducive to operating the small, in- 
dividual!y owned, Irrigable tracts of land and also fostered 
cooperation in util 1 sing the common or pasture lands at some 
distance from the village. Subsequent loss of the common or 
pasture land has had little effect on the ©Id pattern of 
settlement. Opportunities for the families to move out of 
the village onto patented land have been minimized by the 
tendency of large tracts of land to remain intact in shifts 
in ownership. In addition, the owners of irrigated land 
have been reluctant to leave without assurance of something 
t as permanent elsewhere. Thus throughout much of Hew Mexico 
today, the village fora of settlement still prevails, a 
heritage from the Spanish system of settlement and granting 
of land.
Surveys, Titles, and Land Division: A lack of ac­
curate surveys, ambiguous and imperfect titles, a system of 
land division based on metes and bounds, all characteristic 
of both Spanish and Mexican land systems, today are a con­
stant plague to the people of New Mexico. Before the arrival
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of the Americans in New Mexico these phenomena had occasioned 
numerous conflicts and disputes, some having persisted In the 
Spanish-American area until today. After the arrival of the 
Anglos, with a new system of surveys, titles and land di­
vision, the difficult problem arose of Imposing a new land 
system over the old one. The result has been endless con­
fusion, and in the end an enormous loss of land by individ­
uals, families, and entire villages, is Si Cerrito, as well 
as in the entire Spanish-American area, the people have been 
able to retain little more than the irrigated tracts to which 
they could prove individual ownership. The lands formerly 
held in common generally have passed into the private owner­
ship of outside people and corporations.
3. Land Tenure: The fact that both Spanish and Mexican '
land grants made specific provision for each colonist to own 
seme land accounts, in large part, for the high percentage 
of land ownership among the Spanish-American population 
today. These grants are also responsible for the fact that 
most of these holdings are extremely small, much too limited 
in size to produce more than a part of the food needs of the 
people concerned.
of Holdings*’ The extensiveness of the land 
grants in northern New Mexico has been a strong factor in 
preventing the rise of a large number of middle sized hold­
ings in the area. These grants were originally conducive to
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the development of a few large livestock operations which 
dominated the gracing lands and employed the bulk of the 
remaining families as laborers* This pattern has changed 
but little sines the loss of the grant lands to the Spanish- 
American people. Many of the grants allowed by the United 
States courts were bought from the original grantees for 
taxes; others that were eon verted to the public domain soon 
same into the hands of outside interests, either through 
consolidation of purchases or through leases from the state* 
Small, irrigated, and individually owned tracts of land, 
however, have remained In Un© possession of a large nusd^ e*r 
of owners. Thus, since early Spanish occupation of Mew 
Mexico, size of land holdings in northern Mew Mexico has 
been characterized by one of two extremes, large holding® 
for the use of a few families and numerous small holdings 
for the use of the remainder*
Competition, Conflict and Cooperation: The land
grants of Bew Mexico have been the source of both conflict 
and cooperation among the Spanish-Americans. In ter-village 
and intra-village conflicts arose through frequent disputes 
over right® involving use of the land. Trespass was made 
easy by the lack of fences or even knowledge of where the 
real grant boundaries were, once begun such conflicts fre­
quently developed into open feuds which lasted long after 
the source ©f conflict had been removed. On the other hand,
cooperation between the "in-groups" of the area was pro­
nounced. All work of a community nature m s  done through 
contributions of labor and usually with a minimum of fric­
tion. Vestiges of this early and ex tens ire cooperation 
still remain in El Cerrito and the same thing is true for 
the majority of the other villages within the entire Spanish- 
American area.
ASQQBS&odatlon, Assimilation, and Acculturation: The
nature of the Spanish and Mexican land grants, in their wide 
expanse of territory, concentrating the settlers in clusters 
and excluding everyone else, has obviously retarded the 
functioning of these social processes among the Spanish- 
American population of Bew Mexico. Situated in widely dls-
*
parsed and inaccessible spots of the state, miles from any 
sort of modern trso sportstion, the people of the Span is h- 
Amerlcan area have literally been out of contact with the 
rest of the world. Some of the mechanical evidences of this 
isolation today may be found in the people's poor mastery of 
the English language and their lack of regard for or interest 
in popular education. Briefly, this Isolation from other * 
peoples has resulted in the maintenance of old Spanish cul­
ture in the area to such an extent that an An&uluslan of 
18th century Spain would probably feel much at home in a 
village such as El Cerrito today.
So&tnl Stratification: During the early Spanish
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occupation of New Mexico the social pyramid among the people 
was highly peaked. At the top of the pyramid was a small 
group of families which enjoyed the special favor of the 
Spanish crown. At the bottom of the pyramid were the peons 
and just above them the government sponsored colonists. By 
1831, the beginning of the Mexican domination of new Mexico, 
the nobility had all but disappeared and their place had 
been taken by a new group of pat rones who monopolised the 
livestock industry of the state* this group persisted until 
after the American occupation of the territory in 1846 and 
have not entirely disappeared today.
With the arrival of the Anglo# however# the social 
pyramid of the Spaniah-American group rapidly began to flat* 
tea out. Part of this was due to the loss of resources by 
the patrones and part to the failure of the Anglo to recog­
nise the exist lag class hierarchy. As a result of these 
factors# plus a constant tendency of the patron families to 
marry outside their own group# class distinctions between 
the Spanish-Amerleans were reduced to the extent that the 
status of the patron was little higher than that of the 
laborer who once had worked for him. Today there are few 
class or family distinctions in El Cerrito and# with few ex­
ceptions, the same thing could be said of all villages in 
the entire Spanish-American area of the state.
Social Institutions: The church and the state went *
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hand In hand In the conquest of Hew Mexico. Each was depend­
ent open the other and the strength of the combination pre­
vailed over all resistance from the indigenous people as 
well as the colonists who came in to occupy the conquered 
territory.
The division of labor between the two powers gave the 
ehureh the responsibility for the moral and intellectual 
upbringing of tee colonists. As a result popular education 
was neglected although the teachings of the church were well 
provided for throughout the Spanish and Mexican territory of 
occupation. Each land grant given to settlers made specific ' 
provision for incorporating tee people into the church al­
though no provision was ever made for the building or main­
tenance of sehools. Evidence of this emphasis Is obvious in 
El Cerrito today. Each family attends church services regu­
larly and exports the ehureh financially as far as its 
budget will allow telle little interest is evidenced in the 
support and teachings of the school.
The influence of the land grant on the Spanish-American r 
family has been profound. As the result of common interests 
la grant lands and a tendency on the part of spatially proxi­
mate families to intermarry there has developed in the 
Spanlsh-Amerlean area a type of extended or consanguine 
family. In these families are included grandparents, grand­
children and brothers and sisters who are almost as Intimate
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a part ©f the family as are the parents and children, in 
SI Cerrito, and many other villages of the Span!sh-Amerlean 
area, one of these Intimate blood groups includes the majority 
of all the families in the settlement.
9. Migration: When the common lands of the Spanish and * 
Mexican land grants were ample in extent for the demands of 
the oeeopants there was little need or opportunity for the 
people to move about from one place to another, with the
less of these lands, however, the men of the Spanish-American * 
villages were forced to leave their homes for parts of each 
year to seek employment. Most of this work has been supplied 
by the beet fields and livestock Industries of the surround­
ing states, enterprises which require supplementary labor 
during peak seasons. During the spring and fall seasons of 
eaeh year the men of the Spanish-American villages leave 
their homes returning after the seasonal work is completed. 
Meanwhile the women and children remain at home tilling the 
irrigated lands of the village which supply a limited amount 
of food to supplement what can be bought with the men's cash 
earnings. This pattern of migration is highly uniform 
throughout the entire Spanish-American area.
10. Social Mobility: The New Mexico land grants, under ,
the Spanish and Mexican regimes, were conducive to the main­
tenance of considerable social distance between different 
family and other groups among the Spanlsh-Amerlcan population.
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With the rise of the patron class, however, a class based 
on property rather than ancestry, the channels for social 
mobility became more open. The attitude of the Anglo toward 
the Spanish-Amerioan class hierarchy and the tendency of the 
patroa class to marry outside their own group both acted to 
break down the barriers of class distinction.
Today in El Cerrito, as well as in the Spanish-Amerlean 
area as a whole, class distinctions are at a minimum. Al­
though there remain a few Spanish-American families is the 
patron class by and large there are no major class dis­
tinctions. Social distinctions are now made much more on 
the basis of such factors as age and political acumen than 
upon property holdings or claims to royal blood or favor. 
Marriages in the area have come to be based much more on 
individual merit than upon class or family background.
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APPUf BIX B
'Hie docmeiits in Appendix B were taken from the files 
of the General Land Office, public survey Office, tJ. s. 
Department of the Interior, Santa Fe, Hew Mexico,
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Original Petition for the San Miguel del Bado hand Grant—
A Translation
I, Loren20 Marquis, resident of this tom of Santa Fe, 
for myself and in the name of SI m m  accompanying me, appear 
before your excellency and state that, in consideration of 
haring a very large family, as well myself as those accom­
panying me, though we hare some land in this town It is not 
sufficient for ©ur support, on account of its smallness and 
the great scarcity of water, which owing to the great number 
of people w© cannot all enjoy, wherefore we haw© entered a 
tract of land on the Rio Pecos, meant and unsettled, at 
the place commonly called El Vado, and where there is room 
enough, not only for us, the §1 who ash it, but also for 
everyone in the province not supplied. Its boundaries are 
on the north the Rio d© la Baca from the place called the 
raneherla to the Agua Calient©, on the south the Canon 
Blanco, on the east the Cuesta with the little hills of 
Bernal, and on the west the place commonly called the Gus&no- 
whleh tract w© ask to be granted us in the name of our Sov­
ereign, whom may Cod preserve, and among these 51 men pe­
titioning are 13 Indians, and among them all there are 25 
firearms, and they are the same persons who appear in the
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subjoined list, which I present In due form, and we unani­
mously and harmoniously as one person do promise to enclose 
ourselves in a plaza well fortified with bulwarks and towers, 
and to exert ourselves to supply all the firearms and ammu­
nition that it may be possible for us to procure. And as we 
trust in a compliance with our petition we request and pray 
that your Excellency be pleased to direct that we be placed 
in possession, in the Name of his Koyal Majesty our Sover­
eign, whom may God preserve, and we declare In full legal 
fora that we do not act with dissimulation.
Lorenzo Marquis 
Pdr himself and the Petitioners
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Original Deere© for the San Miguel del Bado Land Grant—  ^
A Translation
On the 26th day of the month of November, one Thousand 
Seven Hundred and Ninety-four, X, Antonio Jose Ortig, Captain 
la the militia and principal alcalde of the town of Santa Fe, 
la pursuanee of the order of Lieutenant Colonel Fernando 
Chacon, Knight of the Order of Santiago and civil and mili­
tary Governor of this kingdom, before proceeding to the site 
of SI Vado, I, said principal alcalde, in company with two 
witnesses who were Xavier Ortiz and Domingo santiestevaa, 
the 62 petitioners being present, caused them to comprehend 
the petition they had made, and informed them that to receive 
toe grant they would have to observe and fulfill in full form 
of law the following conditions:
First— That the tract aforesaid has to he In common, 
not only in regard to themselves but also to all settlers 
too say Join them in the future.
Second— That with respect to the dangers @f the place 
they shall have to keep themselves equipped with firearms 
and bows and arrows in which they ©hall be Inspected as well 
at the time of settling as at any time toe alcalde In office 
may deem proper, provided that after two years settlement 
all the arms they have must be firearms, under the penalty 
that all too do not comply with the requirement shall be 
sent out of the settlement.
Third— That the plasa they say eons true t shall he ac­
cording as expressed in their petition, and in the meantime 
they shall reside in the Fueblo of Pecos where there are 
sufficient accomodations for the aforesaid 58 families.
Fourth— That to the alcalde In office in said pueblo 
they shall set apart a wall separate piece of land for him 
to cultivate for himself at hi® will, without their children 
or successors malting any objection thereto, and the same for 
hi® successor in office.
Fifth— That the construction of their Plasa as well as 
the opening of ditches, and all other work that may be 
deemed proper for the common welfare shall be performed by 
the community with that union which in their government 
they must preserve.
And when this was heard and, understood by each and all 
of the aforementioned persons, they accordingly unanimously 
responded that they understood and heeded what was communi- 
e&ted to them. Wherefore, I took them by the hand and an­
nounced in clear and intelligible words that in the name of 
His Majesty (Sod preserve Elm) and without prejudice t© the 
Royal interest or that of any third party. 1 led them over 
said lands, and, they plucked up grass, east stones and 
shouted #Long Live the King,* taking possession of said land 
quietly and peaceably, without any objection? pointing out 
to them the boundaries, which are, on the North the Rio d@
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la Baoa from the place called the Rancher la to the Agua
Caliente, on the south the Canon Blanco, on the East the
Cueeta with the little hills of Bernal, and on the West the 
place commonly called the Ousano, notifying them that the 
pastures and watering places are In common.
And that In all time it may so appear, I, acting by
appointment, for want of a notary, there being none in this 
Jurisdiction, signed this with my attending witnesses, with 
whom I act, to which 1 certify.
Antonio #ose Ortiz
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The San Miguel del Bade Land Srant— a Translation 
(SEAL)
At this place, San Miguel del B&do , del Rio de Pecos, 
jurisdiction of the Capitol town of Santa Fe, Mew Mexico, 
on %hm 12th day of March, in the present year, One Thouaand 
Eight Hundred and fhree, X, Pedro Bantlata Pino, justice of 
Second Note of the Town of Santa We and its jurisdiction by 
verbal order of Colonel Fernando Chao on, Governor of this 
Province, have proceeded to this said settlement for the 
purpose of distributing the lands which are under cultiva­
tion, to all the individuals who occupy said settlement, and 
having examined said settlement and having examined the 
aforesaid cultivated land, I measured the whole of It from 
North to South and then preseeded to lay off and divide the 
several portions with the concurrence of all the parties 
interested, tmill the matter was placed In order, according 
to the means myself and the parties Interested deemed the 
best adopted to the purpose, In order that all should be 
satisfied with their possessions although said land is very 
much broken on account of the many bends in the river, and 
after the portions were equally divided in the best manner 
possible, I caused them to draw lots, and each individual 
drew his portion and the number of varas contained in each 
one portion was set down, as will appear from the accompanying
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list, which contains the number of the individuals who re­
side in this precinct, amounting to the number of 58 fam­
ilies, between whom all the land was divided, excepting only 
the portion appertaining to the Justice of the Prec5.nct, as 
appears by the possession given by the said Governor, and 
another surplus portion which by the consent of all is set 
aside for the benefit of the blessed souls in Purgatory, on 
condition that the products are to be applied annually to 
the payment ©f free masses, the certificates for which are 
to be delivered to the Alcalde In the office of said Juris­
diction. And after having made the distribution I proceeded 
to mark out the boundaries of said tract from North to South, 
being on the North a hill situated at the edge of the river 
above the mouth of the ditch which Irrigates said lands, and 
on the South the point of the hill of Pueblo and the valley 
called femporales, a large portion of land remaining to the 
South, which is very necessary for the inhabitants of this 
town who may require more land to cultivate, which shall be 
done by the consent of the Justice of said town, who is 
charged with the care and trust of this matter, giving to 
each one of those contained In the list the amount he may 
require and can cultivate, and after having completed all 
the foregoing I caused them all to be collected together and 
notified them that they must each immediately erect mounds 
of stone on the boundaries of their land so as to avoid dis­
putes, and I also notified them that no one was privileged
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to soil or dispose of their land until the expiration of ten 
years frora this date, as directed by said Governor who* If 
he Is so pleased, will certify his proper approval at the 
foot of this document, of which a copy shall remain In this 
town and the original be deposited In the Archives where It 
properly belongs.
Pedro Bautista Pino
(By order ©f the Governor)
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Home Remedies Used In the tillage of gL Cerrito
Stomach Cramps— Eat the leaves of a native mint plant (Xerba 
de as negrita)• Also, a spoonful {teaspoon) of camphor In a 
tumbler of water and drink.
Falntlng-Cut an onion in half and place the parts, alter­
nately, under the person* s nose. The aroma will revive him. 
In addition to this, wash the face of the person with cold 
water.
Sorethroat— A few drops of HHH medicine in water and gargle. 
Baking soda also good mixed with a little sulphur.
Sores— Wash well with salt water and then apply dust found 
Inside the hark of aablna (juniper) post.
Earache— Put a little perfume in the ear. Also, urine of a 
healthy child.
Falling hair— Soil the roots of a gourd plant and wash with 
it. Wadi hair in fresh, warn cow urine.
Freezing— Rub the affected part with onion.
Headache— Apply vinegar on sides of head and forehead. Place 
tobacco stamps on temples and forehead. Pull hair real hard 
several times. Apply fresh sliced potato on temples.
Sore eyes— Wash with salt water.
Toothache— if the tooth is decayed bum out the decayed part 
with hot "wire. Hold hot, salty water in the mouth. Chew 
the root of a plant called cardo-santo.
Appendicitis— Mix corn meal In water and drink It before 
breakfast. ~prink a lot of hot salty cow milk.
Boils— Apply poultices made from pine tree gum, yellow laun- 
Sry soap, chicken dung or hot cow dung.
Itch— Apply a mixture of sulphur and lard before retiring.
Hose Bleeding— Place cigarette paper between upper lip and 
guST ""Burn_a live frog, grind the remains and sprinkle 
around the nose. Be careful that none of the powder goes in 
the nose. If it does the bleeding will increase. Bum 
buffalo hair and inhale. Carry a small flint rock in the 
pocket at all times.
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Bed~wett3ng— Put a few drops of turpentine in water and drink 
once or twloe per day, especially before retiring. Hub 8HH 
medicine cm abdomen.
Burns and scalds**Apply writing ink on burned area. Also a 
mixture of lard, flour, baking soda and vinegar.
Corns— Soak corns In hot water for a few minutes, withdraw, 
dry and paint with indelible pencil, fellow laundry soap 
also good.
In&lges t lon~~A cooked paste made fro® flour, water, nutmeg 
and cinnamon.
Fever B1 lster~-3prlnkle blister with powder made from orange 
rinds.
Sty— Apply mashed fly to affected part.
Removing poisoned blood fro® the body— use wentoeas or
• M M i W M M w M S  I iwwi t MMjwn[ tMMmten «MH«w i rti mm\r nFw
cuppingglasses over tne lnjured tissue.
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